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HEARING ON ISSUES AND MATTERS PERTAIN-
ING TO HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

MONDAY. DIXEMBER 10. 1990

The committee met,
Rayburn House Office
man] presiding.

Members present:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington. DC.
pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 2175,
Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins [Chair-

Representatives Hawkins, Kildee, Owens,
Hayes, Petri and Gunderson.

Also present: Representative Gray.
Staff present. John Smith, counsel; Brian Gee, staff assistant;

and Beth Buehlmann, minority education coordinator...
Chairman HAWKINS. The hearing will come to order.
The Chair has a statement, and I will ask permission and unani-

mous consent that the statement be entered into the record in
order to save time. Let me just iead several paragraphs from it.

The hearing this morning is on issues and matters pertaining to
black colleges and universities. The reason for the hearing, al-
though it is late in the session, is to prepare for next year's reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act.

It is the hope of the Chair that not only will traditional ap-
proaches be made at that time to solve some of the real troubling
problems in this field, but that we also begin to look at innovative
and creative ways in order to solve some of the problems.

But it is true that even without the benefit of considerable re-
sources granted to the majority of the higher education institutions
by the Federal Government, by State and local governments and
by the private sector, that black colleges and universities still will
graduate as they have done, the largest proportion of the Nation's
black college graduates, thus reaching their educational purpose
while outstripping their meager resources.

One writer has said that if it were not for the existence of black
universities and colleges, it would be necessary at this time to
create them As the Nation has grown, black colleges and universi-
ties have struggled to meet the growth. Along with their more
prosperous peer institutions, black colleges have continued to make
substantive contributions to the national interests and the goals of
the Nation's education system.

Still, a major question concerning the survival of Historically
Black Colleges and Universities is how can the Nation continue to
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support the roletheir role, which as I have stated, matriculate,
and graduate the largest number of the Nation's black college
graduates.

We look forward to today's testir..ony to provide this committee
with some of the answers the committee will need in its delibera-
tions concerning the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
of 1965.

May the Chair just add one personal note.
It was the pleasure of the Chair to be involved in this important

issue for the past several years, and while I will be leaving the
committee at the end of the year, it is certainly our hope that the
committee will still have able leadership on it, and I am confident
it will, to continue to work.

I am very pleased that Mr. Owens, who is not here this morning,
but who is on his way, has made a very strong commitment, as has
Mr Hayes of Illinois, to my left, who has also taken strong leader-
ship in this field.

So the committee will not be without leadership. The incoming
Chair of the committee is certainly one who is conversant with the
problems, and I am confident will provide leadership as well.

We also have other Members who are not on the committee who
have demonstrated greater leadership in this field, and the first
witness, I am pleased to say, is Mr. William Gray, who has not only
a bill which he has introduced and which wP discussed near the
end of the session a few weeks ago, we hope that he will give us
some idea as to what his intent will be in this particular field, and
I am confident that he will provide the leadership, too, that is cer-
tainly needed.

So without any further explanation from the Chair, Mr. Hayes,
do you desire to make a statement at this point?

[The prepared statement of Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins follows.]
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Remarks of Chairman Augustus F. Hawkins
Committee on Education and Labor

Hearing on Monday, December 1%1990
on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

as Pertains to Black Colleges and Universities

Throughout its history this nation has encouraged and

promoted the stable growth of its college and university systems.

Such progressive thinking has had, and continues to have, an

enormous impact on this society's capacity to meet the ever

expanding educational needs of its citizens.

An important part of this national wisdom was embodied in

the Congressional passage of the Morrill Act of 1862, which

authorized Federal land-grant funds for hig'.1er education. The

first Black College to receive such funds (in i872) was

Mississippi's Alcorn College, now Alcorn State University. In

subsequent legislation, Morrill Act funds were mandated to be

distributed on a "just and equitable basis". This 1890 provision,

requiring the equitable distribution of Federal land-grant funds

to higher education, eventually resulted in the establishment of 17

southern schools, known as "Negro land-grant colleges."
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As important as the Morrill Act was, however, it did not

come close to addressing the problems facing most of the Black

postsecondary institutions, many of which were founded in the

period from 1865-1873 to help educate Black Americans who were

newly freed slaves.

Even without the receipt of considerable and comparable

resources granted to the majority of the higher education

institutions by the Federal government, by state and local

governments, and by the private sector Black colleges still

graduate the largest proportion of the nation's Black college

graduates, thus achieving their educational purpose, while far

outstripping their meager resources.

As the nation has grown, Black colleges and universities also

have struggled to meet that growth. Along with their more

prosperous peer institutions, Black colleges have continued to

make substantive contributions to the national interest and the

goals of the nation's education system.
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Still, a major question concerning the survival of Historically

Black colleges and Universities (HBCUs) is how can the nation

continue to support the role of the HBCUs which, as I have

stated, matriculate, educate and graduate the largest proportion

of the Nation's Black College graduates.

We look forward to today's testimony to provide this

Committee with some of the answers the Committee will need in

its deliberations concerning the reauthori2.ation of the Higher

Education Act of 1965.

It is my belief that Congress should reaffirm its moral and

social commitment to equality of opportunity by incorporating

some needed changes in the Act to assure that higher education

institutions serving disproportionate numbers of Black and poor

college students are provided adequate and long-term support.

A properly structured, reauthorized Higher Education Act

will play a major role in expanding the growth and ability of

these institutions to sustain the fundamental principles of access,

equality, and opportunity in the higher education community.
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Mr HAYES. I just must say, Mr. Chairman, I am just too glad to
come back to Washington and join with you, not only to deal with
the issue that conironts our black colleges and universities, but to
participate in what undoubtedly is going to be the last official func-
tion with you before you regretfully retire from this great body.

Because your contributions are a legend in itself, I just wanted to
be with you this morning to deal with this subject matter. Because
your interest and concern in education and labor is one that will be
missed, while we can't fill your shoes, we will do the best we can to
make sure we continue the kind of activity and the kind of ap-
proach that you took to these two important matters.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr Owens, I didn't recognize that you had arrived already. I was

making remarks pertaining to you. Do you care to make a state-
ment at this point?

Mr. OWENS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to express my appreciation for your calling this hear-

ing. I think it is very significant at this time.
We are about to re-authorize the Higher Education Assistance

Act, one of the most important functions and missions of this Edu-
cation and Labor Committee.

And I hope that all of the participants understand that this is a
period now to move and move aggressively to express your con-
cerns and express your proposals as remedies for certain kinds of
problems that we face.

I am very concerned about the fact that in the Middle East, not
only do we have almost 30 percent minority representation on the
front lines as a result of a volunteer army process, but we are told
that we can't complain because there are small numbers of minori-
ties over there as compared to Vietnam. They weren't drafted.
They are volunteers.

But we know that young people volunteer because they can't get
employment, and large numbers are there because they couldn't
get employment anywhere else and they volunteered for the army.
There are also a large number of officers who are minorities who
went through the academies and went throt gh ROTC. I hope that
in the consideration of the Higher Education Assistance Act, of the
reauthorization of that act, we will look to the kind of education
provided in our military academies and provided through the
ROTC, the kind of opportunities that are there, and concern our-
selves with matching those opportunities for youngsters who don't
necessarily want to enroll in the military.

Why can't we have the same kind of benefits, the same kind of
stipends, the same kinds of situations set up for people who don't
necessarily want to go into the military, but are willing to make
the same kind of commitment of service after they graduate in the
domestic area that other people who go through the ROTC and
miliLary academies must make in the case of the military.

That is one of my concerns that I throw out as a broad, over-
riding concern that I would like all of the panelists to think about
when we hear from them on it.

But I would like to proceed, and I wo1.11 have quite a number of
questions and comments as we proceed.



Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Owens.
The first witness this morning is Congressman William Gray,

Majority Whip, U.S. House of Representatives.
Bill, we are very delighted to have you appear before the com-

mittee as our first witness. We look forward to your testimony

STATEMENT OF THE HON. WILLIAM GRAY. A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning to you and to the distinguished colleagues of this

important committee and subcommittee, Mr. Owens, and also Mr
Hayes.

First, I want to congratulate you, Mr Chairman, on the lcng and
distinguished career in public service, including 28 years as a
Memoer of this House and six years as the Chairman of this most
significant committee, the Education and Labor Committee.

During that time, Mr. Chairman, you have been a leader on
issues of importance to all Americans, and a champion, especially,
of the concerns of the economically and socially disadvantaged

This hearing on the needs of the Nation's Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities is evidence, once again, of that leadership,
and I appreciate thj opportunity to appear before this distin-
guished panel.

All of us know the vital role that HBCUs play in creating oppor-
tunity and access to the economic mainstream I would like to use
my time to address the growing need fur expanding and improving
facilities at these schools.

Given the lack of public and private sectur support for construc-
tion and renovation. IIBCUs are experiencing a deterioration of fa-
cilities that now threaten their capacity to continue to provide
quality education for our next generation of leaders.

Investing in our educational infrastructure is a national impera-
tive. For African-Amem icans and other minorities, it is particularly
important to make certain that reinvestment extends to IIBCUs
Although HBCUs constitute only three percent uf all institutions of
higher learning in America, they educate almost It) percent of all
African-American college graduates.

Furthermore, it is estimated that 75 percent of all African-Amer-
ican Ph.D.s, -IG pm,rcent of all business executives from the African-
American community, 50 percent of African-American engineers,
80 percent jf African-American Federal judges and 85 percent of
all African-American doctors received their unde,-graduate um grad-
uate program degrees from HBCUs.

Unfortunately, a constant lack of sufficient resources has forced
HBCUs to use available funds for operating expenses rather than
capital improvements. Due to their small size, relatively high per
centage of disadvantaged students and other economic factors,
HBCUs typically lack the ability to obtain credit as a way of fi-
nancing needed improvements.

Notwithstanding this fact, HBCUs, like all colleges and universi-
ties, must build and rehabilitate classroom facilities, laboratories,
libraries and dormitories tu continue their vital education mission
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Without state of the art facilities, it will become increasingly dif-
ficult to offer future scientists, engineers, and others with the kind
of high quality work and academic experiences that will enable
them to assume leadership roles.

The ability of HBCUs to meet the challenges of the future w Al
require a commitment, I believe, of Federal resources, and it is in
our national interests to provide those resources. This is especially
true for private HBO.% which receive little, if any, State funding.
A recent survey estimates that the highest priority construction
and renovation needs of private HBCUs alone exceed $450 million.

Mr Chairman, I would like to commend you and others for re-
sponding to that need during the 101st Congress by sponsoring the
Qualified Higher Education Organization Capital Financing Act,
along with the rest of our colleagues in the Congressional Black
Caucus.

I was happy to support this legislation, which set up a revolving
loan fund program to help finance capital improvements at HBCU.
As my colleagues are aware, the Qualified Higher Education Orga-
nization Capital Financing Act would have allowed HBCUs to raise
funds in the bond market by providing them with the backing of a
Federal guarantee for up to $500 million in outstanding debt. The
bond proceeds would havc been used to make loans to HBCUs for
capital improvements.

The legislation included several safeguard provisions, most im-
portance of which was a requirement of a reserve fund from which
timely payments would have been made on bonds, if any institu-
tions was delinquent in repaying its loan.

This and other provisions would have significantly limited the
Federal Government's financial risk.

As my colleagues are aware, this legislation was included in the
fiscal year 1991 budget reconciliation package, thanks to the lead-
ership of the distinguished chairman of the committee.

The provision, however, was deleted before final passage, but the
need it was meant to address has not gone away, nor will it go
away, and thus, there is a need to address this in the 102nd Con-
gress.

The upcoming higher education reauthorization presents an ideal
opportunity to re-examine this legislation sponsored by the gentle-
man from California, myself and others, and I can think of no
more fitting tribute to the long and distinguished career of the
Chairman himself, to see an initiative like this passed into law in
the 102nd Congress.

With the suppert of my colleagues, I intend to make it one of my
personal priorities during the 102nd Congress.

In conclusion, let me say that the needs of HBCUs are certainly
not limited to improving their facilities. However, this issue is one
of utmost importance, because the quality of the institutions' infra-
structure is inherent to its quality of education.

Ultimately, improving the facilities at both private and public
HBCUs will play an invaluable role in expanding this Nation's
leadership by preparing African-Americans, and other socially and
economically disadvantaged teachers, scientists, doctors and law-
yers, to continue to assume the increasingly %ILA roles they will be

1 2
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called upon to play in the next century. And my friends and col-
leagues, this is so true when you look at the world stage

If America is to be economically competitive in the 21st century.
we must make the necessary investments in our human infrastruc-
ture now, so that we can compete with the new Goliaths rising out
of Europe and the Pacific Rim.

And it seems to me, when you look at the demogtaphics. what
they show is that in the 21st century, 80 percent of the work force
of America will be composed of women. minorities, and new immi-
grants.

We need to make the investment now if we are to be economical-
ly competitive in the 21st century. And there is no better way we
could do that than to invest in the historically black colleges and
universities that have a history of providing excellent education for
minorities and those who have been labeled socially, economically
disadvantaged.

Thank you, and your colleagues for the opportunity to share my
views on this issue of u:most importance to the vitality of the his-
torically black colleges and universiti.s, and to this great Nation of
ours.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Hon William Gray follows:I
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STATE.1ENT OF THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. GRAY, III
REGARDING HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

HEARING OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DECEMBER IC, 1990

Good Morning Mr. Chairman, and my distinguished colleagues.
First, I want to congratulate the Gentleman :rah Clifornia on a
long and distinguished career in public service, including 28
years as a Hemmer of Congress.and six years as the Chairman of
the Education and Labor Committee. During that time, Mr.
Chairman, you have been a leader on issues of Importance to all
Americans and a champion, especially, of the concerns of the
economically and socially disadvantaged. This hearing on the
needs of our nation's Historically Black Colleges and
Universities liBCUs; Is evidence of your leadership, and I
appreciate the oppert..n,ty to ac:pear before this distinguished
panel.

All of Ls know the vital role that HBCU.; play in creating
opport6nity and access to the economic mainstream. I would like
to use my time to address the growing need for expana,ng and
improving facilities at these scnaols. Given the lack of public
and private sector support for constr,ction and renovation, HBCUs
are txperiencing a deterioration cf facilities that now threatens
their rapacity to continue to provide quality education for our
next generation of leaders.

Reinvesting in our educational infrastructure is a national
imperative. For African Americans and other minorities, It is
particularly Important to make certain that reinvestment extends
to HBCUs. Although HBCUs constitute only 3% of all institutions
of higher learning, they educate almost 40% of all African
American graduates. Furthermore, it. is estimated that 75% of all
African American Ph.D.s, 46% of all African American business
executives, 50% of all Afr.can American engineers, 80% of all
African Anerican federal judges, and 5% of all African Anerican
doctors received their t.ndergrad-ate ,r graduate degrees from an
BBCU.

Unfortunately, a constant lack of sufficient resources has
forced HBCUs to use available fords for opLrating expenses rather
tnan capital Improvements. Due to their snall size, relatively
high percentage of disadvantaged students, and other econonic
factors, HBCUs typically lack the ability to obtain credit as a
way of financing needed improvements.

1
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Notwithstanding this fact, HBCUs, like all colleges and
universities, must build and rehabilitate classroom facilities,
laboratories, libraries and dormitories to continue their vital
educational mission. Without state of the art facilities, it
will become increasingly difficult to offer future
scientists,engineers and others the kind of high quality work and
academic experiences that will enable them to assume leadership
roles. Tha ability of HBCUs to meet the challenges of the future
will require a commitment of federal -seurces.

This is especially true for private HBCts which receive
little if any state funding. A recent survry estimates that the
highest priority construction am,: rermvation needs of private
HBCUs alone exceed $450 million.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and others for
responding to that need during the 101st Congress b,, sponsoring
the Qualified Higher Education Organization Capital financing
Act. Along with the rest of our colleagues in the Congressional
Black Caucus., I was happy to support this legislation which set
up a revolving loan fund program to help finance capital
improvements at HBcUs.

As my colleagues are aware, the Qualified Higher Education
Organization Capital Financing Act would have allowed HBCUs to
raise funds in the bond market by providing them with the backing
of a federal guarantee for up to $500 million in outstanding
debt. The bond proceeds would have been used to make loans to
HBCUs for capital improvements. The legislation Included several
safeguard provisions, most important of which was the requirement
of a reserve fund from which timely payments would have been made
on bonds if any institution was delinquent in repaying its loan.
This and other provisions would have significantly limited the
federal government's financial risk.

As my colleagues are aware, this legislation was included in
the FY91 Budget Reconciliation package, thanks to the leadership
of the dIstinguished Chairman of this committee. The provision
was deleted before final passage, but the need it was meant to
address has not gone away, nor 4111 it go away.

The upcoming Higher Education Reauthorization presents an
Ideal opportunity to re-exanine this .egislation sponsored by the
Gentleman fron California, nyself and others. And I can think of
no nore fitting tribute to your long and distinguished career,
Mr. Chairman, than to see your initiative adopted by the 102nd
Congress. With the support of my colleagues, I intend to make it
one of :71 personal priorities.

2
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In conclusion, let me say that the nPeds of HBCUs are
certainly not limited to improving thcir facilities, however,
this issue is one of utmost importance because the quality of an
institution's infrastructure is inherent to its quality of
edu-atica. Ultimately, improving the facilities at both private
and publi_= HBCUs will play an invaluable role in expanding this
nation's leadership abilities by preparing African American, and
other socially and economically disadvantaged teachers,
scientists, doctors and lal..yers to contInue 4-to assume the
increasingly vital roles they will be called upon to play in the
next century.

This is so true when you look at the world stage today. If
America is to be competitive in the 21st Century, we must
reinvest in our human infrastructure. That includes educating
our youth. Next century 80% of all new entrants into the labor
force will be women, minorities, and immigrants. If we don't
better educate these groups that have traditionally been left out
of the mainstream, American will lose in tomorrow's global
marketplace. Historically Black Colleges and Universities have a
vital role to play in this mission.

Thank you mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to share my
views on this issue of utmost importance to the vitality of HBCUs
and our nation.

3
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gray, I am very well ac-
quainted with your proposal on the Capital Financing Act, and I
commend you on its introduction I am a little concerned about one
thing.

I think you dealt with it in your statement. That is it applies
only to the private four-year, not-for-profit colleges and universi-
ties. I would assume that the need is rather great across the board,
and I would assume the only reason that apply it to those is in
order to reduce the cost of the proposal.

Am I correct?
Mr GRAY. That is essentially correct, Mr. Chairman, but I think

that in the 102nd Congress that we ought to look at the broad per-
spective as well. The private institutions do not have state sources
of funding, which often can help to cover the operating costs and
thus, their fund raising efforts are directed primarily for capital
programs.

The private HBCUs do not have the operating costs assistance as
well as the capital assistance, so therefore there is a bigger crunch.

However, I think one of the things this committee could do as we
look at the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and look
at the problems of historically black colleges and universities, both
private and public, is to look at how the original proposal that I
made might, perhaps, be modified in such a way as to address the
concerns of both private as well as public colleges, particularly
since we are not talking about something that should increase the
deficit, since it is a guaranteed loan program that is scheduled for
repayment.

Chairman HAWKINS. Do you think my long tenure on this body I
hear the same arguments that do not apply to you, obviously, but
the same arguments that were made 20, 25 years ago that some-
how we can't afford it. And we have been postponing the problem,
delaying it and making it even worse, because we never got around
to actually financing it.

If we had started, or had continued as we had during the 1960s,
during the Lyndon Johnson Administration, in giving education
the top priority that it deserves, we probably wouldn't have the
huge deficits we have today.

I would hope that in the 102nd Congress, that some modification
be made in the manner in which we adjust our priorities, because
it is obvious that, as you well know, having been Chairman of the
Budget Committee, that we aren't just not going to reduce deficits
if we continue in the current way.

So as a matter of fact, one of the priorities in the national inter-
est certainly is in educating everyone in our society. I recall that at
the end of World War II we did appropriate some $7 billion to en-
courage veterans to go into the post secondary institutions, and ac-
cording to the Joint Economic Committee, that investment, we
made a profit, as a matter of fact, it was 10 to 1, so that the initial
investment of the $7 billion which sounds tremendously big, and
obviously would sound big in the 102nd Session of Congress, even if
we got $2 or $3 billion, there would be those who say you can't do
it.

But at the end of World War II, we did make this investment,
and the return better than 10 to 1, and that and the increased rev-

1 "c
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enues of those who were educated in the post secondary institu-
tions paid off, and actually the investment didn't cost us anything,
because it was returned.

I would think that now is the time to begin to adjust the think-
ing of the Congress and states and local governments to the idea
that aga; ve have got to make that investment at a time when we
are asking individuals to sacrifice possibly their lives in order to do
it.

I am also aware of the fact that recent reports from the Depart
ment of Labor indicate that we don't have the technicians, WE
don't have the scientists and the other skills in order to compete.
So we are losing out on several fronts.

Thei e is also a tremendous need for teachers. We don't evenwe
talk about national goals and we don't have the teachers to even
teach Minority teachers have actually been reduced from about 10
percent down to 5 percent and the trend continues

I would think that helping histoncally black colleges and univer-
sities would be one of the ways, tangible ways that we would get
the teachers in order to teach and in order to achieve the economic
goals, as well that the President and the governors say we need.

Do you believe that we may be able to change the mood in Con-
gress from the ugly one that we have now to a moreI don't want
to paraphrase the President, but to a more constructive mood, let
say?

Mr. GRAY I would simply say, Mr. Chairman, as you well know,
being the expert on the economy that you are, and the prime
author of Hawkins-Humphrey, which is a part of our whole budget
and economic process here in the Congress, that if America is to
compete, if America is to grow economically, we must make certain
investments, and the first and foremost is in education, and if we
don't do that, we are not going to have a skilled work force that
will be able to compete with those countries that are now our
major economic competitors.

We have a Unified Germany, West Germany has a highly skilled
work force I suspect that in the very short period of time, East
Germany work forces will be brought up to tnat same level of pro-
ductivity and literacy.

The Japanese have a highly skilled, literate work force. If we are
to compete, and there are &ring to be more of these countries rising
up, Korea, other European counties that have tremendous dyna-
mism, and part of it comes from the skills of' their pe.ple and the
high literacy rate, and it seems to me that the most important in-
vestment we can make, if we want to grow and to have long-term
economic growth, as well as opportunity, is in education.

Therefore, I know 1 speak on behalf of the leadership of of the
House, the Speaker and the Majority Leader, that education invest-
ment will be a top priority item as we look at the priorities, even
under the five-year budget agreement.

The five-year budget agreement simply set ceilings for various
categories, large categories, such as defense, foreign assistance, and
domestic But under those ceilings, you must make choices, and one
of the things that we believe has to have high priority is the choice
of investing in education, because that is going to be the fuel that
drives the engine of the economic opportunity in the future.
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And I believe that proposals like the one that I am suggesting is
a way that we can make a major contribution to those institutions
that are expert at taking the persons at the bottom, the economi-
cally, socially disadvantaged, and giving them the necessary skills
to make a vital contribution, and under the methodology that I am
proposing, Mr. Chairman and colleagues, you are not talking about
adding to the deficit.

So the whole question of deficit politics and policy, does not come
to play here. And it seems to me that this type of invest-nent pro-
gram would aid those historically black colleges to improve their
facilities and thus resources that would come out of operating,
major operating accounts, wo'lld be able to stay in those accounts
and they would deal with th facility and the fiscal infrastructure
through our proposal.

My viewpoint is that in the next Congress I think you are going
to see a significant demand on the part of at least the leadership of
the House and the majority of this House to significantly invest in
education.

We can't talk about a kinder and gentler America with points of
light unless you are willing to provide the batteries, and one of
those batteries has to be education, investment in education.

And the long-term benefits from such investment is absolutely
tremendous for this country, and for our social fabric as well

People who have opportunity don't turn to anti-social behavior,
which costs the society So we have two by-products of investing in
education First, an economically strengthened America, and
second, an America that has reduced social costs because of eco-
nomic opportunity.

So I do believe that in the 102nd Congress, Mr. Chairman, there
will be a renewed effort in the 1990s. But I think we even see those
efforts in the private sector pointing to the fact that there has got
to be more investment in education at all levels.

Private studies by corporate chieftains are now calling for more
investment, because they understand that they cannot compete,
they cannot grow in the marketplace, if they don't have a skilled
literate work forced and that is why it is so important.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
It certainly is comforting to some of us to know that you are in

the leadership, Mr. Gray.
Thank you.
Mr. Owens?
Mr. OWENS. I have no questions.
I just want to thank our distinguished Democratic Whip and Ma-

jority Leader for his commitn.ent and congratulate him on the
vision that he has shown in attaching himself to this particular
item as a priority.

We rertainly look forward to working with you. I know that we
cannot fail under your leadership.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS Mr. Hayes?
Mr HAYES. I just wanted to add my vote of thanks to my col-

league and leader. I am glad you are here, Bill.
I can't honestly say I share your feelings of optimism about being

able to turn this thing around, because in some areas it will have
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to be almost 180 degree turn to begin to make education of the eco-
nomically disadvantaged one of our top priorities.

Over and beyond the black colleges, the opportunities for Afri-
can-Americans to get an education in institutions of higher learn-
ing is decreasing, because of the increases in tuition; it is almost
virtually impossible. Then the rise of racism on some of these cam-
puses, even in high school it is beginning to show its ugly head, cre-
ates a great problem. I do hope that this upcoming 102nd Congress
does, under your leadership, focus its attention in this direction.

Because there are a lot of people out there who currently have
degrees, and we couldr't even pass a civil rights bill that might
help them to affirmatively find employment in the area to which
they are educated and trained.

So we got a lot of work to do, and I look forwardI am glad you
are there.

Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Let me just say to my colleagues, Mr. Hayes, we do

have a lot of work to do, and I don't want to sound like "Alice in
Wonderland," but I do believe the Nation is beginning to under-
stand the importance of this issue. I think we are at the position
where instead of holding funding constant, which is basically what
we have been doing for these educational programs for the last
four years, they were savaged in 1981 through 1985, beginning in
the 1986 fiscal year we began to hold the line.

Some growth in a few things, but not enough to cover inflation. I
think the country is poised now for us to move in a different direc-
tion, and I am hopeful. I would say to my colleagues, because many
are beginning to understand that an investment in education, a
dollar invested in education, is not some kind of social welfare
dollar, which many people like to criticize. But it is really an in-
vestment in economic growth.

I think that is why you are beginning to see those in the private
sector now call for higher funding, new innovative approaches for
investment in education. Although the Administration hasn't
caught up with that idea yet, I think Congress is prepai ed in the
102nd Congress to launcl- forward.

It is not going to be easy. We are not going to solve it in one ses-
sion. We may have to take the entire decade of 1990s to rebuild
from where we have been in the decade of the 1980s with these
very repressive, regressive policies that have put us at a competi-
tive economic disadvantage. Secondly, when people talk about the
issue of race, and to those who always are worried about this code
word, quotas, and want to take advantage of fear and division ni
the American people by using code words such as quotas, I would
challenge them to stop dividing this country, to stop running adds
that are inaccurate describing legislation like the 1990 Civil Rights
Act, but begin to address the fundamental problem.

And that is, invest in these young people from Chicago, from
New York, from California, from Pennsylvania. Give them the op-
portunity to get an education at some of these schools, the Florida
A&M's, the Morehouse's, the Hampton's and Wiley's and all of the
others, and then they will have the tools to compete, and then you
won't have to worry about ever using the word quota, because you
will have invested.
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But the problem we have is that many people are using this as a
politico) racial code word. On the one hand they talk about quotas,
but on the ()tiler hand, they will not support equal opportunity and
investment in the education of the economically socially disadvan-
taged, and that reveals the raw cynicisms of what they are doing.

And it seems to me that those forces, and I challenge them if
they really are concerned about leveling tIe playing field so every-
body has an equal launch pad, let's start investing in education.

Start down at the beginning, at those pre-schoul programs, those
elementary programs, those secondai y programs, and then invest
in these institutions that have shown a tremendous ability to take
the raw material from the bottom and shape them into the doctors,
lawyers, judges, political leaders, and teachers for tomorrow.

Mr HAYES. Two thousand dollars is economically disad' antaged
to become a part of the reserves. That is not the way you talk
about it.

Mr GRAY. I am not talking about that. I am talking about start-
ing with investment down at the very bottom. And if you did that
with those pre-school programs, kept that investment up, all the
way through, and even looking at what Congressman Owens said
about the proposal of a stipend of some small kind for those who
come from such poor background that the ability to stay there is
very limited, even if they do have grants and student loans, et
cetera. That is the way you do it.

So I would challenge those who are always talking about using
the racially charged code words of "quota," join us in making a
real investment in education, all the way across the board. And
then you could produce perhaps a society where there would be
equal opportunity because of higher educational investment and
thus the field would be leveled.

Mr. HAYES. It worked out well for Senator Helms.
Mr. GRAY. Well, it is most unfortunate in my viewpoint, what

happened, not because I am a Democrat, I would have loved to
have seen the Democrat win, but I more disturbed about how
that race was conducted.

It is a striking pattern that is becoming more prevalent, not just
in North Carolina, in Alabama, Governor Hunts' race, in my own
state we saw it across the state in state house races, Vie same kind
of p'aying to the fathers of people.

And let me tell you something. There is going to be a terrible
price to pay. There may be temporary political gain for individuals
or groups of individuals.

But there is going to be a terrible price to play in the long term
for this Nation if we don't stop that.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late, but I do want to take the opportunity

to get some input from our distinguished Majority Whip in a
couple of areas.

Number one is, as we look at the higher education authorization
next year, I mean I think our biggest challenge is meeting the de-
mands that are out there for students, low and middle income stu-
dents within the context of our budget. Any creative ideas of how
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within that context we might better serve these particular popula-
tions?

Mr. GRAY. Well, to my colleague who just arrived, I would say I
testified in favor of an appropriation which I think is one cf the
ways that we can begin to address that problem, and that is to in-
stitute a loan program for historically black colleges and universi-
ties which would allow them to deal with the deteriorating physical
facilities that they face under what I call the Qualified Higher
Education Organizational Capital Financing Act, which would be
government guarantees, and they would pay the money back.

And so, thus, in my viewpoint, this does not get caught up in the
deficit politics that have driven this place, and many of these
schools, such as the historical black colleges are taking, operating
money and ttying to maintain capital. While they may have open
atir they don't have the kinds of access to resources, such as
large endowments of major universities or major colleges, that they
could apply to improving their science labs or their physical facili-
ties.

And so one of the things that I hope that this Congress would
consider bipartisanly, and by the way, I should announce that the
distinguished Minority Whip of the House was the cosponsor of
this provision in the last Congress. Mr Gingrich and I sponsored
the Qualified Higher Education Capital Financing Act as one way
to do that

Secondly, I believe that we ought to make a greater investment
in real terms, not only with the historically black colleges and uni-
versities, but with those programs that reach out to the economi-
cally and socially disadvantaged in all of our communities.

Now, I know we have a myth of who those people are. We tend
to think of them only as African-Americans, or maybe Hispanics,
but in a real sense, if you look az where Pell Grants are going, they
also ptuv ide a tremendous doorway of opportunity for other Amen-
cans who come from rural areas and who are poor, and so it seems
to me one of the things that we need to do, Mr Gunderson, is un-
derstand that if this country is to be economically competitive, I
am not talking about social welfare, I am talking about an invest-
ment in our economic competitiveness for the next century. All of
the demographics show that 80 percent of the work force will come
from basically three groups in the next century. women, minorities
and new immigrants How do we classify them now? Primarily as
economically and socially disadvantaged.

If we don't start making that investment now, how do we com-
pete with a united Germany? How do we compete with a more
united Europe after 1992 in the Common Market? How do we com-
pete with our Asian competitors that are producing new giants
every day, vvho are tremendously productive and extremely liter-
ate?

We have got to make those kind investments, not only in histori-
cal black colleges, but I would also say across the board in provid-
ing opportunities, and I would go beyond the Higher Education
Act We also have to make those investments dcwn at the bottom,
at the entrance as well as the exit.

Mr GUNDERSON. We have a particular problem in the University
of Wisconsin system regarding minorities. The President to his
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credit has embarked on a major program, I would call it quotas, I
would certainly call it goals, however, to increase the numbers of
minorities attending the University of Wisconsin system, and I
would hope that the committee would bring someone like that in
here, because the President will tell us that frankly we have failed,
despite a number of outreach efforts, additional financial incen-
tives and other measures, to increase the minority population
within our university system. The students don't want to come to
that system, and we got to figure out what the problem is there
and perhaps next year there will be a way to do it.

I do have a final question. It is sort of a follow-up to what my
good friend Charlie Hayes was talking to you about in regards to
this whole issue of quotas, per se. I am as concerned as you are
about what seems to be happening as our society becomes increas-
ingly intolerant But I am also concerned, I have to tell you, that if
H R. 1 becomes the civil rights bill of next session, I am not sure
who is initiating the activity to make it a very partisan issue, and I
.hink we have got to find a way, hopefully between now and Janu-
ary, where we can keep the rhetoric and the partisanship out of
what ought to be a much higher level of debate.

I am not any happier about one party pursuing quotas than I am
the other party pursuing partisan motives for the sake of solidify-
ing a support among certain constituencies. And I don't know if
you have any comments today on that. I share your concern that
we are poisoning the atmosphere.

Mr. GRAY I made some comments before you came in on that
issue as a result of a statement by Mr. Hayes, and my essential
point was that there may be temporary political benefits from play-
ing on the politics of fear and using code words which may win
temporary support for persons.

However, in the long term, that is going to have tremendously
harmful effects for the good of this country as a whole, and I am
very discouraged by what I see taking place around that issue, par-
ticularly when if you ask the vast majority of African-American
leaders that I know They are opposed to quotas. I am opposed to
quotas I don't want quotas, because quotas also act as a limit. A
quota says you can only have ten of this. What happens if there
are 15 who happen to be Hispanic, and they are qualified?

So quotas are not something that this African-American politi-
cian supports, not at all. And most that I know don't support
quotas However, what is being done is an image is being portrayed
as if one group of Americans or maybe two or three groups of
Americans are for quotas, and another group is not for quotas, and
thus politically what happens is I will play to this group and there-
fore win votes. I think that is cynical. I think it is absolutely going
to haan this country in the long term.

This Congress is not for quotas. However, I am for affirmative
steps to provide opportunity, to remedy historical discrimination,
and that does not involve quotas. And it seems to me that we do
the debate of these issues great damage when we come up with
these very simple code words and say, well, this is a quota bill.

I think that there will be those of us who support the 1990 civil
rights bill again I won't go on record on that, but I want to make
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it very clear that I will not cause it to be a racially divisive debate
at all. Nobody in my party has ever announced that.

I don't know if it will be H.R. 1. It might be H.R or 6, but I
think you are going to come back and see that issue brought up
again. Because even though it was called the quota bill and all the
polling data suggests that that was done to raise an image in white
Americans' minds of black Americans primarily and maybe His-
panic-Americans trying to get an unfair disadvantage and not
being qualified to get something.

The real fact of the matter is, Mr. Gunderson, is that the 1990
Civil Rights Act would have had the greatest impact on American
women, not black women, not Hispanic women, but women. Be-
cause the issue that the courts dealt with, dealing with quotas
wasn't included in the 1990 Civil Rights Act. That was the Rich-
mond case which was a case about quotas.

So I would just simply say to you that I would hope that those
people who want to level the playing field, the way you do it is
invest in education. Forty percent of all blacks on a back yard level
are at majority schools such as the one you mentioned, your uni-
versity. Sixty percent are at `these universities here, and that is
after 30 years of integration effort.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. We are not debating the Civil Rights Act of

1991, so let us try to confine it to the subject matter. The Chair has
been quite lenient.

Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, Mr Whip, my

friend bill, glad to have you here today before this committce
In your discussion with Mr. Hayes about elections in the South,

you know, I really I think that the Duke election and the Helms
election really should cause this Nation the deepest concern Not so
much the results, although I can discuss that with you privately,
but some of the techniques, the divisive techniques used in those
campaigns. The divisiveness unfortunately has beccme a little
more respectable in this country, and that is a very sad commen-
tary, when dtvisiveness is let slide by without really enunciation by
the media.

With respect tc historically black colleges, Mr Hawkins and I a
few years ago traNeled to Atlanta, and I have always supported the
historically black cclleges, but I left there even a greater advocate
of thac. We had a trehlendous hearing down there.

I rfcall after the heai;ng we went over to the president's house
at Morehouse College awl had dinner there, and I recall one
remark that the Chairman made. He referred to Atlanta as the
Athens of black America. And in that room were gathered such an
array of the intelligentsia and the cultural leaders of black Amer-
ica, as a matter of fact I was the only non-black at that luncheon
ixcept for the servants. I told Gus we had made some progress in
that.

So it was really, the whole day was vei y enlightening. I came
back here moi-e committed. The historically black colleges do hae
a unique role in our total spectrum of education I think Congress
should recognize that unique role.
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And I want to work with the committee and work with you to
make sure that every American, regardless of ra,te, creed, color, na-
tional origin or philosophy, is able to get him or herself educated to
the best of their ability. And that is an investment in the Elliman
infrastructure of this country. And I think the rule of the histrical
black colleges is a very important part of that.

Just in conclusion, you know, it is hard I guess to discuss any-
thing without touching, as Mr. Gunderson did, H.R. 1, because I be-
lieve government's role is to promote, protect, defend, and enhance
human dignity.

I try to examine every bill that comes before this House and I
ask myself, will this promote human dignity, or will it denigrate
human dignity'' And I think that leaders in this country have an
obligation, as you have, you carry that obligation out very well, to
appeal to the best in people, rather than in the worst in people. To
appeal to people's hopes, rather than people's fears I think it is
leaders like you and Gus Hawkins who have done that. And that is
very, very important as we approach the closing of this century to
make sure that we do appeal to the very best ;r, people, and I
thank you for your testimony this morning

Mr. GRAY. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Petri?
No questions.
Thank you again, Mr. Gray.
Mr GRAY. Thank you, Mr Chairman and members of the com-

mittee.
Chairman HAWKINS. Before calling on the next panel. may I

remind the members that we have a long agenda. We would like to
expedite it Many of the witnesses have come from long distances.
We would like to reach them early in the day.

We will ask for a limitation of not more than 10 minutes; or less
whenever possible. And the questions are to be limited so that we
may get through the agenda as early as possible in the afternoon to
accommodate our witness2s who have agreed to testify.

The first panel will consist of Dr. Robe;' Albright, president,
Johnson C. Smith Univercity, Charlotte, North Carolina, Dr. Fred-
erick Humphries, president, Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University; Dr. Oswald Bronson, president, Bethune-Cookman Col-
lege; and Dr Edison Jackson, president, Medgar Evers College in
Brooklyn, New York.

Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have you. We will call on you
in the order in which we have announced the names. We will ap-
preciate your confining yourselves to the highlights of your state-
ments All of the statements in their entirety wilt be entered in the
record, and we hope that we will have the time to enter into some
questions and answers from you in order to expedite the hearing,
but more importantly, to highlight the issues that w,e need to ad-
dress, that the Congress needs to address at the next session of
Congress.

Dr. Albright, we will listen to you first.



STATEMENTS OF DR. ROBERT ALBRIGHT. PRESIDENT, JOHNSON
C. SMITH UNIVERSITY. CHARIAYTTE. NORTH CAROLINA; DR.
FREDERICK HUMPHRIES, PRESIDENT. FLORIDA AGRICULTUR-
AL AND MECHANI('AL UNIVERSITY. TALLAHASSEE. FIA)RIDA:
DR. OSWALD BRONSON, PRESIDENT. BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL-
LEGE. DAYTONA BEACH. FLORIDA: AND DR. EDISON JACKSON.
PRESIDENT. MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE. BROOKLYN. NEW
YORK

Mr. HummuuEs. I am going to start it off. Representative Haw-
kins I am Frederick Humphries from Florida Agricultural and Me-
chanical University

Chairman HAWKINS. Fine.
Mr. HutmnituEs. Representative Hawkins, I am pleased to be

here to represent Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
as its president, as you reopen the hearings for the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act and particularly those parts of the
Iligher Education Act IA hich affect the historical black colleges and
universities of a group of institutions which you have worked to
support.

I want to express the appreciation of all the members of the Na-
tional Association for Equal Opportunity and Higher Education for
all that you hai,e done to aid the continual development of the his-
torical black colleges and uniersities. and the qualitatie improe-
ments in education of African-Americans in this country. We are
grateful, and America is grateful to you. sir, for your efforts and
your contributions to the tducation of the historical black Lolleges
and universities.

What I would like to do is to do a brief history. Black people
were brought to this country in 1619. and from 1619 to 1854, there
were only 29 black Americans. mer 250 years, only 29 black Ameri-
cans managed to get a B.S. in America And from the period of
1850 to the 1900s, all of the institutions of higher education in this
country only managed to grant bachelor's degrees, and in the next
50-year period. 1000 of bachelor degrees, and in the 1900s, when
you look at when those bachelor degrees came. 95 percent of those
bachelor degrees came from the historical black colleges which
were largely found from 1854 to 1865, into the 1870s and the 1880s.

It was written in ,oul, of black folk that one of the most Vk ander-
fal peacetime miracles ever to appear in this Nation and the planet
earth was that to take a people coming out of slavery in 1863 with
the Emancipation Proclamation, this Nation had four million
slai,es, 500,000 freed men. 1863, five million black people freed, es-
sentially illiterate, can't read, can't write, can't do arithmetic.

From the period of 1865 to 1935, for the first time in this Nation,
black people were judged to be literate, that is able to read, write
and do arithmetic at a leel that this Nation considered to be liter-
ate, and that there is no people on the face of this earth that can
ever match that in terms of human achievement. That, in the short
period of 70 years, a people come out of slavery, illiterate and
judged to be literate 70 years later, and miracle workers were the
historical black colleges and universities that we are here talking
about today.
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This Nation is a freer Nation today because in 1953. 1954, and
the 1950s and the 1960s, the young black men and women in the
black colleges of America started student demonstrations and sit-
ins that brought this Nation to the realization of its full principles
of constitutionality, of parity and equality, and so this burst of free-
dom that we have today comes from those student bodies in the
South, the North Carolinas, the South Carolina states where stu-
dents marched and sat in to achieve and start this Nation to treat
everybody with equality and parity coming from that.

And even today as we sit here, in a Nation that is dedicated to
desegregation and looking at the problems of education, still when
you look at the critical shortages that we face as a Nation in the
scientific and technical disciplines, in teacher education, in my
state, where nine state universities, 165.000 students in that
system, the only place that has produced the black physicist in the
last 20 years is Florida A&M, a university. The contributions of all
our proportion to the number and the support received are in this
Nation.

If historical black colleges and universities were of another yolk,
another complexion, I would dare say that according to a writer,
that today we would have erected monuments in this city that
people would genuflect to as they moved by in recognition of the
contributions made by these institutions.

The recommendations that I would like to make and have consid-
ered by this committee related to the continual development of his-
torical black colleges are the follow ing. We look upon the reauthor-
ization, and it should be noted that the Title III. part B in section
326 have been extremely important programs for the continued de-
velopment of the historical black colleges and universities.

At my institution, Florida A&M Univer...ity where Bill Gray grew
up as a young boy, his father was president there, we have used
these funds to strengthen our teacher education program, to estab-
lish a retention program for the university, to strengthen the aca-
demic programs in agriculture and chemistry, to establish an
office, to improve the number of black students going on to gradu-
ate school, and to establish a major program of academic support
for our engineering program.

We are one of the fastest-growing institutions in America. We
were 6,400 students in 1988, 7400 students in 1989, and 8400 stu-
dents in 1990. We expect to be over 9,000 students in 1991.

Part of that growth is largely due to the institutional support de-
rived from the Title III program, part B program. It is our recom-
mendation that this program be supported, and continue to in-
crease the funding in part B of that program. It is a most useful
and flexible program for the support of the historical black colleges
and universities. This program must be contingent, and it must
continue to grow in the number of dollars appropriated to it for our
continued growth in the universities.

In Section 326, we are recommending that five new schools be
added to the specific language, because they represent among the
historical black colleges and universities those institutions which
eroduce the black lawyers and advanced degrees in the pharmaceu-
tical area, in the pharmacy area, and these programs need to be
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strengthened and enhanced as has been done w ith the other profes-
sional schools in the Section 326 of the program.

We are fully recommending that Section 326 have an additional
part recommended for the graduate schools that offer Ph.D. de-
grees. As it stands now. there is very little support or no support
for those institutions of higher education among our sector to re-
ceive support to strengthen and encourage research and to enhance
those institutions that are now producing Ph.D. and we need that
to be strengthened. and it would have a great help in our institu-
tion.

Just as the oply three institutions in our sector of higher educa-
tion that produces medica! doctors and physicians. Morehouse Med-
ical. Meharry Medical College and the school in California. and the
only school of veterinary medicine is that of Tuskegee Institute,
and in addition to Howard. the comprehensive college. we are very
concerned that those schools not be hurt in the level of support
that they are receiving. But North Carolina Central, Texas South-
ern University. Florida A&M University. its Ph.D. program and
pharmacy. Xavier University, those schools must be added because
they too are the sole source of the production of the health profes-
sions and lawyers in those activities.

One of the greatest challenges before the Nation is to increase
the number of students in higher education. in math, science and
engineering fields, and to graduate them in these fields.

As vou deliberate the reauthorization of the Fed ral financial aid
program, we recommend considering a policy that would forgive
students guaranteed student loans. The present programs that are
now for consideration, scholarships at the undergraduate level are
being recommended. These scholarships will more than likely wind
up in the hands of people who are middle class and upper-middle
class in being the recipient of that.

We need to increase the number of kids from the disaffected
sector to go into science and technology, and if we are to achieve
that, it has got to be through the Federal financial aid program. Su
we are recommending a forgiveness program that would apply in
that particular area.

In addition, we are the largest producers of bachelor degrees in
this Nation. It is important that we now turn our energies to pro-
ducing Ph.D s This Nation now is only producing about 800 black
Ph.D.s per year. We have had retrogression. We dropped it by
about 200.

The next great area of support and great contribution that we
can make is by adding the capacity to produce Ph.D.s to the histor-
ical black colleges and an enhancement of our graduate programs.
We are suggesting that contrioution for a program to establish sup-
port br the development of graduate programs that will do it all.
and there is ample precedence for this

If you look btIck in the 1960s of the National Science. where the
centers of exceli -nce were established and huge sums of money
were appropriated to predominantly white institutions to increase
their strength in the offering and capability of producing science
Ph D s in the Nation, they gave money for buildings. for faculty.
and for student support and infrastructure development
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We are suggesting that kind of program also now be developed
for the historical black colleges and universities, such that we can
now in a more affirmative way get into the business of producing
black Ph.D.s for this Nation, get in the business of producing
Ph.D s which this Nation needs so badly in those areas.

Thank you very. very much for this opportunity, and again, I
would like to express my appreciation to you, sir, on behalf of all
our colleges and institutions for the great support that you have
given us during your tenure here in the Congress. We salute you
for those activities. Thank you very, very much.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Frederick S. Humphries follows]
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Good morning Chirman Hawkins and Members of the committee on

Education and Labor. I am Frederick S. Humphries, President of

Florida A and M University in Tallahassee, Florida, an historically

Black university from which I received my undergraduate degree in

chemistry over three decades ago. In addition to representing

Florida A&M University, I am also pleased to represent the National

Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), the

membership association of 117 historically and predominantly Black

colleges and universities, for which I serve as the Chairman of the

Board of Directors and the Chairman of its Science and Technology

Committee.

It is a distinct honor to participate in this oversight

hearing which you initiated to identify Higher Education Act

reauthorization issues and other issues that affect Black colleges

and universities, a group of institutions which you have worked

diligently and courageously to support. I want to express the

appreciation of the entire membership of NAFEO for all that you

have done to aid the continual development of Black colleges and

universities and the improvements of the quality of educatior and

life of African-Americans in this country. We are g..-ateful, and

America is grateful to you, Sir, for your efforts and your

contributions to the educational and labor philosophies and

practices of this nation, in general, and specifically, to the

advancement of Black colleges and universities.

Initially, I would like to give a brief history as a preface

to my specific observations and recommendations. Black people were

brought to this country in 1619 as slaves. By 1854, approximately
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250 years later, only 29 Black Americans had managed to get a

baccalaureate degree in America. From 1850 to the 1900s, all of

the higher education institutions in America only managed to grant

baccalaureate degrees to another 1195 Black Americans. Of great

significance is the fact that 95% of 1195 degrees awarded during

this 50 year period were awarded by historically Black colleges

which were mostly established from 1854 to 1865 and into the 1870s

and 1880s.

There were 4,000,000 slaves and 500,000 freed men in 1863 who

were essentially illiterate -- unable to read, write, or do

arithmetic. In The Souls of BlaCk Folks, it is written that one of

the most phenomenal peace time miracles to ever occur in this

nation and on the planet earth was to convert an illiterate people,

freed from slrvery by the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, to

literacy in the short span of 70 years, from 1865 to 1935. By

1935, a race of people, who had been judged illiterate 70 years

earlier was able to read, write, and do arithmetic at a level that

this nation judged to be literate. No other race of people or

ethnic group on this earth has ever matched this apocalytic hunan

achievement. The miracle workers were the historically Black

colleges and universities which we are discussing today.

This nation is a freer nation today, because in 1953, 1954,

and throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the young Black men and women

in Black colleges and universities of America started student

demonstrations and sit-ins that brought this nation to the

realization of its full principles of constitutionality, of parity,

and of equality. Thus, this burst of freedom that we as Blacks

411
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enjoy today comes from those student bodies in the South--the North

and South Carolinas and other Southern states--where students

marched and sat-in to initiate and to achieve civil rights for

disenfranchisted Black Americans. The principles of equality and

parity for which this nation now stands were born out of the civil

rights movement started by students from Black college campuses.

And, even today as we look at the problems of education in a

nation dedicated to desegregation, we are faced with critical

shortages of Black person power trained in scientific and technical

disciplines and in teaer education. For example, in my state of

Florida, where 9 state universities enroll 165,000 students,

Florida A&N University is the only institution in the state which

has produced a Black physicist in the last 20 years.

The contributions of Black colleges and universities are

disproportionate to the level of support that these institutions

have received from the federal government and the credit they

should have received for their educational achievements. If

historically Black colleges and universities were of another ilk or

complexion, I dare say, according to one wr.,ter, that today wc

would have erected munuments in this city that people of the city

or visitors would genuflect to as they pass by in recognition of

the contributions made by these great institutions.

The several recommendations that I would like to make and to

have considered by this committee relate to the continual develop-

ment of historically Black colleges and universities. Specifical-

ly, they are as follows:
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1. Continue the Title III. Part B Program (Strengthening_Histoxi

callv Black Colleges and Universities under the Institutional

Aid Program). including Section 326 which covers the Blac)c

graduateorofesional schools. and increase the authoriza-

tion levels significantly.

The Title III, Part B Program has been extremely important for

the enhancement of historically Black colleges and universities.

At my institution, Florida A&M University, where Congressman Bill

Cray grew up as a young boy when his father served as President, we

have used these funds to strengthen our teacher education program,

to establish a retention program for the University, to strengthen

the academic programs in agriculture and chemistry, to establish an

office to improve the number of Black students going to graduate

schools, and to establish a major program of academic support for

our engineering s,udents.

We are one of the fastest growing institutions in America,

enrolling 6,400 students in 1988, 7,400 in 1989, and 8,400 in 1990.

Moreover, we expect to be over 9,000 students in 1991. Part of

this growth is due largely to the institutional support derived

from the Title III, Part B Program.

Thanks to your vision and leadership, along with Senator

Simon, Title III was rewritten during the last reauthorization, and

Part B (also referred to as the Black College Act) was designed to

provide a flexible program of support for Black colleges and

universities. This program was established in recognition of the

outstanding contributions of histcrically Black colleges and

universities, in spite of federal and state policies which
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prohibited their full participation and share in public resources,

and the need for these institutions to be preserved and strength-

ened to help this nation fulfill its equal opportunity agenda.

,rogram has been especially helpful to our Black institutions,

and our continual growth and strength are dependent upon the

continuation of and increased appropriations for the Title III

Progr.)m.

2. ',odd five new schools to the Specific language of Title III.

Part B. Section 326 to increase the Production of Black

lawyers and professionals in pharmacy and Pharmaceutical

areas.

Presently, there are five institutions receiving funding under

Section 326 in order to strengthen and enhance their abilities to

train Black professionals in areas critical to the national

interest. However, there are additional eligible institutions in

our sector with graduate and professional programs of equal

importance to the national interest that are not now receiving

support. We, therefore, are recommending that five institutions be

added, including the Florida A&M University School of Pharmacy and

Pharmaceutical sciences which offers the PhD, to the five that are

presently receiving funding under Section 326 in order to strength-

en and encourage research and to enhance these additional institu-

tions which are producing PhDs, and legal Lcholars.

We are concerned that the only institutions in our sector,

ot.ler than Howard University, offering medical degrees (i.e.,

Morehouse school of Medicine, Meharry Medical College, and Drew

University School of Science and Medicine), the only Black School
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of Veterinary Medicine which is at Tuskegee University, and the

only comprehensive graduate school, Clark Atlanta University, not

have funding they now receive reduced by the addition of the five

new institutions. We. therefore, recommend a hold harmless

provision for the existing five sehools at the FY 89 avorwriations

level of amproximatelY $11 millicne

The five institutions that we request be added (i.e., Florida

MN University School of Pharmacy and Pharoaceutical Science, Ncrth

Carolina Central University School of Law, Southern University

School of Law, Texas Southern University School of Law and

Pharmacy, and Xavier University School of Pharmacy) are equally

deserving and are primary producers of Black lawyers and profes-

sionals in pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences which are in very

short supply in this nation. We will need the commitment and help

of this committee to raise the authorization level of Section 326

to accommodate the five new institutions and to encourage the

appropriations committees to increase the funding t accommodate

the needs of the five new institutions.

3- Adopt a policy to forgive students for Guaranteed Student

Loans (Stafford)under Title IV. if they persist and graduate

in special areas such as science_and technology and_gther

Am5 of oreat natignal need.

One of the greatest challenges before this nation, as it

attempts to regain its competitive edge and increase its productiv-

ity, is to increase the number of students, particularly minority

and low-income, in higher education and to encourage them to excel

and graduate in math, science, and engineering fields. As you
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deliberate the reauthorization of the financial aid programs, we

ask that you consider the problems created by the Imbalance of

grants to loans, particularly how this imbalance denies access and

choice for the groups of students whom are in greatest need and

whom this nation will need t be the most productive in the next

century.

We are aware that some people are recommending a modest number

of scholarships at the undergrlduate level, specifically to

encourage students to go into math, science and technology. We

think this matter should be deliberated with great caution for fear

that these scholarships would largely be given to middle and upper-

income students versus to low-income students. We need to increase

the number of students going into science and technology from the

disadvantaged sector, if we are going to meet our workforce

mandates and ensure our world competitiveness. Our federal

financial aid programs are the vehicles to respond to the needs of

low-income populations that we are trying to motivate, educate, and

utilize in our quest for economic and scientific competitiveness

and solutions to world pr,,blemq. Thus, some type of carefully

crafted loan forgiveness program would be a beginning step towards

guaranteeing that our financial aid programs--an imbalanced

combination of loans and grants--truly provide access and choice

and stimulate students, particularly minority and low-income, to go

into areas critical to the national interests.

4. Provide a Program of support for historically Black colleges

and universities to add the ca..awitv tO_PTOJLV.P.h.42.
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Historically Black colleges and universities are the largest

producers proportionately of Blacks receiving baccalaureate degrees

annually. Approximately 100 institutions--3 percent of the total

higher education universe--enroll 238,000 students which is

slightly greater than 20 percent of the 1.1 million Blacks enrolled

in higher education. Yet, we graduate 20,000 students or approxi-

mately 40 percent of the 56,000 Blacks who receive baccalaureate

degrees annually. Given this success, it is important that we now

turn our energies to producing PhDs. This nation is now annually

producing about 800 Black PhDs per year. Once, in 1976, we

produced over 1,000 Black PhDs.

We are suggesting that our success in educating Blacks

historically as well as our current level of productivity warrant

additional support from the federal government to develop graduate

programs at the PhD level. There is ample precedence for this

support. In thc 1960's, the National Science Foundation, where the

Graduate Centers of Excellence in Science and Technology were

established, poured hugh sums of money into predominantly white

institutions to increase their strength in the offering ,ind their

capability to produce PhDs in the sciences for the nation. NSF

granted Funds for buildings, for additional faculty, for student

support, and for infrastructure development. With this model in

mind and our national imperatives, we are recommending that a

similar program of support and infusion of federal dollars be

provided for historically Black colleges and universities.

Building on our unrivaled success in producing Black scholars,

leaders, and legislators, such support would enable us in a more
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affirmative and accelerated fashion to get in the business of

producing Black PhDs in areas that are critically needed by this

nation.

As proposed in recommendation number three above, we could

begin by providing special support to institutions which have begun

graduate programs and those which have some of the key ingredients

on which to build. However, this recommendation is suggestig a

more comprehensive strategy for moving historically Black colleges

and universities, as a se,.tor, into graduate education at the PhD

level to address the under supply of Black PhDs which this nation

needs. Black colleges and universities, the miracle workers of the

past 100 years, can continue to be miracle workers of the next

century with adequate federal support and commitment.

5 B...Q.:_e_Vallstte_122.1.1.c...es that 41.21211_1=anSibilities for guarant-

evd studcla_ISOXL.A22A111.12...1.4_Collegiate

we feel that institutional loan default rates serve as

disincentives to some of the very institutions, such as histori-

cally Black colleges and universities, that have been the risk

takers in meeting the challenges of educating large numbers of

minority and low-income students traditionally. Therefore, our

government should look more closely at the causes of defaults and

appropriate corrective measures, particularly the effect of the

.dlance of grants to loans, in order to avoid policies that may

penalize the very institutions that have been and continue to be

the most productive.

Although educational institutions should take seriously, as

part of the educational process, the matter of developing responsi-
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ble behavior, they should not be held responsible for loan default-

ers and threatened with program expulsion. It has been argued in

many settings, by many people that Institutions should nct be held

responsible for loan defaults, bectuse they do not make loan

decisions. There is validity in thi argument, but flexibility in

making loan decisions could ultimately deny access and choice in

order to minimize default rates and protect p -gram eligibility.

I believe that we can arrive at more workable solutions than

we presently have. Thus, at a later time, I would like to go into

more detail on recommendations for improving our student aid

programs, specifically as they impact students at Black colleges

and universities and our efforts to administer them effectively.

Thank you very much for this opportunity. Again, I would like

to express my appreciation to you, Sir, on behalf of all of the

NAFEO institutions, for the great support and leadership that you

have given us during your Congressional tenure. We salute you for

all of your activities and accomplishments, and we hope that you

will continue to help us in the struggle in any new roles you

assume. Thank you very:very, mucn!
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Dr. Humphries. We appreciate
your cooperation. We also note that the lights that we have in
front are simply to assist the witnesses to comply w ith the request,
and you certainly did that. We appreciate that, Dr. Humphries.

The next witness I will take in order. I assume that Dr. Albright
will be the next witness.

Thank you. Dr. Robert Albright.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Thank you. Mr. Chaarnan. 'nd other distin-

guished members of the Education and Labor Committee, col-
leagues, ladies and gertlemen. I am deeply pleased to hae this
honor to testify today.

My name is Robert Albright, president of the Johnson C. Smith
University, and like my distinguished colleague and members of
this panel, Dr. Oswald Bronson, and chair of the member institu-
tions of the United Negro College Fund, I am delighted to appear
today on behalf of the 41 historically black colleges, and the almost
50,000 students who attend.

You all know of course that the United Negro College Fund is a
non-profit consortium of priate educational institutions founded in
1944 by the legendary Frederick Douglas Patterson to increase
public awareness of the colleges and help raisc the necessary sup-
port for these institutions to continue to produce the black leader-
ship for which we have become known.

Time today will not permit me to give you a full accounting of
the magnificent achievements or out impressive legacy I have in-
cluded a complete list of the same in the statement I have submit-
ted.

Like my friend, Dr. Humphries. suffice it to say that we, along
with the historically black colleges and universities have had the
most demanding assignment in the history of education, namely to
lift a race of people from slavery and poerty to the mainstream of
our society

It is a job we have done well. You hae heard many times the
testimony from members of the historically black college family
with respect to our achievements and contributions. I want to not
spend time again capitulating those facts, but I want to suggest
how very important our our historically black colleges and univer-
sities, particularly the United Negro College Fund today with re-
spect to their contributions.

Xavier University in New Orleans is 9ne of the Nation's most
important institutions for proidwg the students ith excellence in
training in the sciences We are happy to report each year Xaier
University is the first, second or third with respect to the number
of students graduating, going on to possible baccalaureate careers
in science and mathematics, even Harvard cannot beat that. Tuske-
gee University has provided more trained baccalaureate veterinar-
ians than all other schools combined. It is a remarkable record. I
would remind you of the record of Morehouse College.

I wanted to remind you of Rust College in Holly Springs, Missis-
sippi, a relatively small historically black college Rust has provid-
ed more black teachers and administrators than all other institu-
tions in Mississippi alone. I could go on and on, Mr. Chairman, re-
citing to you some of the unique contributions today of the histori-
cally black colleges which represent the United Negro College

4
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fund_ I take the time to explain these things because it is impor-
tant for you to understand that for the last 125 years, small private
historically black colleges have operated in the main on the edge
for they have never received the level of support necessary from
the public even though our contributions dramatically exceed those
of many other institutions.

We have been able to cerve with distinction to train and moti-
vate young people because of the su )port of people like yourselves
and some friends in the wider ce.nmunities who understand the
unique need and mission of the Nation's private black colleges.

One need only read the remarkable story of Booker T. Washing-
ton in -Up From Slavery.- about the woman who brought eggs be-
cause she had nothing else to give to the people wanting an educa-
tion in Tuskegee As we approach the 21st Century and the major
chalienges we will face as a university of private black colleges, we
have a special sense of urgency about our continued ahlity to serve
our clientele, special populations that have heretofore been ignored
by the public.

You see poor youngsters from the ghettos of Detroit and Chicago
or from the rice fields of Alabama and Mississippi, they are not ad-
juncts, they are our special clientele for we know how to serve
them and we think it is important, as Mr. Gray indicated, that
somehow this Nation begin to harvest and tap into the last natural
resource we have, minority youngsters who heretofore have largely
been ignored and have not had the opportunity to be part of the
educational experience.

As we approach the sixth renewal of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1963, when the 1986 amendments expire, we are
painfully conscious that our university of students and the higher
education community faces two challenges, first how to keep open
the doors of America's colleges and universities to low and middle
income students in face of rising costs and declining grant aid and
secondly how this Nation's colleges and universities will assist the
government of fulfill the equal oppci-tunity mission by graduating
the growing number of African-American and Hispanic graduates.

In light of the fact that over 90 percent of the students attending
United Negro College Fund institutions require some assistance to
complete The come from families with combined annual incomes
of less than :318,000 a year It is very clear that our students and
institutions cannot persist without a much stronger partnership
with the Federal Government in years to come. I want you to be
aware of two trends. First the increasing number of minority high
school graduates each year, if you study the curve as we have in
the United Negro College Fund family, you will note that that
curve is going in that direction and almost each year we break a
record with respect to the minority students graduating from high
schools throughout the Nation.

Second, I want you to be aware of the increased applications
rates to the historically black colleges and universities. Within the
United Negro College Fund family we are obliged each year to turn
away hundreds and indeed thousands of deserving youngsters who
want to come to our institutions but who cannct enroll because of
the absence of financial support
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You mentioned Buzz Shaw. I know him well. We worked clo§ely
with the American Council on American Education. Many of the
students are not inclined to go to many of the ,white institutions
because the feel a growing sense of eacism on those campuses and
tragically they believe they are not wanted there. They are not
able to find the kind of support and motivation they need.

We are deeply concerned about the needs of young people who
must have an education if they are to be the human capital of the
future.

We are very much concerned about student aid as a part of the
authorization package. We are fundamentally concerned that the
Congress must somehow rest and reverse the alarming imbalance
between loan and grant aid for the students we serve. Tragically
today almost 60 percent of the students are required to take out
heavy loans in order to be able to support the cost of education In
my institution over 63 percent of our students graduate after four
years owing over $13,000 a year. We think that is a tragedy With
respect to the authorization package, Mr Chairman, and since I
have submitted a full statement about this, I will just list four or
five issues believe important.

One, you make the Pell grant program a true entitlement with
the maximum awards. We urge you to simplify the student aid
process and six or seven data elements and require applicants to
submit 1040 or 1040-A forms or other evidence they live in subsi-
dized housing, receive AFDC food stamps Second, we require stu-
dents in the ,,ophomore, junior or senior year to submit an updated
program. We urge you to update the low income contingency loan
program because this program creates the upportunity for our
young people to fall into pitfalls and pay back exorbitant rates for
loans.

We urge you to arbitrate the student loan defaults That pro-
gram is structui ally flawed and the loan default program simply
will not attend to the needs We oppose any efforts to convert the
needed based Title IV to a merit oriented scholarship program
Now is not the time for the Federal Government to retreat with
some matter of choice in higher education.

Mr. Chairman, I want to close by thanking you for the opportuni-
ty to appear before you today I want to remind you I have submit-
ted a full testimony with many recommendatiuns and orally I hae
highlighted only a few of those. We speak on behalf of the family,
United Negro College Fund, Mr. Fred Newsome of Johnson-Smith
University by stating I hope the committee will have the hope and
vision to write a new authorization rather than having them
become a footnote in history.

Thank you, very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr Robert L Albright follows I
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INTRODUCTION - MISSION OF UNCF INSTITUTIONS

Chairman Hawkins, other distinguished members of the Education

and Labor Committee, colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased

and honored to have this opportunity to testify today at this most

unique and important hearing. I am Robert Albright, President of

Johnson C. Smith University, a member institution of the United

Negro College Fund.

Along with several of my other colleagues I appear today on

behalf of the 41 member colleges of UNCF, and our 49,000 students,

most of whom are low-income African-Americans.

UNCF is a non-profit organization dedicated to strengthening

and expanding the educational programs and opportunities provided

by its member institutions. We are a consortium of forty-one (41)

private historically Black colleges and universities which was

founded in 1944 in response to an increasing awareness of the need

to bolster the financial bases of these institutions so that we

might enhance our ability to produce the black leadership for which

we have become known. As a result of this long-standing

consolidated effort, all of the students and institutions benefit

from the fund-raising efforts of UNCF since each college receives

an equitable distribution of the funds collected, As you can see,

we are continually demonstrating our commitment to our students and
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our belief in the viability of our institutions.

We consider oursel;.rereto be among the most effective of all

American colleges in the area of developing, implementing and

sustaining high quality programs at relatively low costs.

We are, indeed, the nation's experts in the area of developmental

education. While historically Black colleges and universities

represent just over five percent of all four-year institutions of

higher learning, these schools enroll 35 percent of all Black

students attending a four-year college and confer 40 percent of all

bachelor's degrees earned by them. We are a vital component of the

infrastructure which offers hope to young Black Americans. We have

a long track record of accepting and graduating students who were

academically unprepared by inadequate secondary schools when they

entered college. Students are supported, challenged and offered

the opportunity to assume leadership roles rarely afforded them in

majority institutions.

Our institutions have earned the assistance which the federal

government has provided. However, the level of support should be

maintained or increased, not reduced or frozen and certainly not

eliminated. The level of support received from the federal

government still represents a tiry portion of federal funds made

available to private colleges and universities nationally. For

many years minimal attention was given to this gap in assistance

levels.

Z)
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The truth of the matter, ny friends, is that we have received

eloquent praise for the important educational and social roles we

play, and while we have received both promises and commitments from

every President since Dwight Eisenhower, we nave not received

commensurate fiscal support from any administration and we have not

been able to "cash in" on the various promises made. Indeed, if

my colleagues and I had received even one fifth of the support that

we have needed to carry out lur unique and historic role of

educating the nation's disadvantaged, our lives over the past few

years would have been infinitely easier and our institutions would

not have faced the specter of constantly living on the edge. In

point of fact, only in recent years (with the support of the

congressional Black caucus) have we been able to count upon a solid

corps of support in the legislative halls of this nation. I know

that I speak for my colleagues here by saying that we all look

forward to the day when a President of the United States (while

praising our universe of institutions as "national resources0 and

when the various members of Congress invariably praise the

significant educational and social roles of our institutions, both

will fight for the resources we need as vigilantly as the

Congressional Black Caucus and the supportive friends in this

Committee.

Let me begin by suggesting that even while I recognize that

I may be preaching to the wrong audience, let me state the unique

contributions of the nation's private historically Black colleges.

.5 :



Beginning with the founding of Lincoln University (nee Ashmun

Institute) in 1854, the nation's historically Black colleges and

universities have been the victims of racial discrimination,

frequent criticism, and inadequato fiscal support. Moreover, they

have been subjected to a posture of studied indifference by the

higher educational establishment, state and federal governments,

while being relegated to a relatively low position in the American

social order.

Yet, this group of private institutions have survived - and

in the process of doing so, lifted a race out of poverty and

ignorance. Equally as important, these institutions became

important social institutions for both the Black race and the

society at large - and, they became the nation's greatest

producers of Black talent. One need only study the magnificent

educational legacy of these institutions to confirm this statement.

You know this story as well as I, but for the un-informed, let me

remind you that the nation's historically Black colleges have

educated, for example, 60% of the nation's Black physicians; 50%

of the nation's Black attorneys; 75% of the nation's Black

military officers; and over 80% of the Black members of the

judiciary. All of these professionals and even more in almost

every sphere of the human endeavor--received their primary

training, their motivation, their sense of social justice at our

institutions and then moved on to compete successfully at many of

the nation's most elite graduate and professional schools to earn

graduate and professional degrees.
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Well, I suspect that I have come close "to have stopped

teaching and gone to preaching!" Therefore, let me now turn to

an analysis of the UNCF's recommendations for student assistance

for the upcoming reauthorization.

The 1965 Higher Education Act will undergo its sixth renewal

in 1991 when the 1986 Amendments expire. Perhaps more so than at

any other time, the higher education community faces two critical

challenges: (1) how to keep the doors of America's colleges and

universities truly open to low and middle-income students in the

face of rising college costs and declining availability of need-

based grant aid; and (2) how the nation's colleges and

universities will assist the Federal Government fulfill its equal

opportunity mission by admitting, educating and graduating the

growing number of African and Hispanic American high school

graduates. This is an especially crucial task as it relates to

preparing minorities for the teaching professione

As Congress and the higher education community approach this

reauthorization, an immense challenge and opportunity lurks on

the horizon. Part of that challenge is for the community to come

together and act like a real community. A second aspect is for

the community to challenge both the Congress and the President to

live up to the lofty language written in previous

reauthorizations by ensuring adequate funding for the federal

grant programs so that real "access" and some measure of "choice"
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is provided for low and middle-income students. Finally, the

community must put behind it the short-sighted sector and

institutionally-based concerns that threaten to divide the

community on such key issues as a Pell Grant entitlement -- with

a sufficiently high mAXimum grant to assure "choice" at

moderately priced independent colleges and universities.

We believe the United Negro College Fund's (UNCF)

preliminary recommendations fcr Student Assistance (Title IV of

the Higher Education Act) are critical to the survival of the

nation's historically Black colleges and universities and to the

preservation of access of minorities, especially African-

Americans.

I would like to begin by addressing the issue of federal

support for higher education and the budget deficit. It should

go without saying that as private college presidents we

understand the reality of balancing a budget and the need to make

difficult choices in setting funding priorities. The 41 member

institutions of the United Negro College Fund struggle each year

to keep the cost of education at our institutions within the

reach of the low and middle-income African American families who

attend our institutions. While college costs, according to The

College Board, have risen an average of 6 percent at public, two-

year colleges, 8 percent at public four-year institutions and 9

percent at private four-year colleges -- tuition and fees at UNCF

institutions have risen an average of 7 percent since 1980.

5 0
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Further, while college costs at all other institutions have

exceeded inflation for the ninth consecutive year, UNCF member

institutional costs have barely kept pace with inflation.

UNCF presidents share the Bush Administration's commitment

to reducing the single largest share of the federal budget --

interest payments on the national debt -- but we also believe

that the President's priorities must place funding for higher

education on the same plane with a bailout of the savings and

loan industry, or the development of the stealth bomber and star

wars. So much more could be accomplished in the wby of training

minority teachers, increasing the access of African-Americans to

baccalaureate, professional and graduate education, and to

strengthening the Nation's Histoically Black Colleges and

Universities (HBCUs) if the necessary resources were committed

unconditionally to meeting our stated goal of equal opportunity

in higher education.

ILTLE IV STUDENT ASSISTAla

The federal policy of providing access to higher education

dates back to 1957, when Sputnik 1 alarmed the Nation by

demonstrating the advances of Soviet technology. President

Eisenhower's response was to send emergency legislation to

Congress. The result was the National Defense Education Act of

1958 which clearly stated a new national policy: "The security of

the Nation requires the fullest development of the mental
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resources and technical skills of its young mer and women....We

must increase our efforts to identify and educate more of the

talent of our Nation. This requires programs that will give

assurance that no student of ability will be denied an

opportunity for higher education because of financial need."

The Higher Education Act of 1965 stressed full educational

opportunity as the national goal. "Every child must be

encouraged to get as much education as he has the ability to

take," President Johnson declared in submitting the legislation.

"We want this not only for his sake -- but for the nation's sake.

NothIng matters more to the future of our country: not military

preparedness -- for armed might is worthless if we lack the

brainpower to build a world of peace; not our productive economy

-- for we cannot sustain growth without trained manpower; not our

democratic system of government -- for freedom is fragile if

citizens are ignorant."

President Nixon's message to Congress stated the purpose of

what became the Higher Education Amendments of 1972: "No

qualified student who wants to go to college should be barred by

lack of money. That has long been a great American goal....Equal

educational opportunity...must now become a reality for every

young person in the United States, whatever his economic

circumstances."

President Carter reaffirmed the national goal in signing the

Education Amendments of 1980: "We've brought college within
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Leach of every student in this nation who's qualified for higher

education. The idea that lack of money should be no barrLer to a

college education is no longer a dream, it's a reality...."

Despite president Carter's declaration, we have not erased

all of the financial barriers to access to higher education.

However, the anticipated peace dividend from the winding down of

the Cold War and the cessation of immense resource and manpower

commitments to the defense of Western Europe hold promise for

making George Bush live up to his promise to fully fund the Head

Start program and truly become the "Education President."

Access to higher education can only be achieved by

simultaneously improving the education of minority and low-income

students at the elementary and secondary levels and fully

financing educational opportunities for minorities and low-income

students in postsecondary education. This can and must be

accomplished through increased expenditures for several of the

existing Title IV student aid programs, reform of some policies

affecting those programs, mr.0 elimination of several of the

present Title IV programs.

There are five ma)or Federal student assistance programs.

In addition, there is a program of incentive grants to the states

to establish state need-based grant programs for students

pursuing a postsecondary education. Additionally, the 1986

Amendments converted the Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students
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(ALAS) program to the Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS) which

is designed to provide a liquidity loan for students who

encounter difficulty in establishing "need" due to parental or

Independent income. A Parent Loan to Assist Students (PLUS) or

parental loans allows parents, independent undergraduate or

graduate students to borrow at market interest rates to pay

college costs.

Two grant, two loan and one work-study program make up the

five major programs. Briefly explained, the programs include:

PELL GRANT -- the foundation program for low- and middle-

income students and the largest student aid program in Title IV.

The current maximum award is $2,300 although the authorized

amount is $2,900, with eligibility for all but the lowest incote

students determined by a statutory formula.

5UPPLEME4TAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT -- provides

supplemental awards of up to $4,000 to eligible students, who

must be Pell Grant recipients. Amounts vary witt need and the

availability of funds at each institution.

PERKINS LOANS (FORMERLY NATIONAL_DIRECT STUDENT LOANS1 --

formerly the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program, these

loans are available at 7 percent interest thorough the financial

aid office at the institution, for eligible undergraduate and

graduate students. The annual loan limit for undergraduate
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students is $4,500 for programs of less than two years and $9,000

for programs leadin; to a bachelors degree, and $9,000 for

graduate students, with an accumulated undergraduate and graduate

indebtedness of $18,000 accumulatively.

ROBERT T. STAFFORD LOANS (FQEMERLY GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS)

-- formerly the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, which

makes subsidized, guaranteed student loans to students, at a 8

percent rate of Interest tor graduate and undergraduate students.

Loan limits are $2,625 for freshmen, 32,825 for sophomores and

$4,000 for )uniors and seniors, with graduate students permitted

to borrow $7,500 annually. Lenders are paid a 3.25 percent

special allowance, plus the in-school interest subsidy (the

difference between the interest rate charged and the quarterly

91-day Treasury bill rate) while the student borrower is in

school. A 5 percent loan origination fee is deducted from the

face amount of the loan at the time of disbursement:

COLLEGE WORK STUDY -- for graduate and undergraduate

students who need financial aid. CWS students earn money to pay

for college costs by working on campus and off-campus for non-

profit, governrental (non-legislative) positions or in community-

based organizations engaged in literacy projects, high school

tutorials, etc. at the minimum wages Awards depend on need, but

the average is about $800.

The federal student aid programs, particularly Pell Grants,
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Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), the Perkins

Loans (formerly NDSL) and Stafford Student Loan (formerly GSL)

programs have played crucial roles in opening up opportunity for

low-income, black students who seek to enter college. Two

serious developments now threaten to erode the effectiveness of

these programs to implement the twin goals of "access" and

"choice" that have, for many decades, characterized the federal

government's equal opportunity mission in higher education -- a

rissiom that has oeen warmly adopted and enthusiastically

supported by UNCF member institutions.

The shift in the form of federal aid provide to needy

students is depressing to those of us whose institutions serve

low and middle-income students and who went to void placing them

deeply in debt as they acquire the means to better themselves.

The shift from grants to loans in terms of the type of aid

provided to needy students is disturbing. From 1970-71 to 1975-

76, grant aid increased from 66 percent to 8/ percent of the

total aid awarded, while loans declined from 29 percent to 17

percent. In the mid-1970s that trend reversed itself. By 1975-

76, grant aid had peaked at 80 percent of all aid awarded and has

since declined to 48.5 percent in 1988-89, while loans constitute

about 49 percent of the total. The remaining 2.6 percent is

college work study.

At UNCF institutions, where 90 percent of all students

receive some form of federal financial aid, almost 50 percent of



all students received loans in 1987-88 (compared to 8 percent in

1979-80 and 30 percent in 1984-85). This trend must be reversed!

Student loan defaults have preoccupied both the Executive

Branch and the Congress as a solution is sought to a problem

primarily driven by federal policy and the failure to appropriate

adequate funds for the Pell Grant and Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grent (SEOG) programs. The piecemeal solutions

offered in most of the legislation debated in Congress or

incorporated in the June 5, 1989 Final Regulation on Student Loan

Default Prevention treat the symptoms, not the problems which

cause default in the first place. Reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act represents an opportunity to address these concerns

forthrightly.

The problem of student loan defaults in the Stafford Student

Loan (formerly the Guaranteed Student Loan) program crystallized

when the Congress appropriated $1.9 billicn in FY 1990 to pay

defaulted loan costs. Student loan defaults, however, did not

emerge overnight and are more a product of federal policy-making

and reduced appropriations for grant programs resulting from the

budget deficit, than any single factor associated with

postsecondary education institutions. Student loan defaults are

especially problematical for the Nation's Historically Black

Colleges and Universities because of the "high risk,"

economically depressed families we serve.

57
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First, the dramatic expansion of student borrowing to pay

for college parallels higher than the cost of living increases in

college tuition over the last decade. Spiraling college costs

and student borrowing have made indentured servants of a whole

generation of college students and graduates. For example:

outstanding GSL loan volume rose from $9.9 billion in 1976 to

$21.3 billion in 1980 to $67.6 billion in 1986 and exceeded $80

billion in 1988. While it would be unfair to minimize the

importance of student loan defaults, it is important to keep in

mind that the net student loan default rate has remained almost

constant during this period, approximately 10 percent or 11

percent. It is however, 10 percent of a significantly increased

dollar amount entering repayment!

Equally important, is the value of the Pell Grant and other

federal grant programs. In the year 1975, when the Pell Grant

(then referred to as the Basic Grant) was first fully-funded, the

maximum award was $1400. Since that time, college costs have

risen approximately 8 percent each year, faster than the rate of

inflation. If the Pell Grant maximum had simply risen at the

rate of inflation, the maximum award should be slightly more than

$4,000 instead of the $2,300 (increased in this year's

appropriation to $2,400) maximum award that students must try and

stretch to pay college costs today, or risk going into debt.

Equally important, student aid funding overall has remained

almost constant over the past ten years, in stark contrast to

such entitlements as Social Security and Medicare or higher
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priorities as national defense.

A number of credible alternatives have been offered, due to

the inability of the present discretionary Pell Grant program to

keep faith with its intended beneficiaries. Many low and middle-

income students, who depend on grant aid to gain access to

America's colleges and universities, have been forced to borrow

extensively to pay college costs. Representative Bill Ford and

Senator Paul Simon have introduced companion bills in the House

and Senate, respectively, to "frontload" grant aid in the first

two years of academic study, to restrict student borrowing to the

junior and senior years of school (when they will have

demonstrated academic persistence), and to increase the maximum

Pell Grant award significantly.

UNCF is carefully reviewing the public policy and political

issues facing our member institutions in a:kalyzing the rntential

impact on the United Negro College Fund (UNCF) of the Student Aid

Readjustment Act (SARA), and any other fora, of possible front-

loading.

There are two areas of the proposal through which we are

very concerned about. First, a total restriction on loan

borrowing in the freshman and sophomore years may have a

potential negative impact on UNCF students. Also, for any type

of front-loading proposal to work, the Pell Grant pust be

increased signif santly and be made an entitlement program.

3 .9
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All of these factors, lead UNCF member institutions to

recommend the following:

Make the Pell Grant Program a true entitlement with a

$5,200 maximum award in the first year of application.

The budgetary impact of this proposal might be phased

in by applying the entitlement to freshmen students

only in the firsc years, then adding a class of

students each year thereafter.

Simplify the federal student aid application process.

Two things could be done immediately to make it easier

for low-income students to apply for and receive Title

IV assistance, while preserving the integrity of the

aid programs: (1) provide a revised simplified federal

form for families with incomes below $15,000 with six

or seven data elements, and require applicants to

submit their 1040 or 1040A form or other evidence that

they receive AFDC or Food Stamps, live in federally-

subsidized housing, etc. (those students with incomes

below $10,000 should receive the maximum award); and

(2) require students applying for aid for their

sophomore, junior or senior year (who previously

received Title IV aid as freshmen) to supply updated

information only and the most recent parental/student

tax return instead of a whole new application.
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Reduce paperwork burdens in the financial aid

programs, especially for institutions with significant

number of aid recipients in their student population

(i.e. 50% or greater), by eliminating the validation

requirement for those schools with a three-year

unblemished record of performance and no audit

exceptions.

Eliminate the Income Contingent Loan (ICL) Program.

This program represents a serious pitfall for low

income students because it appears attractive yet is

likely to trap students with lesser arnings growth in

serious long-term debt. Por xample: a student who

borrowed $13,000 (under the 1CL Program) would be

required to repay over $48.000 in principal and

accumulated interest (using the program's assumptions

as to income and projected minimum payments) if he or

she began an employment career with a salary of

710,800.00 or would be requIred to repay $25,700 in

principal and interest over ten years if the starting

salary was $23,100. In contrast, that same student

would pay back about $18,925 over ten years in the

Stafford Loan program.

Merge the ICL Concept into a Totally Campus-based

Perkins Loan Program. Federal capital contributions
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(FCC) for the Perkins program would cease at the end of

FY 1994 rnd campuses would administer the program

solely based on effectively collecting from students

who have borrowed from the program. Institutions might

be permitted, at their discretion, to allow up to ten

percent of their Perkins loans to be subject to income

contingent repayment. The FY 1990 FCC was $135,129,000

and was allocated to 1,559 institutions, including only

15 UNCF institutions. Twenty-six other UNCF

institutions do participate in the Perkins program.

Tuskegee Unive/sity and Xavier University, as well as

Morehouse College received the build of the $1.3

million In FCC made available to UNCF member colleges

through the FY 1990 appropriation. The total

outstanding loan bAlance is $4.9 billion.

Eliminate the exclusive and arbitrary use of student

loan default rates to exclude institutions from

participation in Title /V programs. UNCF certainly

understands the Department's desire to reduce student

loan defaults. We share that concern. However, the

criteria used to target institutions for special

attention or exclusion from the program must be

sensitive to the mission and purpose of an institution,

as well as the institution's role in creating and

solving the loan default problem.
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The institution's role in student lending was limited,

prior to 1986, to certifying to the lender that the student was

enrolled on at least a half-time basis. A college or

university's role in counselling the student or administrative

accountability for Title IV funds places the college or

university in a secondary or tertiary role in the student loan

default chain of command. Yet, for the past two years the

Department using Inaccurate and incomplete data has published

default rates which malign and cast aspersions upon a college's

good name in the academic and its own local community. What role

does the Institution really have in making or collecting the

loan? Colleges are third-party beneficiaries with a small role

in the process, that now are publicly denigrated when a student

we are encouraged to admit subsequently defaults.

UNCF also has serious reservations about the use of

arbitrary loan default rate thresholds to determine Institutional

participation in the various programs especially inasmuch loan

default rates are misleading anyway. Smaller institutions, which

purposely keep costs low, are especially disadvantaged by this

method of viewing loan defaults More importantly, using default

rates as a tool deflects attention away from the real problem.

For example, in the July, 1989 report, the General Accounting

Office (GAO), from the GAO entitle "GUARANTEE') STUDENT LOANS --

Analysis of Student Default Rates at 7,800 Postsecondary Schools"

noted the default rates and dollars in default at all

institutions surveyed. The misleading nature of loan default

,,
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rates is readily evident.

A good example would be institutions with default rates

between 3 and 6 percent. Bluefield College in virginia has a

borrower default rate of 3.13 percent and has $1,250 in default,

while Bowling Green State University in Ohio has a borrower

default rate of 3.38 percent aad has a $448,000 in default. Or,

ITT Technical Institute In Dayton, Ohio has a default rate of

5.04 percent and $66,777 in default, while the University of

Pennsylvania has a 5.96 default rate with $1,178,964 in default.

Finally, it should go without saying that UNCF opposes any

attempt to convert the need-based Title IV programs to merit-

oriented scholarship programs. First, this notion is in sharp

contrast to the four-decades old, bipartisan commitment of the

Federal Government to eliminating family financial circumstances

as a barrier to a college education. The Eisenhower, Johnson,

Nixon, and Carter administrations repeatedly reaffirmed the

federal commitment to "access" and some measure of "choice" in

higher education, and the elimination of financial barriers to

participation in postsecondary education. Second, there is no

evidence that there is any lack of scholarship aid available to

students with strong academic backgrounds in high school. In

fact, the opposite appears to be true. Conversely low and

middle-income students increasingly find it difficult to find

need-based resources to pay the rising cost of a college

education. Rather than focusing our attention on merit, at

ti 4
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exactly the time when middle and lower income families are

struggling to send their children to college, the Federal

Government should devote more resources to grant and work study

programs and mechanisms which encourage middle and upper income

families to save for college costs.

CONCLUSION

Obviously, there are many additional ideas for a new

partnership between the federal government and private

historically Black colleges. Howev,x, in the interest of time,

let me draw this presentation to a c.ose.

I trust that I have accomplished what Chairman Hawkins and

the Committee intended in this historical oearing and that you

will find some currency in one or more of my suggestions. Again,

I urge you all to remember the magnificent legacies of the

universe of institutions known as the private Historically Black

Colleges and Universities, and I trust that you will share my

view that the Federal Government has a moral responsibility to

both preserve and enhance these institutions. Finally, I

recognize that many will express the view that some of the

suggestions I have offered are far too ambitious and costly.

Yet, I ask the question, what is the alternative?

6( ,
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Again, I thank Chairman Hawkins and the Committee for this

special hearing and for the invitation to prepare and submit

testimony. Now having cmmpleted my assignment to the Congressman

and my fellow panelists, lot me close by extending my deep thanks

to all of you. It is also with some sadness I conclude. Mr.

Hawkins, over the years, p.m have a giant in the cause of

minority equality in our nation. As chairman of this illustrious

committee, you co-sponsored the "Black College Act" and have

championed the cause of HBCUs and minority higher education. I

regret seeing you go. We at the College Fund will miss you. We

hope that in your retirement, you will stay close to us.

As you consider all that you will hoar today and the many

challenges which will be discussed later, I urge you to remember

the motto of the United Negro College Fund:

A mind is a terrible thing to waste!

Thank you.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is Dr. Oswald Bronson, president of Bet hune-

Cookman College, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Mr. BRONSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Allow me to express my appreciation to you for your assistance

and in particular education across the years Your presence and
work really have made a difference in what we are now experienc-
ing.

Let me hasten to say that my involvement in higher education
for more than two decades has been to the historically black pri-
vate universities of our Nation Therefore, my presentation will be
slanted in that direction, although there are many similarities be-
tween the 41 and the 117.

It is common knowledge that these black institutions, as both of
my colleagues, Dr Fred Humphries and Dr. Albright, have said,
were born out of need, for the attention needed by the black Amer-
icans in the post-Civil War era and later years. Some institutions
were created by philanthropic hands joined by various religious
communities They have been nurtured by a continuous stream of
committed scholars and have raised the Nriew of America around
the world

Johnson C Smith asked me to speak especially of the mission
and enrollment of these institutions As I review them they seem
to put emphasis on pros iding a quality education on a level that
would be accessible to adults from every socioeconomic level, and
especially the thousands who would otherwise be left out of the
educational process, as mentioned by Dr. Albright.

Two, to inspire and enhance the opportunities for a leadership
and citizenship role on the part of those who haw met economical
and racial barriers, and then to develop a pool of talent for all
areas of American life and to make visible a product that will
rightfully justify the existence of these historically black colleges
and universities in this land of ours, to teach the competency skills
and knowledge necessary for survival as a contributing member of
society, and then to engage in in-depth dialogue with and in criti-
cal examination of those yalues that haw sustained and inspired
the human race.

African-Americans in particular have had difficult periods of
struggle for freedom to be productive and contributing citizens and
to the whole of human society

Finally, to prov/de funds for teaching integrity, for compassion
for the downtrodden, and yes, even patriotism and those ideals that
have inspired humans to be their highest self.

Regarding patriotism, as I listened to Congressman Owens men-
tion about the Persian Gulf crisis, we have had oui graduates and
our students to shed their blood on every continent of this world
for this land of ours. Just a few days ago most of us have had stu-
dents leave our campuses to go to the Persian Gulf to fight at the
request of our government. So we feel when we look at the patriot-
ism of our schools that this is a value that we teach. So we come to
you asking that there be recognition of this as well in terms of
what we offer to America.

Enrollments are not simply increasing at our UNCF schools, and
particularly in the other schools, the 117 in genetal. but quality
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education is taking place, as documented by the study and the clas-
sic book "Blacks in College." This experience of taking an illiterate
race of people and individual youth in particular who have faced
overt and covert rejection and expanding them into knowledgeable
economical professionals is a direct result of the academic and
counseling support systems, the moral discipline and the reverence
for the sacredness of each person who enrolled in our schools. This
is characteristic of the HBCUs.

All races tend to worship heros and revere what is viewed as
unique in their respective cultures. Black colleges serve as the
chief repository and communicators of our African-American cul-
tures These institutions systematically convey the history that was
omitted in the history books.

HBCU are not only repository of Afro-American history but also
living expressions of our history. This affords our students to be in
a living relationship with a dynamic participant As Dr. Hum-
phries and Dr. Albright have said, being a part of this history
meant that many were arrested, maay were placed in all kinds of
conditions, but nevertheless they continued to persevere for justice
in this land of ours.

Mr Chairman, I conclude by saying that the UNCF schools join
other schools as being institutions that convey values, values, the
values of a sense of direction, the values of a sense of responsibil-
ity, the values of a sense of destiny, the values of patriotism, hones-
ty, integrity and moral discipline, the values of making America a
better place, the values of economic impact in which we increase
the tax base of this Nation.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I have submitted a fuller report te
you which has been given to Mr. Smith.

[The prepared statement of Dr Oswald Bronson follows.I
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Theme: THE STRENGTHENING OF BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE
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Allow me to express my profound appreciation to our United
States Corgress, and espec.ally to the Honorable Augustus Hawkins
and the House Committee on Education and Labor, for the privilege
of presenting factual testimony before this body concerning the
CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
TO OUR NATION. Let me hasten to say that my area of Involvement in
higher education for more than two decades has been to the
HISTORICALLY BLACK PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF OUR NATION:
therefore, my presentation will necessarily be slanted in this
direction.

It is common knowledge that these Black institutions of hioher
education were born out of a need for critical attention to the
plight of Black Americans in the immediate post Civil War era and
in later years. Such instit4tions 4ere planted across our southern
and border states by philanthropic hands, Joined by various
religious COMMUnItles. They have been nurtured by a continuous
stream of committed scholars and have thereby raised the image of
America around the world.

The special mission end roles of these institutions have been,
and will always

A. To provide a quality education on a level that will be
accessible to youth and adults on every socio-economic
level, and especially to thousands aho would otherwise be
left out ot the educational process.

B. To inspire and enhance the opportunities for leadership
and citizenship roles on the part of these ano nave met
both economical and racial barriers.

C. To develop a pool of talent for all areas of Amcrican
life, and to make visible a product that 4111 right'ully
justify the existence of these Historically Black
Colleges and Univers:ties in this land of ours.
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Let me hasten to assure this august body that the future of
our country is intertwined with the future of these institutions,
for they are performing a service that is unique to our standing in
the western world. A brief look at the product of these 117
institutions will serve to enlighten many who perhaps have taken
them for granted and many, perhaps, who have acquired the notion
that they are not reeded.

A PREDOMINANCE OF THE BLACK LEADERSHIP ACROSS OUR NATION ARE
PRODUCTS OF 'NESE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES A
ma]ority of the Black members of our United States Congress attest
to this fact. Thousands of others in education, government, the
military, religion, law enforcement, foreign service, and the list
goes on, are the products of these institutions.

We must net use this precious time in calling names. But I
must allow you to hear the voice of Ronald E. McNair who gave his
life in the advancement of our space program:

"I thank God, that through a Black university, I had the
chance to develop, the desire to be, and the opportunity to do."

WHILE OUR HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE
STRUGGLIW FOR SU2PORT TO REMAIN ALIVE AND VIABLE, THEY CONTINUE TO
SET RECORLS IN THE ENROLLMENT OF NOT JUST BLACK STUDENTS, BUT A
SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF WHITE STUDENTS, AS WELL AS OTHER MINORITIES.
This record is increasing from year to year, and the aaswer lies in
the fact that these institutions have taken their places in the
circle of higher education.

THE FUTURE OF THESE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES IS BRIGHT. I NEED NOT SAY TO MEMBERS OF THIS
COMMITTEE WHAT LOBE OF THE PROBLEMS ARE THAT THESE INSTITUTIONS
FACE. OUR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS, PARTICULARLY, WHILE INCREASING IN
ENROLLMENT AND PROGRAMS, MUST CONTINUE TO SEEK FINANCIAL HELP. You
are famiiiar with the fact that 41 of these Historically Black
Colleges and Universities are members of a national chest fund, The
United Negro Collese Fund, and have found strong support from many
areas of American life. However, these institutions must continue
the struggle for adequate funding from many sources. We are happy
to say that our federal government has been a rock on ahich we have
stood, and we enter our plea at this tIme that your educational
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concern will not be lessened.

THESE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WILL
UNDERGIRD OUR NATION IN THE YEARS THAT LIE AHEAD, AND WILL PROVIDE
FOR THOUSANDS OF OUR NATION'S YOUTH THREE QUALITIES OF LIFE THAT
WILL BUILD SOLID LEADERSHIP:

A. A SENSE OF DIRECTION in a confused and restless world.
These institutions are giving priority status to this
vital need.

B. A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY for guarding those lasting
values of service through education that will continue to
raise the quality of life for all people.

C. A SENSE OF DESTINY that will inspire our search for
reasons for life itself, of who we are, and why we are
here.

Again, I thank you for allowing me the privilege to appear
here, and for your graciousness in receiving and listening to us.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Bronson.
The final witness is Dr. Edison Jackson, president, Medgar Evers

College, Brooklyn in New York.
Mr. JACKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To my own Congressman, Major Owens, I am pleased to come

before you to testify on behalf of the historically black colleges and
universities; Medgar Evers and other institutions stand for similar
ideals.

I am the president of Medgar Evers College of the City Universi-
ty of New York. Although we are not officially an HBCU, the
ideals for which it stands, the problems that it encounters, and the
services that it offers makes it a typical HBCU-type institution. We
have approximately 3900 students with 90 percent black and 70
percent female. We offer associate and baccalaureate degrees.

I would like to take this opportunity to pay homage to a great
man, Congressman Augustus Hawkins, Chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee, who will be retiring at the close of this ses-
sion of Congress. You have been a man of wisdom, one who has had
courage, foresight and forthrightness to sponsor the Black College
Act and many lther legislative efforts to improve the quality of life
for black Americans, and yes, all Americans. Needless to say, the
untiring efforts of Representative Hawkins have made a significant
contribution to access and success for people of color in this coun-
try.

Sir, we owe you a great deal of thanks and gratitude.
By way of background, I have served in higher education in

Washington, DC, New Jersey, and now New York City. This experi-
ence has allowed me to gain valuable experience of problems of
blacks and other minorities and how the college have tried to deal
with these problems.

In addition, I wish to state that I am one who has benefited from
the National Defense Student Loan program at Howard University.
I received $3600 in loans to finance my college education, and
today, 20 years later, I have paid over $200,000 in Federal and state
taxes, indeed a great investment on the part of this country.

We at HBCUs understand the capacity of education to transform
individuals, people and a Nation. While some institutions and edu-
cators have made a trust with mediocrity, we at Medgar Evers
have declared war on mediocrity.

My comments today grow out of an awareness of the contempo-
rary issues and challenges facing our black and other communities
in this Nation. I will not recite the statistics and the conditions, for
they can be found in my written testimony to you. But we ask that
American society cannot allow unemployment, inadequate educa-
tion, ill health and other social and economic situations to destroy
our growing number of American citizens. There is an urgency for
us to find ways that we can, az educators and public policy makers,
assist in arresting these conditions. The solution to each of these
problems requires knowledge, bold initiatives, and commitment.

Therefore, I firmly believe that HBCUs have always risen to the
challenge and continue to do so, but we need your continued sup-
port if we are to continue to meet these challenges.

Too often in our daily challenges, we see vast numbers of chil-
dren in school who become angry and become alienated because

7
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they feel they have nothing to lose. We at Medgar Evers College
believe we should serve as the model institution to help break the
cycle that dooms so many of our young people in Brooklyn.

With the remainder of the time allocated to me, I would like to
share two initiatives that are bearing fruit at our college One is
the expansion of our collaborative efforts with the community; that
is, using existing community resources to increase enrollment and
retention of students, and the other is the Hispanic male initiative.
It is our position that education must be of necessity a collabora-
tive activity involving a sizable cast.

Accordingly, Medgar Evers College has given close attention to
the corn1nunity and its components; that is, joint efforts and shared
responsibilities as valuable in the education of our students. We see
collaboration as a good way to increase minorities coming through
the pipeline and getting through it.

Collaboration can help provide tutoring support to our students
Collaboration to adapt our academic division by lending expertise
through guest lecturers and seminars, also collaborative efforts
with local business, small incubator businesses in the provision of
expertise and services. That is, the economic development of our
community.

Third, the mentoring program with elementary, junior high and
high school students, which is helping to reverse the number of
dropouts in our schools. The colleges also pursue avenues to articu-
late high school curriculum with our freshman efforts at the col-
lege.

We have seen a 1,000 student increase from the fall of 1989 to
fall of 1990. We think collaboration is the way to go.

In terms of our Center for the Study and Resolution of Black and
Hispanic Male Issues, the overall objective is to facilitatt study
and propose solutions to the many contemporary issues that have
created the acute shortage of black and Hispanic males who pursue
higher education.

At Medgar Evers College. male students comprise only 30 per-
cent, up 2 percent from last year, of the student population When
one considers the fact that one out of every four young black males
is connected to the prison systemprobation, incarceration, parole,
ex-prisoner, et ceterathis means that approximately one in every
four families is impacted in a negative way.

Indeed, we have a black male crisis. The statistic for the Hispan-
ic male, while not so catastrophic, is equally disturbing. We are
proud to say that we are arresting the decline in males pursuing a
higher education. We have seen a decrease in the number of black
males.

The main programmatic thrusts of the Center are the following
I will read a few. You will find most in the testimony.

One, early intervention strategies to allow the colleges to inter-
act with the student in the early part of the semester before the
problem becomes acute.

Two, the program links high-risk students with the not-so-high-
risk students, as well as the successful students, so that each group
will gain an appreciation for each other through shared experi-
ences.
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Three, peer counseling program whereby the upper class male
students become mentors for the male students in the program,
again, reinforcement of the positive role model.

Four, each student in the program has a faculty counselor as-
signed to him

Five, strong tutorial component with mandatory attendance at
tutorial sessions, both group and individual, required.

Six, group activities such as attendance at athletic and social
events as well as increased exposure for the students to the fine
and performing arts area.

Seven, group counseling and self-esteem building experiences
through the use of successful male role models in the community.

Eight, the progr^m uses the intrusive counseling model, which is
an aggressive and directed approach to counseling.

Nine, all participants in the program perform mentoring activi-
ties with kids enrolled in junior high and high schools in the area.

Also, we would like to recommend you look at ways of expanding
the TRIO program with emphasis on the kind of collaboration
which I identified, and that is collaborations between higher educa-
tion institutions and the public schools. The best and easiest possi-
bilities are in a greater variety of Upward Bound: two, allowing
reaching further down to junior high and elementary to expand
critical finds like sciences and engineering; three, to allow empha-
sis on black males as we found at Medgar Evers College.

Another possibility is a subset of new needs and new types of col-
lege and high school collaboration focusing on black and other dis-
advantaged minorities in our major urban areas, predominantly
minority school systems.

And, four, collaboration between the two ought to be a high pri-
ority. Collaborations like these can indeed make a difference.

Lastly, we :,.hould talk to some of the school programs in other
agencies such as the National Science Foundation, and the kind of
programs represented by Medgar Evers with HBCUs. However, the
resolution can encourage that type of cooperation and develop-
ment.

The final quetion is: What is the role of the Federal Govern-
ment, the appropriate role of the Federal Government in higher
education? A more sensitive question is, does the Federal Govern-
ment have specific responsibility toward specific populations?

Given the historical facts, this educator wholeheartedly believes
that the Federal Government should continue to take a lead in pro-
moting access, address the need, recognize merits and promote ex-
cellence.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Edison Jackson fDllows.)
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Good afternoon. I am Dr. Edison 0. Jackson, President of

Medgar Evers College of The City University of New York, Brooklyn,

New York. Although Medgar Evers College is not an official

Historically Black college and University(HBCU), the ideals for

which it stands, the population that it serves, the problems that

it encounters, and the services that it offers, makes it a typical

HBCU-type institution. Therefore, I feel comfortable in being here,

and sharing my experiences with you.

Mr. Chairman and other distinguished members of this

prestigious sub-committee, I am very proud and delighted to come

before you to testify on behalf of the National Association for

Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), Medgar Evers

college and the other institutions, and ideals for which they

stand. The main issues to which I will address my comments concern

the role of HBCUs, the contributions that HBCUs have made in

improving the lives of Blacks and Hispanics, in particular, and the

society-at-large, in general, and the funding of Black colleges and

universities under the Higher Education Act. Hy comments on these

issues have also been addressed by several of my colleagues and are

part of the official record.

Before beginning my testimony, I would like to take this

opportunity to pay homage to a great man - Representative Augustus

Hawkins, Chairman of the Education and Labor Committee - who will

be retiring at the close of this 101st session of Congress. A man

who had the wisdom, the courage, the foresight, and the
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forthrightness to sponsor the Black College Act (Title III B of the

HEA;, and many other legislative efforts to improve the quality of

life for Black Americans (and later on, Uispanics) in this country.

Needless to say, the untiring efforts of Representative Hawkins

have made significant contributions to creating equity of access

and success for people of color in this country. we owe him a huge

debt of gratitude.

In presenting my testimony, I will provide my assessment of

several of the contemporary issues that are facing educators today

and those that will emerge as we enter the 21st Century. I will

attempt to relate these issues with the services that Black

colleges and universities, like medgar Eveks College, provide in

addressing them; and the need to modify the basic tenets of the HEA

to allow Black colleges and universities to more effectively deal

1....th these problems.

BACKGROUND

NAFEO represents over 117 colleges and univerEities throughout

24 states, the District of Columbia and the Virgin Islands. They

enroll almost 285,000 students and graduate 30,000 students

annually or approximately one-third of all Blacks who graduate with

undergraduate, graduate and professional degrees. These

institutions of higher education have made significant

contributions through the work of their graduates to the well being

of this nation.

Medgar Evers College, a member of NAFEO, is a unit within The

City University of New York that offers both the associate and
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baccalaureate degree. It is the only institution in the University

that has the specific mission to serve Black and poor students

within Brooklyn. We have an enrollment of 3900 ;tudents with 98%

of them being Black and 70% female. The demographics of Hedger

Evers' students mirror those of most of the other member

institutions in NAFEO, and other HBCUs. In addition, we offer

degree programs that are responsive to the needs of the City and

State of New York.

As I reflected upon the views that you have requested comments

on, I was encouraged to learn that this sub-committee is assuming

the leadership role in soliciting comments from those of us who

have been most negatively affected by the current regulations as

well as having benefited considerably from the same.

Byway of personal background, I have served as faculty member

and senior administrator in four institutions of higher learning

spanning the East Coast to the West Coast. Also, I have had the

privilege of serving either as chair and/or member of at least 30

some odd accrediting teams for regional accrediting bodies as well

as the National League of Nursing. Host of the institutions served

students for whom many of the promises of the Higher Education Act

of 1965 were directed and have had a direct impact upon their

ability to participate in the higher education enterprise.

This first hand experience has afforded me the opportunity to

gain invaluable insights into the problems that confront Black,

Hispanic and cther minority students, as well as the innovative

types of solutions that Black colleges and universities have
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implemented to deal with these problems.

In addition, I wish to state that I am one who has benefitted

from the National Defense Student Loan Program at Howard

University. I am one who received $3,600 in loans to finance my

college education and today, twenty years later, I have paid almost

$200,000 in federal taxes. I think that was a good investment.

So good in fact, that I wish my own investments would render for

me such a rate of return.

As one looks at contemporary issues that impact on the nation

and society, the challenge for the federal government is not to

do less for all of society, especially the disadvantaged,

disenfranchised and poor of society, but rather to find ways for

it to create greater success for all of its citizens.

We, at Hedger Evers College, and I dare say HBCUs, understand

the capacity of education to transform individuals and a people and

a nation; and have declared war on ignorance and mediocrity.

However, we can not succeed in meeting these challenges and needs

without the continued support of the federal government. Now is

not the time for the federal goiernment to reduce its support for

higher education. As a matter of fact given the many adverse

contemporary issues that confront our society today, and in the

foreseeable future, the Federal Government should be searching for

creative ways to increase fundincl to education, especially to

HBCUs.
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CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

The rapid movement toward the 21st century has wrought many

problems and issues which have created for this nation new

challenges that it has never faced before. These challenges are

of such magnitude that failing to solve them may restrict our

ability as a nation and a people to continue to enjoy our present

standard of living and to maintain our leadership in the world.

Tens of millions of Americans are experiencing misery and

despair. Close to one-third of Blacks and Hispanics in our society

have incomes below the poverty level, three times higher than

whites. The life expectancy for Blacks is falling and the infant

mortality rate is rising. Unemployment rates for Blacks and

Hispanics are more than two and a half times higher than that for

whites. AO ore looks at the dreaded disease of AIDS, Blacks

represent almost 30 percent. what is more devastating is the fact

that Black women and children account for 50 percent of those

infected. The use of drugs and violent deaths have reached

epidemic proportions in our communities around this nation. In

fact, the Black and Hispanic communities are the hardest hit in

terms of this epidemic and many communities are almost under siege.

In a recent report entitled "One-Third of a Nation" by the

commission on Minority Participation in Education and American

Life, certain stark realities are presented and documented. By the

year 2000, minority groups will constitute one-third of all school-

age children, 42 percent of all public school students in the

nation, and 21.8 million of the 140.4 million people in the labor
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force. In many of uur urban centers, the percent of minority

youngsters who are illiterate or near illiterate is rising at an

alarming rate. The Commission's current assessment is that America

is moving backward - not forward - in its efforts to achieve the

full participation of minority citizens in the life and prosperity

of our nation.

The health care delivery system is undergoing massive changes

which present new challenges and problems that, if not solved, will

heavily deter the ability of the system to respond to the needs of

many segments in society. The energy needed to have an expanded

health care delivery system which speaks to the universal need to

decrease the mortality rate of minorities and the poor is further

undermined by the lack of trained t.ealth care workers.

It is clear that the American society cannot allow

"unemployment, inadequate education, ill health and other social

and economic hindrances" to continue to fester and to infect and

destroy growing numbers of American citizens. It must be stated

that centuries of institutional racism and decades of neglect and

failure to act have created the desperate plight of our people

today. What is more disturbing is that we as a nation are no

closer to a solution to these problems and conditions today than

we were a decade ago.

The call for action is ringing out loud and clear; yet our

policy makers appear to have turned a deaf ear to these issues.

We were warned by the Kerner Report that we are riding down a

collision course creating a society of "Have's and Have not's."
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Host of the social indices that our society uses to measure its

quality of life would suggest that we are losing the battle.

Losing the battle in our schools, in our streets, economically, the

family and in a world sense.

The urgency for us is to find ways that we can, as educators

assist in the arresting of these conditions. The solutions to each

of the problems that stymie the progress of freedom to all people

requires knowledge, bold initiatives and commitment. In order to

achieve this, we must have people who are able and willing to

employ knowledge and resources in creative and bold ways. Hr.

Chairman and members of this august body, I am encouraged, however,

by your demonstrated commitment to make a difference.

itclA 4 BLACX COLLSGICS AND UNIVIRSITIES

The role that HBCUs must play in the fulfillment of its

collective mission is tantamount to the simultaneous fulfillment

of the five stages of Haslov's hierarchy of needs ( Basic

Physiological Needs - food, air, shelter, etc.-, Safety and

Security, Love and Belonging Needs, Self-esteem Needs, and finally

Self-Actualization) in our students. For many of our students who

come to our HBCU institutions, the basic necessities of life are

either lacking or in short supply; they tend to lack the sense of

belonging because for most of their life many have been

disenfranchised from mainstream AaJrica, in many instances, their

self-estam is low because they have been told time and time again,

that they are incapable of succeeding at science, mathematics,
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engineering, and have not been exposed to the traditional liberal

arts curriculum; finally and most importantly, our students come

to us with a dream of becoming the best they can be i.e. self-

actualization. In many cases, they have been kept in the basement

of educational opportunities, having been denied equity of access

to higher educational opportunities. On the other hand, students

at other more traditional colleges and universities, come from

environments where most cf their basic Maslovian needs are already

fulfilled. All that's left is their quest for self-actualization.

When viewed from this perspective, the challenge that

confronts HBCUs, and colleges like Hedger Evers college, is how do

we simultaneously fulfill our students basic Maslovian needs, as

well as assist them in their quest for self-actualization, i.e.

fulfillment of their dream of a good life. This challenge becomes

all the more difficult given the current funding levels for HBcUs.

Wedge ,vers college recognizes this most urgent need, and is

positioned to play an important role in educating the leaders of

the 41st century as well as create an educated and highly skilled

work force. We at Hedger Evers College recognize the power and

capacity of education to transform individuals and a people. We

further understand the liberating force of education.

As we continue the implementation of our new agenda for Hedger

Evers College, we have taken on the role of catalyst to focus on

the problems of education, social justice, economic opportunity,

science and technology, health and leadership.

we recognize in some quarters that public policy remains
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resistant to the kind of changes that must be wrought if we are to

survive as a nation.

Too often in our daily travels, we see vast numbers of

children unprepared for school, fail, become angry, feel alienated
and turn on society because

they have nothing to lose. Medgar

Evers College believes that we must assume the role of serving as

the model educational institution that will playa significant role

in breaking the cycle that dooms so many of the young people in

Brooklyn; the ones who turn to the alluring, often lucrative arena

of drugs and crime. /f we fail, along with other institutions,

then our land will be racked by escalating domestic terroristic

repressive efforts to control it, and eventual loss of freedom and
opportunity.

We must not abandon a part of our mission and permit the loss

of human success and destruction to continue. We have dedicated

this institution as have our sister institutions in NAFEO, to help

poor Black children and adults to acquire the skills necessary to

succeed, and develop a sense cf belonging.

While these issues appear to cause despair and disillusionment

about the future, there is hope. A hope that has its roots in

Black colleges and universities,
since these institutions of higher

learning have experience in dealing with the prcblems facing urban
residents. Resideuts who, by the very nature of their existence

in these urban and rural settings, are most likely Black and

hispanic, and face or have faced the inner city plight of poverty,

lack of proper educational
opportunity, inadequate housing, drug
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abuse and AIDS. Black colleges and universities, with limited and

conitantly dwindling resources, have been at the forefront in

successfully educating these constituents.

Black Colleges and Universities in the united States have been

providing the leadership, in terms of creative new program

development, and instruction. As one scans the educational,

political, health care, energy and technological arenas, one is

sure to find D3CU alumni in positions of leadership, not only in

the United States, bu in many Third world countries, leading the

fight to provide quality educational opportunities, health care,

etc., and political leadership to the Black and Hispanic nations

and communities.

The Role of Hedger Evers College

Hedger Evers College was founded as a result of collaborative

efforts by community leaders, elected officials, the Chancellor,

and the Board of Trustees of the City UniversIty of New York. The

College was established in 1969 with a mandate to meet the

educational and social needs of the residents oc the central

Brooklyn community.

In keeping with the philosophy of the City University of New

York, Hedger Evers College believes that education is the right of

all individuals in the pursuit of self-actualization. consequently,

the College's mission 1s to develop and mainLain high quality,

professional, career-oriented undergraduate desree programs in the

context of a liberal arts education. The College offers programs

at both the baccalaureate and at the associate degree level, giving
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close attention to articulation between the two-year and the four-

year programs.

Enabling minority students to attain higher levels of

educational achievement s the undergirding philosophy of Medgar

Evers College. It is the College's position that effective

education in the 1990s must of necessity be a collaborative

activity involving a sizable cast. Accordingly, Medgar Evers

College is giving close attention to the concept of "conmunity",

and to its components - joint effort and shared responsibility -

as valuable elements in the education of our students.

Consequently, the College has embarked upon an agenda that has

its roots firmly grounded in establishing and expanding

collaborative efforts between and among the campus community;

external community, including special purpose educational support

groups and traditional local organizations; and pre-schoo_ through

graduate school educational comnunity.

Campus Community

Frequent news stories, notirg high rates of high school

dropouts, and low and declining rates of college entrants, remiad

us of the need for action. But rarely mentioned is the large

percentage of minority student college dropouts, which, in terms

of societal and personal loss, may be the most significant

statistic of the three.

In an effort to address this concern, medgar Eve's College has

been examining the assumptions that underlie its plan for serving
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its students. what we are finding is that the current policies and

practices as they pertain to providing support services to

students, instructional modalities, and many of the assumptions

that we made about our student, are creating obstacles to student

suczess rather than facilitating and enhancing the learning

environment. what we are doing is to rethink and revamp the many

policies and practices to make them more "student-centered" i.e.

make them student-sensitive and student-driven, rather than

administrative and/or faculty-driven. Our curriculum has been

revised to make it more relevant and encompassing. The result has

been that over the past year our attrition rate has decreased

substantially.

In terms of recruitment, we are undertaking an aggressive

marketing/recruitment campaign, which includes lectures by the

president and faculty at the surrounding area schools, churches,

and community-based organizations. In fact visits have been made

to junior high schools. These efforts have contributed

significantly to our enrollment growth over the past year.

External community

Schools, colleges, and universities often see themselves as

being alone in their struggle to increase minority access and

retention. In part, this situation is of own making as we often

give the impressicn oo our various external communities that we

have all the answers to the problems associated with serving

students. This is especially true of undergraduate institutions who

rarely seek real involvement of the external community in campus
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activities, and seldom ask for community cooperation and/or

assistance other than financial donations.

At Hedger Evers College, we have an established community

advisory council, made up of community residents, which advises the

president on the various problems and/or concerns, and even

proposes solutions to contemporary issues that confront our

students. In addition we are working with a-ea buslnessos and

organizations to "adopt" our academic divisions, by tending their

expertise through guest lecturing, sponsoring workshops and

seminars, and internships. In addition, the College is

establishing collaborative efforts with corporations, local

business development agencies, and small business incubator

agencies in the provision of expertise, training, and

entrepreneurial offerings and services to the community. These

programs and services have contributed significantly to the success

of our academic enterprise, community renewal, and the enrollment

growth at the College.

Educational Community

As Wedgar Evers College looked at what is happening in K-12

and higher education in the educating of the residents of the

Central Brooklyn community (a predominantly minority community),

we found that each system is experiencing both success and failur

in meeting the educational needs of the students. What we found,

in many instances, was that each system was trytng to solve its

problems in isolation from the other, even though both would
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benefit from closer working relationships. In an attempt to

address these problems Medgar Evers College has established

collaborative efforts with the many feeder high schools in the

Central Brooklyn area (Liberty Partnership, Erasmus Project, LEAP,

etc). In addition the College has many grant funded programs to

prepare and encourage minority students to pursue careers in the

sciences and engineering professions(MARC, MBAS, STEP, C-STEP, etc)

The College is presently pursuing grant opportunities to establish

a junior high school-high school-Medgar Evers College-Brooklyn

College collaborative partnership to encourage and provide avenues

for minority students to pursue science and engineering careers up

through the doctoral level.

The College has an established mentoring program wherein

Medgar Evers College students counsel and tutor high school and

junior high school students. This has aided in reversing the high

dropout rates. The College is presently pursuing avenues to

articulate course content of feeder high schools and Hedger Evers

College freshman year courses, and has an established Freshman Year

Program to address the need to reverse the high rate of freshman

attrition of our students.

The result of all of these collaborative efforts(Campus

Community, External Community, and Educational Community) is that

the College has been able to realize an unprecedented increase in

enrollment over the past academic year: 21 percent increase in Fall

1989 over Fall 1588, over 24 percent increase in Spring 1990 over

Spring 1989, and a 39 percent increase in Fall 1990 over Fall 1989.
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The enrollment for the Spring 1991 is expected to show an

approximately 30 percent increase over Spring 1990. We attribute

these successes to the holistic nature of our collaborative

efforts, as well as our intensive marketing/recruitment program.

What this is really saying to the funding agents is that we

need to make additional monies available to expand collaborative

efforts between and among HBCUs, high schools, junior high schools,

community agencies, business and industry; as it is a strategy that

has proven to be successful.

Center for the Study and Resolution of

Black and Hispanic Male Issues

Currently, Medgar Evers College is establishing a

collaborative partaership with the New York State Black and

Hispaiic Legislative Caucus for the establishment of a Center for

the Stidy and Resolution of Black and Hispanic Hale Issues. The

purpose of this center is to study and propose solutions to the

many contemporary issues that have created the acute shortage of

Black and Hispanic males who pursue higher education. At Medgar

Evers College male students comprise only 30 percent(up 2 percent

from last year) of the student population. When one considers the

fact that one out of every four young black males is connected to

the prison system (probation, incarceration, parole, ex-prisoner,

etc) this means that approximately one in every four families is

impacted in a negative way. Indeed, we have a black male crisis.

The statistic for the hispanic male, while not so catastrophic, is

equally disturbing. These s_atistics do not address the number of

,C)
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black and hispanic males who are victims of drugs. Therefore, it

is incumbent upon us as educators to revese this growing number

of black and hispanic males who are associated with the penal

system rather than the higher education system.

The underlying premise of the center for the study and

Resolution of Black and Hispanic Male Issues is the concept of

mentoring and early intervention. successful black and hispanic

males (business leaders, faculty, students, sports personalities,

will serve as mentors to our young black and hispanic males and

encourage them to pursue higher education opportunities instead of

the often lucrative-short-term drug trafficking. It is clear that

mentor-mentee relatiOnships shold be an integral part of our

strategies for educating our youth.

The overall objective of this Center is to facilitate success

for the black and hispanic male through early intervention and

persistent counseling and enlightenment via the mentor-mentee

relationship. It is hoped that by providing positive role models

that the black and hispanic male student will acquire the necessary

self-esteem and confidence to pursue self-actualization.

The main programmatic thrust of the center for Study and

Resolution of the Black and Hispanic Hale Issues are as follows:

1. Early intervention strategies which allows the college

to interact with the student in the early part of the

semester, before the problem becomes too acute.

2. The program links high-risk students with the not-so-

high-risk students, as well as the successful students,
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so that each group will gain an appreciation for each

other through saared experiences.

3. Peer counseling program whereby the upper-class wale

students become mentors for the male students in the

program; again reinforcement of the positive role model.

4. Each student in the program has a faculty counselor

assigned to him.

5. Strong tutorial component with mandatory attendance at

tutorial sessions(both group and individual)required.

6. Group activities such as attendance at athletic and

social events as well increased exposure for the students

to the fine and performing arts area.

7. Group counseling and self-esteem building experiences

through the use of successful male role models in the

community.

8. The program uses the intrusive counseling model which is

an aggressive and directed approach to counseling.

9. All participant in the program perform mentoring

activities with kids enrolled in junior high and high

schools in the area.

10. The program has a prison out reach component in which the

program director has identified males who appear to be

ready to resume a productive life.

11. Participants are required to enroll in college clubs and

organizations, or start their own club or organization.
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12. Major focus is self-help, and the building of self-

esteem through learning to perform tasks well.

Socialization skills component - learning how to dress

for success, how to behave at social gatherings, how to

order at upscale restaurants, proper etiquette, etc.

13. Development of study skills, test taking strategies, and

social support thrust.

14. Socialization skills component learning how to dress

for success, how to behave at social gatherings, how to

order at upscale restaurants, proper etiquette, etc.

with the emerging demand for intervention strategies in

the early life of our youth, we will need well-trained, and

dedicated people to meet these challenges. The degree to which we

as educators are successful in meeting the educational and social

needs of our students, will determine the extent that this and next

generation of people will have opportunities at achieving a decent

life.

ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

A question that is central to this discussion is: "what is

the appropriate role of the Federal Government in higher

ducation?" A further and more sensitive question is: "Does the

Federal Government have particular responsibilities towards

specific populations?
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Given the historical facts and the inherent inequities in the

socio-economic and political systems, this educator wholeheartedly

believes that the Federal government should take the lead in

promoting access, addressing need, recognizing merit and promoting

excellence. Black colleges and universities whose missions and

charters are to serve the under-prepared and socio-economically

deprived students, should be funded at disproportionately higher

rates than other more traditional universities whose student

demographies match those of the "typical American," in an effort

to correct the glaring inequities in our society.

The overriding philosophy should be that education and access

to equal opportunities in education is a right not a privilege.

Tbe Need for Minority Professionals

As most, if not all, of our professions (teaching, medicine,

engineering, research, businesses, etc.) are being depleted by

retirements, and other normal attrition, the need to increase the

number of minority professionals to fill these present and future

voids has never been more urgent. As our public school systems in

our largsr urban centers are being taken over by minority students,

there is a large and growing pool from which to choose. However,

if our students are not provided with the avenues to achieve their

fullest potential, then the future of this nation is being

jeopardized.

It is becoming increasingly more and more obvious that the

Federal Government must intervene and take the necessary

legislative action, and provide the required resources to
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facilitate the educating of our minority students to prepare them

to assume their rightful place in this society. As HBCus are more

experienced in preparing minority students for professional life

then it is incumbent upon us to assume the leadership role in this

process. However, the Federal Government must also play its part

by providing the needed incentives to allow .ae HBCUs to carry out

its mission. Americe has, at various levels, in the past been able

to solve its most Pressing needs for human resources by offering

the appropriate incentives to its citizenry. The time has come for

it to do the same for HBCUs to allow them to prepare their students

to fill the growing need for minority Professionals.

CONCLUSION

NAFEO and its member institutions are committed to providing

a high quality, baccalaureate education for every student who is

academically able, individually motivated and personally dedicated.

/ know that Hedger Even. College wholeheartedly embraces this

philosophy. Black colleges and universities will continue to

devote their attention to academic achievement, cultural attainment

and spiritual upliftment. We look forward to the day when family

income, race or national origin, or the color of one's skin, will

have less to do with the education one receives and the extent of

one's personal achievement. We are committed by the very nature

of our charter to bring about equity and equality of opportunity

for our more disadvantaged students. We will work with the

President, the Secretary and the Congress to accomplish the changes

that must be made to ensure that every American citizen has the
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that must be made to ensure that every American citizen has the

same opportunity for educational mxcess.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify before this

prestigious committee.
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Chairman HAWKINS Thank you.
Mr. Owens'
Mr. OWENS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for

inviting Dr Jackson to testify today He is President of Medgar
Eters College in my District He has been there only a short period
of time. out we hate seen tremendous Lhanges in that sFirt period
of time.

Everything has a special dynamism in BrookIy n and Medgar
Evers has been the recipient of that dynamism Mr Jackson has
been the fourth President of this college. There has been quite a bit
of turmoil in the stages of its development. It is only about 2",
years old. Because it is so new. it is not included .--.,mong the histori-
cally black colleges and universities.

My first question. Dr. Jackson. is- Would you comment on the
Higher Education Assistance Act. the last one. and the benefits
that are received, and tell us a little bit about what might be in-
cluded in the new reauthorization thai will help schools likt
Medgar Evers?

Medgar Evers College is a predominantly black school. th per-
Lent. It is. located in the 12th Congressional District. the 10th poor-
est congressional District in the Lountry. Congressman Tow n& Dis-
trict is the fifth poorest. So. we hate a tremendous poverty prob-
km. a tremendous number of young blacks who are very pocr.

Yet. we can get the full benefits of some of the provisions we
have prc-vided for IIBCUs. Would you comment on what areas we
might mot e in to deal with this type of problem which is faced by a
number of inner city colleges and unitersities establis.hed in the
last 25 years which are not included in the HBCUs.

Mr. JACKSON My conviction is that if we are going to arrest the
decline in our educational system we hat e to find ways of develop-
ing more collaboratite systems between the K through 12 and the
institutions of higher learning.

At Medgar Evers. we have tried to develop those collaborative ef-
to reach young people very early in the education arena.

It seems to me as we talk about the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. we also have to look in terms of linkage and
looking at the higher education institutions on a continuum. It is
not just when students get to college but rather how do we create
greater success and opportunity from the day the youngster enters
kindergarten so we can increase the number of individuals who
come through the system.

Medgar Evers has benefited from Title III. It has been a tremen-
dous boost to help us create opportunities to move the institution
and allow us to deliver more on the promise.

Mr. OWENS. What part of Title III?
Mr. JACKSON. Developing institutions
So we have been able to participate in that for the last 10 years

That has enabled us to detelop infrastructure in terms of computer
support. in terms of faculty developmcnt. in terms of working with
our infrastructure, in terms of assessnwnt So we participate that
way.

Now. in terms of fixed aid, one of the problems that has cicvd-
oped oter the List 10 years is the declining number of dollars avail-
able for grants and a greater reliance on loans That serves as a

36-779 0 - 91 - 4
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barrier to many of our studer .s who want to come to college and to
incur the kind of debt nece:_sary to complete a higher education.

We need to think in terms of !coking at increasing the number of
grants available, especially for the first two years of higher educa-
tion, with the idea that young people who may enter into education
will not see loans as a barrier.

We have had great success with the TRIO programs They have
demonstrated their worth and value in this country. We need to de-
velop more dollars and create greater models within our urban cen-ters and around this country so that more young people can enterthe pipeline and have the mentor support to allow them to know
and find that higher g>ducation is a possibility and that it indeed isreal.

So I would suggest that. one. Medgar Evers has benefited to some
extent from the legislation. but I suggest to you that there is much
more that needs to be done in terms of expansion of those compo-
nents, the financial aid. TRIO programs and collaboration.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Congratulations on the tremendous job that you are doing.
President Humphries, a bit of trivia correction here I did not

quite get your statement that only Florida produced a black physi-cist over what period?
Mr HUMPHRIES. That was in the state, not the country.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you. I wanted to get that trivia straight.
You mentioned that more HBCUs should engage in graduate

education production and Ph.D.s. Can you explain a little moreabout hov. you would go about doing that and what kind of collabo-
ration and cooperation among the HBCUs we can expect.

Your schools start so far behind in terms of labs, facilities, and
the right capital funding for facilities Is there a master plan in the
works where you specialize?

I am impressed that Tuskegee specializes in veterinarian medi-
cine. It is one of the few schools in the country and they can buildon that.

If HBCUs are going to try to do more in the area of Ph.D.s,
would you specialize so we don't have a scattergun approach which
leaves all of you inadequately funded for the job?

Mr HUMPHRIES I would like to expand on what I recommended.
Let me put it in context for you a little bit.

We have done a job in this Nation of producing black baccalaure-
ate people I think everyone would agree that we do that very, verywell.

By and large there is an absence of graduate programs in histori-
cal black colleges and universities.

But we don't have that throughout the I-IBCUs. At my school, w,.:have one in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceuticals, and one in envi-
ronmental toxicology, all Ph.D.s.

We produce a black Ph.D. in pharmaceutics and we double thenumber in the Nation. The rest of our schools are doing a very
poor job of educating blacks at the Ph.D. levels.

If we have the ability to produce at the undergraduati level, weshould go to the next step. In doing that, we will put P. little pres-sure on the rest of the country to say you can, in fact, produce
black Ph.D.s in this country.
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a very comprehensive program at the graduate level. But schools
have to have a program to which they can apply which will give
them the necessary resources to build on the strengths that they
Eave in terms of the Ph.D. production in HBCUs.

That may mean at school X. which has a tery strong program in
physics at the undergraduate level and an appropriate number of
professors. with additional support they can make the jump from
an undergraduate to masters and Ph.D levels.

At school Y. it may be sociology. The program that you would
have would be a program that recognizes all the needs to hate a
first-rate graduate program.

The program I told you about is the center for science and excel-
lence. I will gie you sonic examples of school- that profited from
t hat.

Thc National Science Foundation put a heay infusion of dollars
into largely predominately white institutions. the University of
Kansas. Florida State University. They built the buildings.
equipped the labs, and gave the money fur the initial program of
support for the enhancement of faculty it went in the science
areas. All of that is a matter of record.

They cut that program out. but they established. because they
wanted to establish. 32 scientific centers in the Nation So they
took schools that were on the verge of being pretty good and in-
fused them with everything they needed, money for building.
moncy for equipment. money for additional faculties. and let the
school grow to that over a sustained period of time

I am suggesting the same thing. We keep talking about the
number of blacks getting Ph.D.s in 197E; when we produced over
1000 in 1986. We are down to mill The only ethnic group doing this
is us. We are on the decline in terms of Fh Ds. It is time to say
let's look at these HBCUs and see what they can do

Mr. OWENS. You AA a n t to add fie more schools to the section ::24;
progra ni?

Mr. HUMPHRIES. YeS
Mr. OWENS. You say the3, are going to be the producers of Ph D s

or do you have something broader in mind9
Mr. FlumpinuEs. Those five schools have professional schools. law

schools, et cetera. The same principles that undergird section 32E;
for the medical schools are tlil same principles that hate to under-
gird those law schools Those are the law schools in our institutions
that need the help to be strengthened. :ncrease library and aca-
demic school so we can produce a larger number of black lawyers

There is an underrepresentation of black lawyers in this country
Those school.: don't get any support We need to do for those law
schools as we do for Morehouse. Meharry. and Drew Medical Col-
lege in California

Clark Atlanta University is in section 32E; and as President Al-
bright stated, Tuskegee has the only black .etermarian school It
produces black setermarian medical graduates The DMVD, what-
ever is the proper term for that. they produce them (lark Atlanta
is the comprehensi.e graduate school We need to keep that school
producing on a comprehensive level. Ph.D.s
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We are a pharmacy school. We are the only black pharmacy
school that offers a Ph.D. that needs to be strengthened.

Xavier has a pharmacy program that needs to be strengthened.
Those are critical need areas of our society to help us advance all
the time. Those schools should be added to 326.

In addition, we should make allowances in 326 so that schools
that offer doctorate degrees should have funds to strengthen their
doctorial program.

Beyond that, we should have the ability for those schools that do
not offer doctorates to grov to produce them. That is where we are
going to have faculty for our schools, faculty for CCNY up in New
York where everybody says we are goin:- to have a problem finding
faculty The white schools are not producing them. We need your
help.

Mr. OWENS Yo 11 have all this on the record in terms of proposals
that you are making and we will be looking at it.

I hope you will address yourselves to the question of is there a
master plan, a strategy among yourselves to parcel this out so it
makes sense and we can direct our resources in that way.

Mr. HUMPHRIES. We certainly can get that done.
Chairman HAWKINS. I wonder where all the initiative is going to

come from to do what Dr Humphries has suggested. It seems to me
that this committee has to take the leadership if the initiative is
going to take place.

So I simply remind you of the great obligation that you have on
this committee. I am not trying to be mischievous, but some initia-
tive is going to have to be started someplace.

I don't expect the Department of Education or the Feds to do it
unless they arewell "pushed into it- sounds like the phrase.
Somebody will have to do the pushing.

Mr. OWENS. This time we will have the advantage of a major,
loud, respectel voice out there as a citizen to lobby for us and give
us some help. I am sure we will be more effective than ever.

Chairman HAWKINS. I3eing on the outside, maybe I can create a
little hell.

Mr. OWENS. We expect that.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES We have benefactors of excellent testimony from all

the panel I regret very much, Dr. Humphries, that your historical
reference was not in writing.

Mr. HUMPHRIES. It Will be.
Mr. HAYES We will get busy on it This kind of support that we

are talking about is not going to be easy to come by. We won't be
able to accomplish it in the same time frame that Mike Tyson did
Saturday night, when he earned $3.2 million You must understand
that some of what is happening to our black, poor students is not
by accident I say it is by design We need to understand and ap-
proach it from that angle.

Chan man HAWKINS. Dr. Albright, you made reference to the
number of applications being received. I didn't get how this related
to the number of enrollments, if there was some comparison. If you
have those statistics, I would suggest you provide it for the commit-
tee.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. We will provide it, Mr Chairman.

10
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
If you can submit that to the committee, ill keep the record

open.
Mr. ALBRIGHT W' will be happy to do that.
Chairman HAWKINS. May the Chair thank all the witnesses. You

have been very hf.opful to the committee. We certainly appreciate
the contribution that mch of you is making.

Our next panel is Dr. David Beckley. President. Wiley College:
Mr. George Knox. V ce President of Public Affairs, Philip Morris
Companies, Inc., Dr. William Harvey, President, Hampton Univer-
sity; Mr Ty ronza Richmond. President, North Carolina Central
University: Dr Charles Walker. Chancellor. University of Arkan-
sas.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAN ID BECKLE1. PRESIDENT. WILEY COL-
LEGE; MARSHALL. TEXAS: GEORGE KNOX. VICE PRESIDENT OF
PUBLIC AFFAIRS. PHILII' MORRIS COAPANIES. INC., NEW
YORK. NEW YORK; DR. WILLIAM HARVEY. PRESIDENT. HAMP-
TON UNIVERSITY. HAMPTON. VIRGINIA: TYRONZA RICHMOND.
PRESIDENT, NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY.
DURHAM. NORTH CAROLINA: DR. CHARLES A. WALKER. CHAN-
CELIMR. UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS. PINE BLUFF. ARKANSAS

Chairman LioNKINs Dr Harvey. I understand you have a time
problem Perhaps e will take you first to accommodate your
schedule Mr William Harvey, President of Hampton Unnersity.
Hampton, Virginia

Mr HARVEY Mr Hawkins and other distinguished members of
the House Committee on Education and Labor. I thank you for this
opportunity to address the issue of Federal endowment building as-
sistance to historically black colleges and universities, IIBCUs. In
so doing, I meld my voice with the voices of' others with a demon-
strated. continuing commitment to strengthening the black colleges
and universities in the Nation

One of the most committed voices among us is that of your own
illustrious Chairman, Represntative Augustus P. Hawkins who.
throughout his tenure in Congress, has consistently advocated leg-
islation which would ensure the viability of IIBCUs Therefore. I
take this opportunity to express my appreciation to you, Mr. Haw-
kins, for your continuing advocacy of those legislative initiatives
which would sustain and strengthen some of the Nation's richest
resourcesour HBCUs.

The facts of my long-standing link to HBCUs bespeak my unsha-
keable faith in the power and potential of these remarkable institu-
tions I am enormously proud of my doctoral degree from Harvard
1Zuiversity But I am even more proud of my association with Tal-
ladega College and Virginia State University for their careful nur-
turing of those skills and talents which rendered that achievement
possible.

I am also proud of Hampton University which has given to me as
President, the opportunity and the pleasure of carrying on the
noble tradition of providing for minority youth the solid living,
learning, and nurturing experiences which are the hallmarks of
HBCUs.
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I come today to ask you to assist HBCUs, specifically, the Endow-
ment Grant Program. One thing that you need to know is that I
am a strong advocate of our helping ourselves as well.

In this tegard, Hampton Unive ,:. t: recent!: "ompleted its
Hampton Harbor project, a retail residential and conirae,v:3_ devel-
opment, consisting of 60,Onf t cornmerci; renta:
and 246 two-bedroom apartm:-..r:s. fh.a wi'l do many things,
including help us to help ourselves. I hac icag ri an advocate of
empowering the African American community through .self-slIffi-
ciency This project will great:, en1 a.,-e our ability to do so. For
an example, all after-tax profits from tl e Hampton Harbor project
will be utilized mainly for scholarships for students.
that a student who may not have had an opportunity to get th,
Hampton experience will get the chance to do so because of this
commercial project Additionally, the project will create jobs, pro-
vide services, create a class of African-American entrepreneurs,
and expand the tax base in the City of Hampton through payment
of taxes As you can see, this alternative source of revenue gather-
ing for the university, in addition to all of the benefits of the
project, is also an outstanding example and model of self-sufficien-
cy and empowerment for the African-American community.

As you are aware, the Endowment Challenge Grant was initially
a set-aside for HBCUs. This is no longer true. During the set-aside
years, 198-1 to 1986, HBCUs received about 50 percent of the funds
and, during the non-set-aside years, 1987 to 1990, only 13 percent of
the funds. In fact, in 1987. out of 36 grants awarded, only three
grants went to black colleges, and in 1988, of the 24 grants award-
ed, only eight grants went to black colleges.

Over a broader period, 198-1 to 1990, the total distribution of
funds provided 66 HBCUs with 105 grants/grant reservations, to-
taling $32 9 million During this period, 1984 to 1990, a total of 198
institutions, including the 66 HBCUs, received 283 grants/grant
reservations, totaling $11-1.5 million. These figures reveal, if noth-
ing else, that the original intent of the Endowment Grant Program
is not being fulfilled. Therefore, legislative changes need to be
made in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act to restore
the original intent A set-side for HBCUs, as originally conceived
and authorized by the Congress, would do just that.

Former initiatives, as well as more recent ones, have served and
continue to serve as a source of hope for the continuing viability of
HBCUs The President's Excellence and Education Initiative of the
101st Congress, sponsored by Senators Pell and Kassenbaum and
the Equity and Excellence in Education Act, sponsored by Repre-
sentative Hawkins, are excellent examples of recent initiatives. As
you know, in the House-Senate Conference Agreement on the two
initiatives, an endowment set-aside of $20 million was included for
HBCUs in Title III-C. This provision had bipartisan support and
support in the higher educational community. Although this legis-
lation did not pass the 101st Congress, these legislative initiatives
sent a message that the Congress wants the Federal Government to
play a significant role in preserving and advancing these "national
resources the HBCUs.

On behalf of the historically black colleges, I reiterate our appre-
ciation for these proposals which signal the government's commit-
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ment to enhancing the positions of these institutions. In order to
maximize the utilization of HBCU resources and to improve pro-
grams and physical facilities as expeditiously as possible, I propose
for your consideration the following modifications in the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act.

The inclusion of set-asides in the Endowment Grant Program to
ensure that the program designed to aid HBCUs does, in fact, ful-
fill its original intent.

Flexibility in the legislation which allows any HBCU with the ca-
pability to generate endowment support to participate in the En-
dowment Grant Program, to include the removal of language
which penalizes those HBCUs which have been more successful in
building their endowments in the private sector, and perhaps to in-
clude a classification of HBCUs according to their fund raising po-
tential and level of endowment. Very simply what I am talking
about is, those institutions such as Hampton, in the last ten years
we have increased the endowment from $29 to $80 million. We
have done so in the private sector. We ought not be penalized for
helping ourselves Right now language in the legislation includes
that We would like to have that removed

Thirdly, a reduction hold out period for large grant recipients
from ten years to five years, with large grants to be interpreted as
those exceeding $1 nullion.

An increase in the number of grantees by limiting the amount of
grants to $1 million when the appropriations are $10 million, $2
million when the appropriations are $11-20 million, and nu limit or
a higher limit when appropriations exceed $21

To assist the Congress and the Administrata.0 and to speak vith
one voice relative to legislation and appropriations for the HBCUs.
a hl.ck college joint legislative committee representing 1113CU
members in NAFEO, the United Negro Coliege Fund, and the
Office for the Advancement of Public Black Colleges has been
formed. This committee, which I chair, is composed solely of presi-
dents representing the above organizations. The committee seeks
your support of the following actions It is our hope that the se. ac-
tions will precede reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

An increase in the minimum grant provision in Title III, Part B
of the Higher Education Act, from $350,000 to $500,000.

The addition of five HBCU graduate schools under Title 111-13
The Florida A and M School of Pharmacy, the Xavier University
School of Pharmacy, the North Carolina Central University School
of Law; the Southern University School of Law; and both the
School of Pharmacy and the School of Law at Texas Southern Uni-
versity, the latter to split a share.

The latter recommendation carries with it a request for grand-
fathering positions for the five HBCU graduate schools already in-
cluded in Title HI-B.

Mr, Chairman and members of the Committee i Education and
Labor, the case for increased support of historically black colleges
and universities is a clear and compelling one. Increased invest
ment in.these vital resources is an investment in our Nation, for
their value is indisputable. We cannot afford the immediate and
long-term cost of relegating their continued viability to a place of
lesser importance. That you have taken appropriate initiaties is a

Si
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source of encouragement to us all. That you have graciously ex-
tended to me this invitation to present our views is a clear indica-
tion that you perceive, as we do, the enormous possibilities for
progress inherent in our collective efforts to position HBCUs for
the certain educational, social, and moral challenges which shall
face us in the decades ahead.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you We NS ill go to Dr David Beckley

from Wiley College.
Mr BECKLEY Our college is affiliated with the United Methodist

Church We are a church-related, co-education, liberal arts institu-
tion with a student enrollment of 475. We offer the Associate of
Arts and Bachelor of Arts and Science degrees. Our purpose is to
provide, within the liberal arts program, broad-based undergradu-
ate instruction which is designed to develop students for leadership
and service in the State of Texas and throughout the southwest.

I am pleased to join my colleagues today to give the members of
this committee a comprehensive understanding of the strengths
and the needs of the Nation's historically black colleges and uni-
versities in order to provide a backdrop for the upcoming reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act. Along with other black college
presidents, I am deeply indebted to Chairman Hawkins for his
dedication and commitment to the strengthening and perpetuation
of the Nation's historically black colleges and universities. As a
result of your efforts, we have become full partners in the higher
education community. Along with Senator Paul Simon, you cham-
pioned our cause in the Congresssecuring enactment of the Black
College and University Actwhen others thought we would surely
fail The landmark legislation, enacted as part of the Higher Edu-
cation Act Amendments of 1986, P.L. 99-498, committed the Con-
gress and the President to a Federal assistance program dedicated
exclusively to enhancing black colleges and universities. Without
you, the almost $98 million in Federal assistance being directed to
97 primarily undergraduate institutions, and to five graduate and
professional schools would not have been possible

The Title III, institutional aid program has always been a source
of much-needed financial support to black colleges and universities
We hope that your colleagues on this committee and all of those
who will serve iu the 102nd Congress will understand the need to
continue this valuable program. Part B of Title III is not just an
institutional aid program for a very critical segment of American
higher education We believe it should be viewed as a valued link
in the chain that must produce America's black teachers, engi-
neers, lawyers, doctors, accountants, business leaders and entrepre-
neurs elected and appointed political leaders, computer program-
mers, and hotel managers and chefs.

In 1986 when Congress authorized the creation of the Black Col-
lege and University Act under Title III, Congress changed both the
substance of the program as well as the way in which grant funds
were awarded to eligible institutions Part B institutions or histori-
cally black colleges and universities are awarded funds under a for-
mulr-driven program which considers three criteria: one, the
number of Pell Grant recipients enrolled at each institution com-
pared to the universe of Pell recipients at participating HBCUs,

1 0
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two, the number of students who complete their course of instruc-
tion in four or five years of study , and three, the percentage of stu-
dents who graduate and then enter professional or graduate school

These criteria are designed to provide an incentive for ITBCUs to
pros ide access to low income students, to encourage tinwly comple-
tion of baccalaureate study, and to encourage black colleges to en-
couiage their talented students to pursue postgraduate educational
opportunities. In order to ensure that the smaller colleges, prirnari-
ly those affiliated with the United Negro College Fund, UNCF, as
well as those two year public institutions which participate were
treated fairly. a S:350,000 minimum grant pros ision was included in
Part B.

As the appropriations committees and the Congress have in-
creased Part B funding over the past fie fiscal ears, the increases
haYe disproportionately benefited the larger black public institu-
tions Proyiding an increase in the "floor" for the smaller colleges.
both public and privatethat maintain high quality and small en-
rollmentswill reduce the growing inequity between the larger
public institutions and the other Part B institutions

The Black College and University Act was written to provide eq-
uitable and fair treatment and proportional support, based on the
three criteria in Section 324, to each of the participating historical-
ly black colleges and universities. Maintaining fairness and !quay
in the allocation of increased Title III funding is critical to continu-
ing this basic purpose

In the brief four years since enactment of the Black College and
University Act, although Congress has provided increases each
year over the previous year funding, none of the increase has gone
to schools like Wiley College During that time period, the average
tuition, room and board, and mandatory fees at American colleges
and universities has risen 7 to 9 percent each year. While UNCF
institutions strive to keep our tuitions low by, raising funds in the
private sector, black public colleges do the same with increased
state support, there are sonw things we can't control like utilities,
food service, and in some cases salaries and wages paid. Against
this backdrop of rising costs, we come face to face with rising col-
lege costs and the diminished capacity of lower income black par-
ents to pay. Although yye do not use Title III funds to pay for utili-
ties, food service and staff salaries, any increase in Title II funds
"frees up" other general funds for these types of ongoing expendi-
tures

A modest increase in the $350,000 statutory minimum coupled
with a specific direztive to the department to give priority in the
use of any increased fnnds to increasing the allocation of the small-
er schoolsat the earliest possible timerepresents an attempt to
equitable distribute Title III funds to all eligible black colleges and
universities.

I want to emphasize that my recommendationto increase the
Part B floor from the current $350,000 minimum to a $.500,000is
one that is shared in and supported by both the United Negro Col-
lege Fund, UNCF, and the National Association for Equal Opportu-
nity in Higher Education, NEFEO Public and priYate black college
presidents agree that the 1 5 public and private institutions cur-
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rently receiving the $350,000 minimum need and deserve an in-
crease in funding.

The following 15 schools will benefit from an increase in the
$350,000 "Floor" to $500,000. Carver State Technical College, Ala-
bama, Concordia College, Alabama, Fredd State Technical College,
Alabama, Selma University, Alabama, Arkansas Baptist College,
Shorter College, Alabama, Edward Waters College, Florida, Lewis
College, Michigan, Mary Holmes College, Mississippi, Barber-Scotia
College, North Carolina, Knoxville College/Morristown Campus,
Tennessee, Jarvis Christian College, Texas, Southwestern Christian
College, Texas, Wiley College, Texas, and St. Paul's College, Virgin-ia.

While we understand that Congress may want to postpone
making this change until reauthorization, we also hope you will
consider making this change now, raising the Part B minimum to
$500,000 not only will treat all HBCUs more equitably, without re-
ducing the awards of the larger institutions, but it also targets ap-
propriate funds on the neediest schools.

At Wiley College, for example, the $150,00 increase will allow us
to put in place a program to address the problems of special at-risk
students who are experiencing special academic problems. Since we
have not received an increase over the last four fiscal years, asking
us to wait for two more years only adds insult to injury to these
students that we are losing for the lack of special assistance. There
are sufficient funds in the recently signed fiscal year 1991 Labor,
HHS and Education Appropriations Act, P.L. 101-517, to fund this
increase without reducing the award to any school. Because the $3
million required to fund this increase would come from newly ap-
propriated funds, and there are no Part B institutions currently re-
ceiving an award between $350,000 to $500,000, no HBCU would
have its funding reduced below its current award level.

Finally, Mr Chairman, we also believe that five new graduate
and professional schools should be added to Section 326. I mention
this issue here, briefly, only because the black college community
considers these two issues as being linked" and we hope the Con-
gress will act on them at the same time As my friend and col-
league Dr Thomas Cole will elaborate, we .lope that you will add.
one, the Florida A&M School of Pharmaautical Sciences, two, the
Xavier University School of Pharmacv, three, the Texas Southern
Sohool of Pharmacy, or the Thurgood Marshall School of Law at
Texas Southern; four, the Southern University School of Law, and
five, the North Carolina Central School of Law to Section 326.

The addition of these institutions will round-out our effort to
target limited Federal resources on those graduate and professional
schools that are preparing young African-Americans for careers in
law, medicine, veterinary medicine and the health sciences.

These concludes my prepared testimony. I would be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Our next witness is Mr. George Knox, vice president of public af-

fairs of Philip Morris Compani2s
Mr KNOX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr Chairman, and distinguished members of ,is committee, my

name is George Knox. and I am Vice President, Public Affairs, of
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Philip Morris Companies, a graduate of Tuskegee and Ilan ard
Universities.

I have been asked to comment on why corporate. America sup-
ports Historically Black Colleges and Universities Like all Ameri-
can corporations, Phillip Morris has a compelling interest in secur
ing the educated work force necessary to enable us to survive. in an
intensely competitive global market place. Corporate America is
concerned with its ability to compete in that market place, and it is
becoming clear that our success will increasingly depend on our
ability to make full use of our human resources.

Increasing access to higher education, especially among the mi
nority poor, is critical to achieving that goal From that perspec-
tive, the Historically Black Colleges and Universities are an espe-
cially strategic asset in America's competitive arsenal

Today I would like to briefly outline the reasons for industry's
greater dependence on the graduates of those institutions and dis-
cuss their importance in helping ow Nation meet its nmd foi
highly skilled and trained people

American industry faces the consequences of the declining birth
rate of the seventies

In the decade of the nineties, there will lw idmost 'Li percent
fewer labor force enti ants than in the eighties In tlw turn of tlw
century, we will haee the same nunibei of young people in the
work force as we had in 197:3, but our economy will be twice as
large.

Further, a higher percentage of those young people than in the
past will be minorities Currently less th,in a thud of the w hite
population is under age 19, but 10 percent of the Ali ican-American
population is under that age

It is estimiited that minotities will account tut a third of the net
work force additions in the nmeties. E%en js industiy faLes a short
age of available people, because of demographic change, it faces a
shortage of skills as well Changes in technology and the gi th of
the service sector have bi,ught Lhanges iii tlw skills requirements
in our economy The Libor Departnwnt's "Work Force 2000- study
indicates that fur tlw first tinie in oui history, the majority of new
jobs in our economy wdl require education beyond high school.

We are entering an area in whiLh must jobs will require higlwt
levels of math, language, reasoning and communication skills
Those requirements will mtensify as industry adopts advanced
technologies and restructures its operating methods to plaee peat-
er reliance on decentralized units and work teams

Most .companies today emphasize mdix idual initiative and
sponsibility as the most effective way to increase productiv and,
therefore, competitiveness The sucLe,s of that strategy requires a
work fone that Is highly skilled and comfortable with change Su
the private sector's coneeins with e.ducation and especially with
minwity higher education is rooted in those twu basic factors that
will shape our future ee.onomy work force demographics and
higher skilled requirements.

Industry today is asking itself whether we will have enough
people available in the future to du the work that we project That
question drives tlw conce many companies have about the eduLa-
thin gap that kaves many minorities a major chunk of tlw futun,
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work force, without the skills and educational attainment required
even in today's economy.

A third of white high school graduates, for example, go on to col-
lege The black college enrollment blacks, just over a fourth of high
school graduates enter college, and the number of blacks studying
for advanced degrees in such economically important areas in engi-
neering, in physical sciences am' itechnical industries s quite small.
That contains the seeds of a national economic dilemma.

There will be a higher proportion of young black people in the
work force but fewer have the higher eduLation necessary to enable
American industry to be competitive.

Industry's concern is exemplified by the rising corporate involve-
ment in efforts to improve public schools, and supporting efforts to
help children in risk and in assisting colleges and universities that
have proven successful in educating people from poor and minority
backgrounds.

Many companies, including my own, hae supported the Histori-
cally Black Colleges and Universities, because one, they education
people in the skills our economy needs, and two, they educate
people who might not otherwise receive the training our economy
needs.

Let me briefly elaborate on these two points. Despite the adverse
conditions that afflict many of these institutions and their stu-
dents, they hae proven their value as effectke producers of highly
skilled, productive graduates The historically black colleges ac-
count for only three percent of America's institutions of higher
learning, but they graduate about a third of all blacks earning
bachelor's degrees.

They have demonstrated flexibility and foresight in adjusting
their curricula to meet the needs of our changing economy, and to
better prepare their students for careers in fields that contribute to
our society's productivity.

Over the past two decades, they, hate strengthened their business
departments, upgraded course offerings in technical areas such as
engineering, created dual degree engineering programs and ex-
panded science curricula.

The 45 Historically Black Colleges and Universities that are
members of the UNCF, for example, now award almost a third of
their degrees in such fields as business administration, manage-
ment, banking and finance, and related areas Double the percent-
age of a decade ago.

And there is a clear trend toward enrollments in technically ori-
ented majors such as computer science The Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities have achieved an outstanding track record
in producing people with the business and professional skills our
economy needs, as I said.

Their value to our economy is compounded by their success in
providing access to higher education fur 3oung people who wouldn't
otherwise have had the opportunity

Now, there is a clear correlation between a young person's edu-
cation achievements and his or her family's educational back-
ground and economic status. Compared with all private college stu-
dents nationally, the students at historically black colleges are
twice as likely to be the first in their family to attend college, more
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than 0.4. ice as likely to come frori single parent households. and
two-and-a-half times as likely to corn,. from families ith annual
incomes of less than $25,000

The great achievement of these institutions and their great alue
uur society lies in their ability to serve as bridges to mainstream

careers fur large numbers of young people for w horn what I just
said Is descriptie, with risk factors associated with failure in our
society

Th..ur effectiveness as engines of social mobility and as contribu-
tors tu economic productivity is depicted in numerous studies like
tht sursey of over 2,000 alumni of private black colleges con-
ducted by the late professor Daniel Thompson of Dillard Universi-
ty

Professor Thompson found that 95 percent of alumni from Wu ?
collar families, but that 76 of those alumni hold management or
professional positions themselves and that 46 of them are the first
African-Americans ever to hold positions they occupied.

I would also like to refer to the study made by Dr. Jacqueline
Flemnung Dr Flemming':, study, referred to earlier, also found
that the student:, at historically black colleges experienced cogni-
tie growth She w rote that, quote, black colleges appear to effec-

ely imp .rt the orientation and skills that allow black students to
tun. tion N% ell in the larger society. aspiration. confidence, motiva-
twn and tlie ability to enjoy competition in the integrated word.

N% mild like to add that those qualities are valued by the busi-
ne, community and are qualities fc: effective urldwide competi-
tion

Our own experience for graduates of predominantly black col-
leges and unisersities certainly bears out those findings. From the
perspective of productiity, of producin ; maximum output with
nunimum inputs, the historically black :olleges are doing and ex-
traordinary job of retaining and graduating students who have ac-
quired the skills necessary to excel.

That means they are doing an extraordinary job of meeting the
needs of our future economy. The Historically Black Colleges and
Unisersities are an indispensible resource in an American induf,cry
struggle to survive in a competitive environment.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of George Knox follows I
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George Knox
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Education and Labor

December 10, 1990

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this Committee:

My name Is George Knox. and I am bite President, Public Affairs, of Philip

Morris Companies a graduate of Tuskegee end Harvard Universities.

Philip Monis Companies compete in the food, tobacco and brewing industries.
Like all Amedcan corporations, we have a compelling interest in securing the
educated workforce necessary to enable us to survive in an intensely
competitive global marketplace. Corporate America is concerned with its
ability to compete in that marketplace, and it is becoming clear that our

success will increasingly depend on our ability to make full. use of our human
resources.

increasing access to higher education, especially among the minority poor, is
critical to achieving that goal. From that perspective, the historically black
colleges and universities are an essential strategic asset in America's

1
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competisiue arsenal.Today, I would like to briefly outhne the reasons for

industry's greater dependence on the graduates of those institutions, and

discuss their importance in helping our nation meet its need for highly skilled

and trained people.

American industry faces the consequences of the declining birthrate of the

1970s. In the decade of the 1990s, there will be almost 25% fewer labor

force entrants than in the t980s.ilt the turn of the century, we will have the

same number of young people in the workforce as we had back in 1973 -- but

our economy will be twice as large.further, a lugher percentage of those

young people than In the past will be minorities.

Curreatig, less than a third of the white population is under age 19. But 40%

of the black population is under that age. It is estimated that minorities will

account far a third of the net workforce additions in the 1990s. Euen as

industry faces a shortage of available people because of demographic change,

it faces a shortage of skills, as well. Changes in technology and the growth of

the service sector have brought changes in the skills requirements in our

economy.

The Labor Department's 'Workforce 2000" study indicates that, for the first

time in our history, the majority of new jobs in our economy will require

education beyond high school. We are entering an era in which mast jobs will

require higher levels of math, language, reasoning, end communications skills.

Those requirement will intensify as indtistiv odopts aduanced technologies

and restructures its Operating Methods to place greater reliance on

2
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decelitrallzed units and work teams. Most companies today emphasize

individucl Initiative and responsibility as the most effectiue way to increase

productivity and, therefore, competitiueness.

The success of that strategy requires a worsforce that is highly skilled,

comfortable with change, and has lifetime learning skills. So, the private

sector's concern with eduction, end especially with minority higher education,

is rooted In those two basic factors that will shape our future economy --

workforce demographics and higher skills requirements.

Industry today is asking itslef whether will we have enough people available

in the future to do the wort that we project? That question driues the

concern many companies have about the education gap that leaves many

minorities a major chunk of the future workforce -- without the skills and

educational attainment required la today's economy.

II third of white high school graduates, tor euample, go on the college. But

black college enrollment lags just over a fourth of black high school

graduates enter college. And the number of blacks studying for advanced

degrees in such economically important areas as engineering, the physical

sciences and technical specialties is very small.

That contains the seeds of a national economic dilemma -- there will be a

higher proportion of young black people in the workforce, but fewer who

haue the higher education to enable American industry to be competitive.

Industry's concern is emempgfied in the rising corporate involvement in

efforts to improve the public schools, in supporting efforts to help children at

3
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risk, and in assisting colleges and uniuersities that Moe prouen successful in

educating young people from poor and minority backgrounds.

Many companies, including my own, haue supported the historically black

colleges and universities because:

One -- they educate people in the skills our economy needs.

Two -- they educate people who might not otherwise recelue the training

our economy needs.

Let me very briefly elaborate on those two very important points.

Despite the aduerse conditions that afflict many of those Institutions and

their students, they haue prouen their value as effective producers of highly

skilled, productive graduates. The historIcelly black colleges account for only

3% of flmerica's institutions of higher learning, but they graduate about a

third of all blacks :laming bachelor's degrees.

They haue demonstrated fleidbility end foresight in adjusting their curricula

to meet the needs of our changing economy and to better prepare their

students for careers in fields that contribute to our society's productluity.

Over the past two decades, they have strengthened their business

departments, upgraded course offerings In technical areas such as

engineering, created dual-degree engineering programs, and mended

science curricula.

4
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The 41 private historically black colleges and universities that are members of
the United Negro College Fund, for enample, now award almost a third of their

degrees in such fields as business administration, management, banking and

finance, and related areas -- double the percentage of a decade ago. And

there is a clear trend toward enrollments in technically-oriented majors such

es computer science.

The Importance to our economy of many of these institutions can be seen in

such facts as these:

two historically black universities -- one public and one private

graduate rac.-e black engineers and more black graduates who go on earn

Ph.D.s in the sciences than any other institutions in America.

suer three-fourths of the graduetes of NC, schools go on the

graduate school and SS% earn aduanced degrees.

one pnuete historically black university produces more minority MBA's

than any other graduate business program in the nation.

The historically black colleges and universities have achieued an outstanding

track record in producing people with the business and professional skills our

economy needs. Their value to our economy is compounded by their success

in prouiding access to higher education for young people who might not

otherwise have the opportunity for a college education.

5
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There is clear correlation between a young person's educational achievement

and his or her family's education& background end economic status.

Compared with all prluate college students nationally, the students et the

historically black colleges arc

-- twice as likely to be the first in their family to attend college.

more than twke as likely to come from single-parent households.

-- two-and-a-half times as likely to come from families with annual

incomes of less than $25,000.

The great achleuement of the"se institutions -- and their great Mire to our

society -- lies in their ability to serue as bridges to mainstream careers for

large numbers of young people of whom whet I Just said is discriptiue with

the risk factors associated with failure in our society.

Their effectiveness as engines of social mobility and as contributors to

economic productivity is documented in numerous studies like the 1986

surue !! of over 2,000 alumni of prluate black colleges, conducted by the late

Professor Daniel Thompson of Dillard University. Professor Thompson found

that 95% of alumni came from blue-collar families. But 767 of those alumni

hold management or profesional positions, and 46% are the first African

limericen ever to hold their current positions.

linother study was made by Dr. Jacqueline Fleming for the Carnegie

foundation. It compared black students at predominantly black colleges with

6
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those at predominantly white colleges. Or. Fleming found that the students at

historically black colleges eeperience cognitiue growth. She writes: "Black

colleges appear to effectively impart the orientation and skills that allow

black students to function will in the larger society: aspiration, confidence,

motiitation, and the ability to enjoy competition in the integrated world."

I would add that those are qualities valued by the business community and

are qualities essential to effectiue worldwide competition. Our own

eeperience with graduates of predominantly black colleges and universities

certainly bears out those findings.

From the perspectiur of productivity -- of producing Mai lima% output with

minimum inputs -- the historically black colleges are doing an entraordlnary

job of retaining and graduating students who have acquired the skills

necessary to eecel. Th means they are doing an eetraordinery job of

meeting the needs of our future economy. The historically black colleges and

universities are an indispensable resource in Rmericon industry's struggle to

survive in a competitive environment.

Perhaps more than any other Institution In thnerkan life, they haue

demonstrated the ability to eepand our base of people educated and trained

to meet the needs of our economy. The private sector will need Increasingly

to look to them for the people resources we need to do the work that needs

to be do.te in our society.

What of the Future?

7
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America Is now entering the post-cold war era. Economic strength Is

becoming the single most important measure of Winnel power end stature.

Our nation's economic strength will be largely determined by its ability to

make the most effecttue use of auellable human resources at a time of

demographic and technological change. Based on their track record, the

historically black colleges ono unluersities will be cruclal to the success of out

efforts to secure the educated, skilled people necessary for America to

cnmpete successfully.
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Chairman HAWKINS Thank you, Mr Knox.
Our next witness is Dr Richmond, President, North Carolina

Central University.
Mr RICHMOND Thank you, Congressman Hawkins, members 0r

the Committee on Education and Labor, I do thank you for this op-
portunity to share some views and to express my sentiments to
you, Mr Chairman, for your very distinguished legislative career
and for your %cry courageous and steadfast support of American
education In view of what has been said, it appears to me that
what I really need now is a summary, prepared summary of my
summary, because my colleagues certainly have covered the water-
front in terms of the issues of the hour.

But I would like to do several things First. I certainly would like
to go on record in support of the committee's consideration of those
items related to Titk, IV, the student aid section of the higher edu-
cation field Thi,se recommendations made by President Albright, I
think, are certainly worthy of your consideration.

Secondly, I would be remiss being a representative of North
Carolina Central Unkersity if I did not fully support and go on
record as being in support of the amendment to the Title III legis-
lation that would include the additional five graduate schools.

The other point that I would like to make is that we all come
here under the umbrella of NAFEO, an organization of Historically
Black Colleges and Universities that embrace both the public and
private institutions And I would hope that you would understand
that although there are differences, different concerns, that there
are more things that we have in common than separate us.

But I would also want you to understand that in terms of the
public black institutions, that we indeed are institutions worthy of
your consideration 1 listened very carefully when Congressman
Gray made reference to his capital bIll, and 1 certainly would want
you to understand that those of us in the public sector, we don't
view oursekes as public or State-supported institutions, but State-

sisted institutions on occasion, and that w hen it comes to many,
many capital activities, v,e sirnph receke absolutely no funding
from the State for those kinds of facilities.

Also, I would want you to be aware that the public black institu-
tions from year to year tend to enroll from 70 to 76 percent of the
black students enrolled in public and pmate black unkersities.

I think it is quite clear that if our Nation is to simply maintain
its competitive posture in a highly global arena, that our Nation
will certainly hae to be more concerned about the aggressive and

,novative use of available human .esources But I think at the
present time, it is fair to say that either being underdeeloped or
as a Nation, we must take a different look at opportunity, and op-
portunity at one time for higher edu-ation was viewed as a moral
issue, or as an ethical issue I don't think there is any question that
it is in the %rested best eoonomic inteiests of this Nation that every
young person, black, white, Hispanic, or whatever the origin might
be, should be provided orery possible opportunity to deelop

So I conie to you to simply say that we do have in this country a
iesource, the Historically Black Colleges and Universities, a very
unique resource, and w hen we talk about these institutions, we fre-
quently talk in historical terms.
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But I would like to just share some facts about these institutions
that I believe is rather current, and perhaps not of an historical
nature.

I am sure most of you are aware that in every State fortunate
enough to have an historically black college or university, that that
institution produces more graduates. black graduates vv ho go on to
earn the Ph.D. than any other institution in the State.

In the State of North Carolina, North Carolina Central Universi-
ty, or North Carolina A&T State University ranks at the top of
that list. In this area, Howard University is on that list Morgan
State, Fisk University, Hamton, Jackson State and other institu-
tions.

It is critical that if we are to be competitive in this global arena,
that these institutions that have played such a marvellous role in
the past be enhanced to continue to play a broadened role in the
future.

I would like to just, again, share some additional statements
about our own State of North Carolina, and I certainly would want
you to understand that I am not trying to point the finger at my
own university system, but I am just familiar with that system,
and I offer it simply as an example.

A few years ago in our State, the director of the Health Manpow-
er Program of the University of North Carolina system took a
snapshot of the enrollment trends in two academic disciplines, biol-
ogy and chemistry, and found that there were some 43 black stu-
dents enrolled in graduate programs at the master's level in biol-
ogy in 16 UNC institutions, and found that of those 43, 42 of the 43
were enrolled either at North Carolina Central University or
North Carolina A and T State University.

For the field of chemistry, there were some 22 black students en-
rolled in master's programs in the 16 universities, und 21 of the 22
black students were enrolled at the same two institutions. In 1988.
North Carolina was one of the States on the short list of sites for
the coveted superconductor/supercollider project.

Because of the emphasis that this SSE project placed on the em-
phasis of physics and because of the annual reports that show that
blacks were not being awarded any more than three to five Ph.D.'s
per year :n physics and astronomy each year, I was quite interest-
ed in a report that we did in our own system. But after reading
that report, I must say that I was stunned when I noted that
during a six-year period, 1982 to 1987, that there had been 1093
students pursuing bachelor majors in physics among the nine ma-
jority institutions in our systems offering degree programs in phys-
ics And of that 1093 students pursuing majors in physics over a
six-year period in nine institutions, there were only six black stu-
dents pursuing majors, not graduates, but majors.

There are some three historically black colleges and universities
in our UNC systems offering degrees in physics, and during that
same period of time there were some 35 black students. I believe
that it is clear that as we prepare for a different America and a
different world, we must increasingly view our institutions, par-
ticularly our historically black colleges and universities, as pre-
cious resources, and that our students have recognized that this
year the college board and its report on where black students se-
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lected to have their SAT scores submitted, of the top 15. Ill were
historically black colleges and universities

The first six %%ere historically black colleges. and again I would
be renuss if I did not point out that North Carolina Central Uni-
versity ranked ninth on that I it 1 believe that we have reached a
point %%here these institutions, some of these institutions certainly
must look to an expanded role Dr. Humphries talked about the
need to increase the offering of Ph D degrees by some of out .nsti-
tutions I endorse that conce,A On our campus we certainly will be
proposing the establishment of a Ph D program in biophysics. We
will be talking about a Ph 1) program in systems and information
management in our school of hbrary and infut mation sciences. If
time pernUtted, sir. what I would certainly emphasize is that
before we fully move into the graduate and Ph D education, that
there is indeed a need fm us to significantly look at our library
Our library resources and out library professionals. That is the
part of our operation that certainly is in need of enhancement.

North Carolina Central University is fortunate. We have a II-
brar in excess of some ti00,000 holdings, which puts us neat the
top of the 11,4 in terms of historically black schools But certainly
insufficient to mount the kind of programs that we propose.

In closing, let me just cite a statement that Dr. Joyce Payne
made some years ago. and I know if she were here. I v ould have
done a little bit more research to make sute it is accurate But Dt
Payne said a few years ago. "What Is sorely needed in the future is
recognition of awl attention to the unequal representation of black
colleges among major research institutions. Pros iders of graduate
programs, innovators of new technologies and producers of talent
in progressive fields of science and technology. Linking black col-
leges and universities to the condition of economic life domestically
and internationally is not a moral issue, but an issue of vision, of'
rational economic sense. and of enlightened self interest.-

1 certainly thank you. and would be willing to respond to any
questions that you might have

[The prepated statement of Ty ronza Richmond follows J
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STATEMENT TO COMMII.LE On EDUCATION AND LABOR
U. S. HOUSE OF RfRRESENTATIOS

Oecember 10, 1990

Congressman Hawkins, Congressman Owens. menbers Of the Committee on

EduCation and Labor, I am T. R. Richmond, Chancellor of liortn Carolina

Central University )1) Ourhan, North Carolina. 1 do thank each of you

for the honor yod afford ne and my nAFE0 colleagues toCay to offer our

views on issues pertaining to the strergthening of this great nation by

strengthening our Historically Black Colleges and Universities,

tnstitktions that have denonst'ated by their continued Contribution

that they are indeed unprecedented national treasures. Tnese

institutions are rare treasures today because of tne years of suppo't

and Interest that have been, provided and shown by this Committee, and

most Importantly y Congressman Augustjs Hawkins. Representative

Hawkins we thank you anJ appreciate you and will certainly miss your

very strong and critical presence in tnese halls.

I
doubt that there is in, noed to renind this audiente that the 21st

cent4ry will be thana,terizeJ by swee,ing changes in the demography of

tne United States. .er Individual in thiS room is familiar witn the
projections that 111,,trate in painfully clear terms that the dOminanCe

of the white r ocity will literally disappear in the next

century. just by tne of tne numbrs. Despite the noble

intentions of afftlhati,e 4.tion and equa opportinity initiatives,

American industry. Anerikao goverlment, and Amerikxn education find

that we are ill prepared tor tne worIJ that will De upon us in a few

years. Our society will ha,e no choice but to look to women, to

African-Ahericans, to native Aherikans, to Hispanics for tne

professional leadership ani tor mandgement expertise, as well as for

members of the general wOrk fOrce. As we pproach the end of tne

nillennium, America is increasing y becoming more aware of the taCt

that equity of opportJnity gOes well beyond what is right, whit is

just. or what is ethical or mOr1 Sound. Egulty of OppOrtunity for

all citizens is now bel,; recognIzed as being in the economic vested

interest of all Ameni(ar..

Despite the fact that tne era is literally upon uS when we n.:* 100k

more to women. AfriCan-Amerifans, Hispanics, Native Ahericans, and

other minorities to staff our labOratorieS. to manage odt industries,

we have failed to prepare these segments of our population for the new

reSpOnsibilities and najor roleS that aS Sure as Monday followS Sunday

will be thruSt upon them mdre and more as we reach the turn of the

century,

It IS equally ObviOus that we 00 net have enough .ien and .omen in our

graduate schools today to till the openings we know we will see for

researchers, SCIentiSts. technologists, and teachers in our nigner

educational institjtions in the early years of the next century. At

many ot Our most prestigious univrrities the geaduate classroom Is

more than half fi,led wi'n len anl wOmen whoSe native lands are a half

a continent away. While it is a marvelouS feat and compliment that

WS nation Can Continue t, dttract the best minds from abread to fill
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our graduate classrooms, we must be concerned and disturbed about tne
absence of native-born students and scholars in these graduate

classroom settings. Me in UAFE0 have been singing the same hymn and
preaching the same sermon for many years now. Representative Owens,
for instance, has sat in North Carolina Central University's Healtn
Sciences Building at u subcommittee hearing to examine the potential of
the Historically Black Colleges and Universities to address the United
States' need for trained scholars. scientists, managers, arid leaders.

And you know as well as .e do that the NAPE() institutiows work very
hard, still with extremely limited resources, to meet the demand we
foresee for our graduates. On oJr Jartcular canpus .e take pride in
tne 'act North Carolina rantral ;niversity annually ranks among the
nation's Inading institutions in 'erms of the number of black
oachelor's degree recipients . go nn to earn their doctorates. And i

know that my colleagues at -loward. Morgan. Fisk, Hampton, Jackson
State. or North Carolina A I tate similar due pride in the faCt that
their institutions also ran< as oa'innal leaders in terms of black
students going on to earn tn. doctorate.

But I an sure that you reaui:e as : lo that the numbers that place us
on tnose "Ists are so small, almost minuscule, that the results are
almost insign."icant. or that 0.hr larger and more resourceful
predoninant,y white neignbor ins'i'.'ions could replace us at any time
that tney nao the true will '1 use their resources to do so. I am
determined tnat lot ooly 'L.'S.; continue to be among tne national
leaders in terns o' tac:alaureate graduates who continue
tneir education tO ear, the PhD. : a- equally determined to work with
diligence and dispatct to inr-ease tne numbers nani'old. On our campus
we have launched a "ornal .^,,,,,naduate Research Program, a mentorship
progran, which seeks to identi"y ekceptionally talented students in

tneir freshman year and whit. pa,rs them with scholars who are active
in research. de launched this progra, on our own, witn a tiny budget
scraped from tne bottoms of a do:en ifferent barrels, I'm delighted
that we now have Title III fund,n; for tne program that 'as permitted
tnese very talented underdradJatPs ',On the sciences, social sciences.
business, humanities, ,n4 'ine arts 'In opportunity to present tneir
scholarly efforts and resuIts a' ;:ro'essional -?etilds across the
nreadth of tne naton. Wn Nope to cSish a series o' state of the ant
undergraduate research jr,rralS 'r select.d disciplines in coming
senesters.

HAFE0 inst tutions hay nicnii.1 ,lassroom tna,..ino And community
service, and while sel.cted NA=E: ,rstit4tiOnS Or selected faculty have
made notewortny contributions i. ,ainstroan scrolarly and research
activities, I think it is 'iir to say that scholarship has not been on
Oar primary agenda to tne itnt tnat must bn ir years tO cone.

If the United States is to maiotill and ind.nd improve on its
competitive posture in a norl, ;70bal arena, it is rriticil tiat nary
of tne institutions that now ',old ,n-nonship in lAcE0 love fully into
the mainstream cf scholarsnio, scie-tific research. and graduate
education at the highest degree level. As a nation, we can ill afford
not to significantly oroaden tne role of the nation's Historically
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Black Colleges and Universities. Tnese institutions cannot De
relegated to serving an :solateo population, removed from the principal
Currents of American life. The member institutions of SAFEO more so
than any other well defined set of institutions in this nation
literally enroll America s future. If tne hAFC0 institutions co not
produce our fair share, indeed more than our 'air share, of
professional managers, researchers, college and university teachers,
our nation will flounder, and flounder as never before. Anyone wno
doubts these facts have not teen 'ally awakened. Let me tr.( and share
a few statistics about my state of qorth Carolina. a state tnat has put
forth a relative good and steaCfast effort to enhance the 5 public
NBCUs and to provide access and opportunity to higner education for
minority students. But leSpite relative success, please note tne
following:

A few years a report was released snowing tnat in 1985-86, tnat of
the 43 blacks enrolled in nester's orograns in biology In 16 J1C
institutions, 42 were enr,-vIles a' gortn Carolina Central university
or Uorth Carol,ra A f state university.

For tnat same year. there were 22 black students reported to be
enrolled in master's de,ree programs in chemistry is the 16 campuses
Comprising tne ooC system, Twenty-one (21) o' the 22 black students
.ere enrolled at tne same tWO initltjtIOns, NOrti Carolina A S T and
Nortn Carolina Cent,al.

4rifOrt.nately, l have not ipdatel :nese statistics so could only
speculate about tie situation toddy. If tne :aster's degree is a

bridge tO the doctorate in biology and cmemistry, it should be rather
obvious tnat tne two h3CUs in lortn Carolina are the keys for producing
black PhDs in the disciplines. As you are well aware, s:nce 19i30, we
have had The Science and Technology Equal Opportunities Act wricn calls
on the hation-0-177nce coundation

'... to promote the full use of h.man resources in science and
technology tnrounh a comprehensive anT--F57filluing program to
increase substantially the contribution and advancement of women
and minorities in scientific professional, and technical careers
and 1717-411TWFpurposes.__ ---

In 1988, Nortn Carolina was one of tne states an vie s,ort list of
sites for tie coveted Soercor.ajcting soer Collider project. BPca,o.e
of tie emphasis trar this SSC project placed on tne discipline of
physics and becaute of annwa' redorts that showed that blacks were rot
being awarded hut 3-5 Phds in Physics and Astronomy each year. I was
guile interested In 3 r4ort prodwCel in our state's university system
on the physical sciences. 1 must say that I was stunned when 1 noted
that Curing the period six year period 1982-1987, there rad been so-e
1,039 students pursuing baccala.reaae najors in physics a-ong tne
majority institutions In our sista, offerin) de;ree prograns in

Physics, and only 6 black students were incl4led among tie majO's for 9
institutiov.s for 6 years. There were 35 black students pursuing
Physics majors at the 3 nistorically b.ack institutions offering suer
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majors. Please understand that my comment is not Intended to cast
aspersion on our system, a system that can demonstrate beyond question
that compared to other public university systems, it has excelled in
providing opportunities for higher education for all North Carolina
residents, but particularly for minority students . But my point is
simply th4s: If 4e are genuinely interested in increasing the
production of scientists, engineers, or any other professional, it
makes good sense to look to the sources that have historically Produced
these individuals.

As we prepare for a different America and a different 4orld, we must
increasingly view our marvelous HBCUs as sources and precious resources
for the critical hunan capital that this nation will need in growing
numbers in coming years. America's minority populations 4111 be the
21st century's mainstream, and ours remain the institutions preferred
by our African-American students. this past August, the College Board
issued a report which identified the schools to which black high school
graduates directed their SAT scores., ten of the top fifteen, and the
first six oh the list, were historically black colleges and
universities. NCCU ranked ninth, incidentally.

Like my NAM colleagues, we take pride on our campus in the
outstanding departments of physics, biology, and chemistry, among a
host of others. A number of years agoe the faculty members in those
departments realized that the growing complexity of scientific
instrumentation is such that the student of life sciences in the
Department of Biology must have a high degree of literacy in physics.
Properly to use his tunneling electron microscope, Our biology student
must know exactly what it is that a tunneling microscope does. The
product of that realization was the creation of an exemplary
interdisciplinary program in scientific methodology and
instrumentation, a prOgrain which insures that our biology and chemistry
majors know the physics of the Instruments they use every day, and that
our physics majors understand the biological and chemical problems
which their knowledge of electronics, optics, and nuclear science can
help to solve.

Because of the groundwork laid in those first cooperative
interdisciplinary activities, today I believe that NCCU is prepared to
develop an interdisciplinary graduate program in biophysics, a program
which focuses explicitly on those areas in which the expertise of the
students of nuclear medicine, laser optics, and electronics in our
physics department is applied to the problems assoriatnd with
explainIng the operation of living organisms. We have a proposal in

place to develop that interdisciplinary program and to expand it

rapidly into a doctoral progrem. With luck, and hard work and
dedication, NCCU will become a lead institution in what is essentially
a new discipline.

I can assure the members of the United States Congress who have joined
us today to help honor Representative Hawkins that you will be hearing
more about this project, Out today I simply mention the proposed
program in biophylcs as part of the foundation for the issue that I

want to espeCially bring to your attention today.
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One of today's most vital issues is how the United States will educateand train its minority students
to shoulder a heavier share of the loadof front-line scholarship and researCh. lo Increase the number ofminority students working toward and receiving terminal degrees --doctorates or other specialized degrees -- in the sciences,technological areas, and similar fields, we shall be required to build

on our campuses an infrastructure which is designed to identify thesestudents, reLruit them, and provide tnem with the necessary preparation
for the careers the) will enter.

Most of the academic administrators in this room have ambitious dlans,
and most of us realize Criat, d principal resource 'or achieving theseplans is the leadership of the United States Congress and ofCongressmen like those who have .)oined us here today, and likeRepresentative Hawkins.

Our individual discipline: today are increasinjlj specialized and sub-specialized. We have at hand powerful tools for scholarship andresearch. Our computers can mare in seconds calculations whichscholars 50 years ago never considered, because the operations wouldhave taxen centuries of man-hours. We can looK today at the forms ofatoms. We can even arrange those atoms to spell IBM. We can analyze
the chemistry of gas clouos a million light years across the universe.
In the not too distance future, physics, biology, and biochemistry will
have combined their expertise to map every base pair in the ONA whichmakes up the human genoe. To maxe proper use of all of our researchCools, we need wide apen channels of information flow betweendisciplines. Witnout those channels, Our specialties and
subspecialties will become information ghettos or information islands.
With an inadequate exchange of information, 21st century scholarship
may well become as sterile as European learning was in tne centuriescomprising the Dark Ages.

I'd like to draw your ottention to one oi the oldest acadenic and
scholarly institutions. the library. More than 2,000 jears dgo a great
liorary was built. in Alexandria. That library, on the Africancontinent, may have been humanity's f.rst effort to assemble in oneplact the written record of tne world's great thinkers anc of its greatdiscoveries. But there are predecessors even to that great institution
as students of historj and library science are well aware.

North Carolina Cen,-al Universitj ,s fdr from bein) the onlj
historically black college or university which ,ees immen,ve challenge
and opportunity in tne coming 21st century. As you have heard dnd will
increasingly hear, other NAfE0 institutions recognized, for instance,their unique advantage in the area of cultural diversity. Today's
students, who more and more do not share the Europtan ancestry of the
dominant segment of America's current society, are less comfortablewith the idea that the ca'.on of European literature and thought is the
only foundation for education. Our institutions, and the scholars at
our institutions, 1,ave always been aware of t,le gaps in the
conventional European canon. We can expect to see more and more
scholars delving into the writings of former slaves and children of
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slaves. In a vary real sense, the African-American scholars are in a

better position to lead the inzestigation of the writings and cultures
of other societies than the European-focused scholar, to find the works
which should long ago have taken their places in the canon of
scholarship, and on the basis of their investigations to create new
scholarly work whiCh belong in that canon.

But wnether we seek to reanite tne disciplines of the sciences or to
investigate the contributions of non-European societies to our modern
world, all of us will reed the resources of the library.

lICCU is fortunate to nave a library collection that exceeds the
holdings of most Institutions of comparable size and scope, but a

collection that is not yet wholly adequate for our scholar-professors
and their students. I suspect that my colleagues at Howard, which
clearly has library resources that far exceed those at other HBCUs,
would admit tnat their collection could also profit from growth and
enhancement.

I should like to suggest to the men and women wno make and implement
Federal policy in higher education, in the sciences, the arts, and the
humanities, that a critical element in the development of the
historically black colleges and universities, as they shoulder a

greater and more critical role as we march confidently into the 21st
century and into the forefront of American scholarship, is the
development of library resources. All of us will need more books, more
journals, and more reference materials as we build the programs which
will educate, tra,n, and equip the leaders of the 21st century.

I would hope that you would insist that this task of infrastruture
building of our libraries embrace Title II, Title 111, but certainly
not be restricted to the Department of Education, but would embrace all
of our nation's national foundations, Institutes, and endowments.
These agencies should be required to review their policies and goals
for the express purpose of providing assistance as we seek to insure
that the libraries of our institutions are strengthened and enhanced to
support the demands that we face as a nation. Beyond that, let me
respectfully suggest that all of the Federal agencies and departments
which by Presidential mandate are seeking closer relationships with our
institutions apply at least a share of their funding to the creation of
the basic foundation of scholarship, and that quite simply is an
adequate library collection.

Beyond the books and the buildings to hold them, we face the need for
additional highly trained personnel who make and facilitate the
products of scholarship available to new and developing scholars.

North Carolina Central University is proud of its growing School of
Library and Information Sciences. Less than two weeks ago. the Dean of
that school delivered for our consideration a mission review focusing
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on the last ten years of our Current century. Dean Benjamin F.
Speller, Jr., recommended the addition of tne following goal in the
plans for his school:

"To prepare doctoral students for teaching, research, and leadership
positiui,s in academic, :orporate, public, and school environments."

Dean Speller proposes to establish an interdisciplinary Doctor of
Philosophy degree program in Information Science, with concentrations
in information Retrieval, GeographiL information Systems, and Chemical
Information Systems. In addition he proposes to offer the Doctor of
Information Management degree for men anJ women who will work in public
libraries, school libraries, aCade 'IC libraries, and corporate
libraries.

NCCU faces a strenuous and uncertain review process before these or any
degree programs become a reality. We shall be required to seek formal
authorization to plan for tnem, and subsequently to seek formal
approval to implement our ,flan. I am not here to recruit doctoral
students or to seek support for any specific degree programs, but
Simply to Say that we intend to play a major role in developing the
eduLational structures .4h101 wIll be necessary as the world's
information becomes available literally at your fingertips.

It is library and information professionals who have the capacity to
bring together the investio:Ions of the physicist, the biologi,t, and
the chemist. It is this Information professional who will make
possible the PhO program in engineering at an HBCU, or a PhD program in
biophysics at NCCO. More an; note, American industry, American
government, and American scholars are becoming aware of the need for
information management. At the sale time we realize tnat information
management is an evolving academic liscipline.

A careful assessment of tne last few decaJes knul, ,u),pist that this
nation's needs for talented manduwer can be provided to a far greater
extent by the nation's unigie and resourcefJl Historically Black
Colleges and Universities. with enhanLed library resources and
information personnel, these time-tested institutions can and should
assume a greater role in ,,rdviding tne educational fdundation for our
future scientists, managers, and ()frier skilled leaders.

A few years ago, Dr. N. Joyce Payne, Director of the Office for the
Advancement of Public* Black Colludes stated

"What is sorely needed in the future is recognition of and attention
17The unequal represenT711-117-77 "Black colleges among major
research institutions providers of 5771-duate programs, innovators
of new feTEIToiogiest and producers of talent in progressive fields

relence and technol6y. Linking oTicIMleges and univerTiTITi
TO --ITT-- condition of economi-c----Tille, domestically and
17ter-n-iTion-a177.-77not a moTaliii-5e blOtan issue of vision 77
rationil economic sense a7171-7

I do thank you for this very special opportunity.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Our final witness is Dr. Charles
Walker, Chancellor, University of Arkansas.

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is indeed an honor, as well as a privilege, for me to discuss

with you the topic that is so vitally important to the well being of
our Nation. I will specifically address facility enhancement to im-
prove competitiveness of academic programs and grantsmanship at
historically black colleges. In the past, most of the historical black
colleges and universities were primarily teaching institutions, even
though the 1890 land grant institutions have as their national mis-
sion teaching, research and service, most still deal mainly with
teaching and service.

We must expand and enhance our role by placing more emphasis
on research and development. This will posture us by better impor-
tant participation in Federal initiatives and it will also allow us to
better educate the youngsters who matriculate on our campuses In
my 1988 testimony in North Carolina on strengthening historical
black colleges and universities in this country, I made the following
introductory remarks. Higher education is a great national re-
source, but We have not realized its full potential Any reorganiza-
tion of higher education policies must adequately address the criti-
cal role of' black colleges and universities as a national resource
that contributes significantly to the academic and economic condi-
tions of this Nation and world.

In the past, the seat of the problems faced in the black higher
education community has been overlooked with respect to the pro-
duction of talent at the undergraduate and graduate levels in sci-
ence and technology, as well as other areas.

t he economy demands that the decade of the 1990s provide op-
portunities for black higher education to develop new directions in
leadership, new legislative and policy initiatives, and new sources
of funding toward anwliorating uneven Federal dollars While over
70 percent of all Federal assistance to black colleges come from the
Department of Education, in contrast to 42 percent from other
higher education institutions, it is noteworthy that the majority of
this support is in the form of student aid. What is sorely needed in
the immediate future is recognition of and attention to the unequal
representation of black colleges among major research institutions,
prov iders of graduate programs, innovators of new technologies,
and producers of talent in progressive fields of science and technol-
ogy.

The Congress and the Department of Education must take the
lead to assure an infusion of Federal support and enhancement of
science and technology Black colkges must be at the leading edge
of extraordinary growth anticipated in the scientific fields in the
succeeding decades.

A strong, sustained Federal investment in the full development
of these institutions will make the differences, a difference that
will support black colleges and universities as a national resource
in building economic and social enterprise that is competitive on
the world market. Just to give you an example of some academic
programs that are and should be further developed in terms of re-
search at HBC universities, would be biotechnology, remote sen-
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sors, toxic waste, nuclear fission, electronic technology, aircraft,
spacecraft, ballistic missiles, just to mention a few.

The immediate long term needs to strengthen these and other
academic programs will open tremendous doors of possibilities for
black minority colleges and universities in order that they can
become more competitive.

I want to just speak briefly on developing the infrastructure. To
ensure dramatic improvements in the infrastructure of black
higher education thei.e must be sweeping changes at every level of
education from the classroom to the community, changes in the sci-
entific technology, passive to black colleges to ultimately amplify
their ability to sustain achievements in science and technology and
other fields.

We have an interesting situation occurring at historically black
colleges. We have students, black students returning to black col-
leges in record numbers Enrollment is increasing dramatically at
these institutions. Of all students in private and public for your
historically black colleges, the state assisted institutions under
NAFEO and the office of the public, advancement of public black
colleges enrolled more than 70 percent, and they have experienced
an increase of 7 percent in 1990. FAMU experienced a 17 percent
increase in enrollment, and a 47 percent increase in the number of
applicants The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff enrollment
increased from 2600 students in 1386 to 3,600 students in 1990. And
this institution graduates more blacks than all of the other eight
four year institutions in the State of Arkansas.

The situation with Ph.D.'s at HBCUs, I have been a long advo-
cate of this. I want to make a few comments about this situation. I
was at Florida A&M when the Ph.D. program and pharmaceutical
sciences were developed at my college. It was a difficult task, diffi-
cult convincing the state legislature that there should be a Ph.D.
program at a historically black college.

But we convinced them because we felt that it was very impor-
tant for the future, and now that importance is more evident. I per-
sonally feel that 15 or 16 of our historically black colleges are
ready at this moment to offer Ph.D.'s. I am not saying they should
be major Ph.D. granted institutions, but at least they can offer
Ph.D 's in strong areas, and certainly this would probably be true
of the 1890 land grant institutions, as well as other institutions,
such as North Carolina Central, Jackson State and so forth.

But we must start offering Ph.D.'s at historically black colleges,
and we are going to solve the problem of the tremendous decrease
of Ph.D.'s in blacks in this country. The productivity of black col-
leges and universities in research and development is also tied to
the quality of academic research facilities. In 1986, a report issued
by the White House estimated several billion dollars was needed
over the next ten years to renovate and construct research facili-
ties.

Recommendations, Mr Chairman, in terms of facilities, recent
national studies indicate that the backlog of higher education in-
frastructure, capital investment, needs exceed $60 billion and is
growing, June 9 1990. It is estimated that about one-sixth of all
campuses are more than 40 years old and that one-third are at
least 30 years old Given marginal public and private support for

1 ^,
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construction and renovation, deferred maintenance and postponed
capital renewal and replacement, it is estimated that public black
colleges will need nearly $23 million each, or ::1900 million over the
next five years to rank fiscal planning in line with comparable
state institutions. Compliance with Federal and state building reg-
ulations and inflated costs of construction all inhibit the capacity
of black colleges to maintain state-of-the-art facilities.

In view of the lack of Federal support, enhancement of facilities
requires a -iistained effort to generate substantial state and private
dollars, Federal programs such as the $20 million i t.search facili-
ties modernization initiative in the National Science Foundation
will have to be increased substantially to benefit black colleges.

Other recommendations, strengthen professional development
programs for faculty and attract nationally recognized scientists
and technologists who have distinguished themselves in research
and development.

Three, support Federal liaisons from black college campuses who
would be responsible for institutionalizing programs to increase
access to grants and contracts.

Four, promote the inventive capacity of scientists, technologists,
and engineers engaged in research and development. Strengthen
undergraduate and domestic programs in science and technology
and expand recruitment and retention efforts. Expand current
graduate programs and create new programs in areas of national
need, such as mathematics, computer science and biology.

Provide financial assistance for undergraduate students who
demonstrate exemplary academic performance in science and tech
nology. And then develop a system architect for creation of re-
search network design to strengthen information processing, shar
ing of resources, interface them with other minority and majority
institutions Establish more research laboratories on black campus-
es to motivate competitiveness in the public and private sector

The things that I think we should discuss in the future is should
support in Title III be increased for renovation and construction in
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act? Two, should a na-
tional study and plan of action be commissioned to develop a quali-
fied estimate, or quantified and qualified estimate of current and
future facility conditions and needs at public black colleges, and
then in the way of follow-up initiatives, my university, the Univer-
sity of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, along with any other historically
black college is prepared to take the leadership in establishing a
task force to conduct a study on facility needs in HBCUs in con-
junction with the National Association of Equal Opportunity for
Higher Education, the Office of the Grants for Public Black Col-
leges and the United Negro College Fund.

In addition to the information, the association, the tat-k force
would seek information and consult with distinguished scientists
and congressional staff and other advocacy associatiom., Mi °toil-
man, I appreciate the opportunity of meeting with this colmittee
and sharing my views on this very important topic.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Charles A. Walker follows I
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SUMMARY

This document proposes to justify and address the need for an

extensive facility enhancement program at HBCUs in order for these

institutions to make major Improvements in the competitiveness of

their academic programs and grantsmanship. In the past historically

black colleges have made significant contributions in this nation

and world and they are continuing these significant contributions

in their present role as primarily teaching institutions.

In the future, in order to make adequate preparation to be on

the competitive edge in higher education academia, many of these

schools must expand their role and scope and place a greater

emphasis on research and development. In order to pruvide better

opportunities for their students, HBCU's must develop new

initiatives in graduate programs, post-doctoral training, and be

innovators of new technologies. They need new legislative and

policy initiatives and additional sources of funding to support

these initiatives. Investments in building superlative

infrastructures in black higher education institutions are

essential for the development of quality programs in science and

technology and greater access and ability to attract contracts and

grants from both the private and pablic sector.

The current estimated cost for auality facilities at HBCU's

is approximately $25 million each or approximately $900 million

over a five-year period. These new facilities would strengthen and

increase quality faculty, strengthen and add graduate and

undergraduate programs, improve curriculum and instructional

materials and develop current and adequate research laboiatories.

The impact would be extremely positive reAative to increasing the

quantity and quality of minority scientists for year 2000 and

beyond.
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INTRODUCTION

It is, indeed, an honor as well as a privilege for me to

discuss with this August body a topic that is so vitally important

to the well being of our nation.

In the past most of the Historically Black Colleges and

Universities (HBCUs) were primarily teaching institutions. Even

though the 1890 land grant institutions have as their mission

teaching, research, and service; most still deal mainly with

teaching and service. We must expand and enhance our role by

placing more emphasis on research and development (RED). This will

posture us for better participation in federal initiatives. It will

also allow us to better educate the youngsters who matriculate on

Our campuses.

In my 1988 testimony on strengthening historically black

colleges and universities in this country, I made the following

introductory remarks, 'higher education is a great national

resource but we have not realized its full potential. Any

reorganization of higher education policies must adequately address

the critical role of black colleges and universities as a national

resource that contributes significantly to the academic and

economic conditions of this nation and world. In the past, the

severity of the problems faced in the black h.pler sducation

community has been overlooked with respect to the production of
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talent at the undergraduate and graduate levels in science and

technology as well as other areas.

The potential failure of black higher education in meeting the

competitive challenge of the 21st century stands as a monumental

failure of the nation to come to grips with the demand for higher

skilled talent in an increasingly global economy Although it is

widely recognized that the United States is losing its competitive

advantage in domestic and international marxets and 'hat higher

education must be deeply involved in producing new talent and

expertise, the failure to capitalize on existing resources at black

universities is all too obvious.

The economy demands that the decade of the 1990's provide

opportunities for black higher education to develop new directions

for leadership, new legislative and policy initiatives, and new

sources of funding toward ameliorating uneven federal dollars.

While over 70 percent of all federal assistance to black colleges

come from the Department of Education in contrast to 42 percent for

other higher education institutions, it is noteworthy that the

majority of this support is in the form of student aid. What is

sorely needed in the immediate future is recognition of, and

attention to the unequal representation of black colleges among

major research institutions, providers of graduate programs,

-2-
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innovators of new technologies, and producers of talent in

progressive fields of science and technology. The Congress and the

Department of Education must take ,he lead to assure an infusion

of federal support for the enhancement of science and technology.

Black colleges must be it the leading edge of the

extraordinary growth anticipated in scientific fields in the

succeeding decades. A ctrong I:ad sustained federal investment in

the full development of these institutions utll make the

difference, a difference that will support black colleges and

universities as a national resource in building an economic and

social enterprise that is competitive in the world market.

AN EXAMPLM: OF ACADEMIC PROGRAMS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR CiIn

Biotechnology - Organismal/Molecular Biology - Psychology

Remote Sensing - Communications Technology - Languages

Toxic Wastes - Environmental Sciences - Computer Literacy

Nuclear Fission - Physics

Electronic Technology - Electrical Engineering

Aircraft, Spacecraft, and Ballistic Missiles - Materials Science

Marine Seismic Systems - Nuclear Physics

Metal-matrix Composites - Materials Science/Technology

The immediate and long-term need is to strengthen these and

other academic programs which will open a myriad of possibilities

-3-
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for black and minority colleges and unive-sities in order that they

may become more competitive.

DEVELOPING TEE INFRASTRUCTURE

To ensure dramatic improvements in the infrastr-icture of

black higher education, there must be sweeping changes at every

level of the Institution from the classroom to the community.

Changes in the scientific and technological capacity of black

colleges will ulttmately amplify their ability to sustain

achievements in Research and Grantsmanship in science and

technology and other fields.

To meet the challenges ,f the future, an Infusion of federal

support is critical. If present trends persist, the nation will

continue to exacerbate a diminution in minority Ph.D.s in physical

and biological scienceE.. Rece.ut reports indicate that blacks and

hanics earn lees than 3 r.ercent of doctoral degrees in science

and engineering, although they will comprise more than one-third

of the U.S. population by the year 2020. The same report shows that

-.. the demand for scientific and engineering personnel has nrown

rapidly and is expected to increase 36 percent by the year 2000.

Yet, the pool of scientists and engineers has been declining since

a960 and will do so through 1996." Data Indicate that the pool of

blacks and minorities in the sciences is declining at even greater

rates.

-4-
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The productivity of bldck colleges and univers-ties i R&D is

also tied to the quality of academic research facilities. In 1985,

a report issued by the white House estimated that several billion

dollars was needed over the next ten years tn renovate and

construct research facilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. FACILITIES

Recent national studies indicate that the "backlog nf higher

education's infrastructure capital investment needs exceed 360

billion and is growing." (Sean Rush, Campus at Risk..June

1990) It is estimated that about one-sixth of all campuses are

more than 40 years old and that one-third are at least 30

years old. Given marginal public and private support for

construction and renovation, deferred maintenance, and

postponed capital rene/al and replacement, it is estimated

that public black colleges will need nearly $25 milliol each

or $900 million over the next five years to bring physical

plants in line with comparable state institutions

Operating and energy costc, compliance with federal and state

building regulations, and the inflated costs of construction

-5-
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all inhibit the capacity of black colleges to maintain state

of-the-art facilities. In view of the lack of federal support,

enhancement of facilities will require a sustained effort to

generate substantial state and private dollars.

Federal programs such as the $20 million Research Facilities

Modernization initiative in the National Science Foundation

will have to be increased substantially to benefit black

colleges.

2. Strengthen professional development programs for faculty and

attract nationally rec,gnized scientists and technologists who

have distirguished themselves in research and development.

3. Support federal liaisons on black college campuses who would

be responsible for institutionalizing programs to increase

access to grants/contracts.

4. Promote the inventive capacity of scientists, technologists,

and engineers engaged in R&D.

5. Strengthen undergraduate academic programs in science and

technology and expand recruitment and retention efforts.

-6-
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6. Expand current graduate programs and create new programs at

the post-doctoral level in areas of national need such as

mathematics, computer scienc.Js, engineering, and biology.

7. Provide financial assistance for undergraduate students who

demonstrate exemplary academic performance in science,

technology, and other areas of national need.

8. Improve and create new infrastructures for the advancement of

science and technology including laboratories, classrooms,

scientific instrumentation, etc.

9. Improve curriculum, instructional materials, and teacher

training programs at all levels of education including higher

education, thus, creating a pipeline for the continued

development of quality students from the public school sector.

10. Capitalize on existing innovations and strengthen areas of

specialization in R&D at HECUs

11. Develop a system architecture for creation of a research

network designed to strengthen information-processing, sharing

-7-
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of resources, and interfacing with other minority/majority

universities.

12. Establish research labs and centers on black campuses to

promote scientific and technological competitiveness in public

and private sectors.

DISCUSSION

1. Should support in Title III be increased for renovation and

construction in the reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act?

2. Should a national study and plan of action be commissioned to

develop a quantified estimate of current and future facility

conditions and needs at public black colleges?

FOLLOW-UP INITIATIVES

The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff is prepared to take

the leadership in establishing a task force to conduct a study on

facility needs at HBCUs in conjunction with the National

Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAITO). The

Office cf the Advancement of Public Black Colleges (OAPBC) and the

-8--
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United Negro College Fund (UNCF). In addition to the aforementioned

associations, the task force will seek input and consult with

distinguished scientists, congressional staff and other advocacy

organizations.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity of meeting with

this committee and sharing my views on this very Lmportant topic.

-9-
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Owens, I will yield to you.
Mr. OWENS. I see, you were able to stay, Dr. Harvey. I wanted to

start by saying I very much appreciate your testimony, and the de-
tails of the testimony. There is a lot there, I think, to be discussed
in terms of ways in which we may work together to see to it that
some ad,;ustments of aid are made in the coming renuthorization of
the Higher Education Act.

I just have one question for you. and that is in political bureau-
cratic terms, how can we deal with a system which would recognize
and reward colleges and universities for their private initiatives,
their own initiatives to gain more private sector support? How can
weyou said we should have some kind of matching grant? I know
you said don't penalize How can we do a more positive kind of
thing there which would be aid provided to all of the schools in
terms of creating greater incentive to move in that direction?

Mr. HARVEY. Well, specifically Congressman Owens, in the cur-
rent legislation there is language which would penalize those of us
that have done more than some of our other colleges.. Your alma
mater, Morehouse, Hampton and some others As I said Hampton
has increased its endowment in the priNate sector from $29 million
to $80 million in the last ten years.

Well, with the formula that has developed, then we would be pe-
nalized in that endowment challenge and grant program. What I
am advocating along with the other aspects of that endowment
challenge program is to remove that language and allow those of
us who have an opportunity and a capability to be unencumbered

More specifically, I guess more importantly rather, what I am
asking for is that we follow the original legislative intent of you,
and that is to put that set aside for the black colleges.

Mr. OWENS. I would like to talk to you more about some ways to
accomplish that. At the beginning of our effort to move Title III
forward and openly recognize the plight of tLe IIBCU*s in the last
reauthorization effort, we had thi problem of theof the great suc-
cess of Hampton and a few others, I don't think Morehouse is in
the league with you on this one, 3 ou had a $10 million endowment,
Tuskegee had $46 million endowment; I remember throwing that
up as evidence that HBCU*s as a category cannot be set aside or
given special help.

I think when they looked at everybody else, it was clear that
they couldn't use that criteria, but that is a problem in terms of
insisting that poverty has to be a part of the criteria to help
HBCU*s and those that are not poor, put into another category,
unless we deal for some kind of reward f.m.incentive program
for universities and colleges that do make that effort and are suc-
cessful at it and don't penalize them.

Mr. HARVEY. I quite agree, Mr. Congressman, becanse really that
makes the case just the opposite, because just ten years ago we
only had $2o million And 1 think if we are given an opportunity, I
am not just talking about the Hamptons, I am talking about all of
us, if we are given the opportunity to challengeyou see, the moti-
vation is there for us to go to the private sector and sP., , this is
what we can get from the Federal Government. If we can't match
that in Corporation X, Y and Z, all of us can do that, and the only
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thing that I am specifically asking for in removing that language
would be to unencumber some of us who have done well.

But what I am really leading for is not so much the Morehouse
or the Tuskegee, I am pleading for all of us as it relates to the spe-
cific set aside in the endowment grant, as it was originally intend-
ed and as was the original case.

Mr OWENS. Thank you. Brother Richmond, it is good to see you
again I want to congratulate you on your magnificent School of Li-
brary Science at your caege. I went down to the 50th anniversary
of the School of Library Science, and I will let the record show, I
am a librarian so I am prejudiced in this area.

One of the problems that we have in seeking to funnel more re-
sources into the HBCU's is that very few are accredited to be,
quote, research universities.

I have not found really an official legal definition of research
university, but in my subcommittee, the Subcommittee on Select
Education, when I talk about funneling more money towards
HBCU's, they chuckle, it is a bit of a joke in terms of they are not
research universities. We have these 20 research centers, we have
nine regional laboratories, we have all this out there, and none of
it goes to HBCU's. And one of the reasons cited, is we are not
really research universities and one of the things they throw at us
immediately is ,ast look at the library, look at the library capacity,
and you can see how far behind they are. So I hope that the state-
ment that you read by Dr. Joyce Payne is understood in terms of
we cannot get recognition by declaring we ought to be recognized,
we have to deal with some of the nitty gritty problems that are
there One is that concretely and specifically they point to the fact
that the libraries r, ally are in bad shape, or don't measure up, and
there is a need to address yourselves to that.

I will ask all of you college presidents, do you understand that
we have faculty often telling us that the only time the library is
considered important is at accreditation time.

The accreditation process is over. The committee has visited.
They start ignJring libraries again. Even when there are resources,
they are not funneled to the libraries. That library is a center of
the university, that is a theoretical statement. But it has never fol-
lowed through in terms of administration.

Would you care to comment?
Mr. WALKER. Well, I think you are quite right, but as I indicated,

we must change, make drastic changcs in our philosophy, as well
as our teaching at historical black colleges. We have a large
number of students coming back to these institutions, and we need
to be ready to educate them, or educate them properly.

People talk about research and teaching. There is no difference
in research and teaching. Research is teaching and teaching is re-
search The only way you are going to have a student who can com-
pete is to have the student on the cutting edge of knowledge, and a
teacher must be involved in research activities in that teaching
process, and this must go on at historically black colleges more.

When we talk about students passing national accredited exams
in pharmacy, in nursing, the way they make those exams critical,
and the way they make them competitive is they put recent infor-
mation in there, research information.

1 1 4
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And so in order to have a top program, we must have and em-
brace the whole idea of research. We have people who come out
and earn Ph.D.s and the only way they do it is to do research, and
why should they stop doing research when they hit an historically
black college campus.

What we have been told over a hundred areas that we ought to
be good undergraduate institutions, we have never been told that
we ought to branch out into the research and Ph.D. offered areas.
And that is really why we are where we are today.

Mr. OWENS. I would like to work with you and talk in more
detail about how to specifically address ourselves to the issue of
how the library facilities are not there Grantsmanshipthat was
mentioned by one or two of youis hampered by the fact that you
don't have that to fall back on and say in the grant proposal that
you have an adequate library and describe that library.

It often is a problem, and I am hoping that we can work out
some ways to deal with the legislation and specifically address
itself to ways to beef up the libraries.

Mr. RICHMOND. Mr. Congressman, I certainly would agree with
you in terms of the critical role of the library, and certainly with a
school of library and information sciences, we are very sensitive to
the role of libraries and library science in education.

I would want you to understand that when we taik about Ph.D.
programs, particularly ,'nen we talk about them at North Carolina
Central University, we are talking about very specific programs,
not only a wide scale area. The programs that we are addressing
specifically are really three new programs, biophysics and certainly
that would have implications fur our library holdings in the sci-
ences.

Information management, again, would have implications for our
holdings, and we also talk about an LLM program in civil rights
law in our school of law But I want you to understand that when
you look at our institutions, they do vary.

In our system in North Carolina there are some 43 institutions
in terms of holdings, North Carolina Central University is about
number seven in that list of 43. And there are institutions with
lesser holdings offering selected Ph.D. programs. But I certainly
wculd want the record to show that I strongly believe that the li-
brz.:y would be one of the first places that you would have to en-
hance before you could really mount a successful Ph.D. level pro-
gram in any discipline.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you. If I could just take one more minute,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HAYES. I yield my time to you.
Mr. OwENs. Just one broad question.
I do want to ask you, are you addressing the President's deals,

those six goals that have been set for us? No matter what you
think of them, they are a commitment by our mainstream execu-
tive, some of the aiost powerful people in our Nation.

I think the President and the governors have committed them-
selves to those goals, that it Is politically very desirable and impor-
tant for you to think in terms of some of our own concerns regard-
ing the initiatives that yuu take in trying to shape this reauthoriza-
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tion of the Higher Education Assistance Act and how you are going
help to realize those goals.

Why, Dr. Walker, should the Federal Government be concerned
about pumping $900 million selectively into the public black col-
leges? I think they ought to be con,.erned. I can give a thousand
reasons, but I think we are going to have to be more political and
make our reasons fit also or attach them to the mainstream con-
cerns and expressed in those six goals.

I don't see how most of those can be realized unless there is
great input from educators like youi-selves. If we are going to be
first in math and science, then we have to deal with the quality of
math and science in the inner city communities and the lack of
teachers there that must be replenished by your institutions for
that purpose.

If we are going to stop the hemorrhaging in our high schools and
have 90 percent graduation rates by the year 2000, we are going to
have to have a whole lot of help. Even goal number one, that every
child should be in school, already prepared for learning, should
mean that the Federal Government v.ill accept the responsibility of
helping to train parents.

A number of commitments have been made in those goals, which
are fantastic. It sounds like some radical from the sixties talking
when you look at some of those goals.

Well, they have done that. They have made the theoretical state-
ment. They have made a rhetorical statement. We ought to hold
them to it But in the process of seeking funds and seeking Federal
support, I urge you to consider attnching yourself at all times to
those goals.

There are obvious linkages But we are going to have to show
them, make sure it is understood that we play a major role in the
enhancements of the NatiG., s national security as reflected
through those goals. Thank you, Mr Chairman

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. No questions.
Chairman HAWKINS. You raise the question, I wondered w hether

or not you got an answer.
Mr. OWENS. I raised what, sir?
Chairman HAWKINS About the national goals and how histori-

cally black cclleges and universities could in some way aid the
achievement.

Mr. OWENS. Do you want to give me time to hear comments')
Chairman HAWKINS Well, you raised the question is, I am look-

ing for an answer.
Mr. OWENS. If you might make a quick statement on how--
Chairman HAWKINS Does anyone on the panel wish to comment

on it or to respond?
Mr. HARVEY. I will make a quick statement, Mr. Chairman.
I think that the political and educational reality is that we do

have to attach ourselves to those goals, and try to find the lan-
guages between those goals, our own interests, as well as did inter-
ests of the, quite frankly the politicians, the congressmen and the
senators from our districts.

One thing that I do not think that we do enough of, and I think
we have got to become a bit more politically astute in this regard,
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is to get involved in the political process as it relates to the politi-
cal realities, and it really makes no difference where we come
from, what city, what state, no matter how conservative or liberal
or moderate the Congressman or the Senators may very well be, we
have got to show a community of int,:rest between our institutions
and that particular political entity, and the political realities such
as those that have been articulated and show where we can
commit, that community of interest and how there is a quid pro
quo for all involved.

Mr. RICHMOND. Mr. Congressman, I think you make a very good
and valid point. Certainly, I agree with the political reality that we
find ourselves in, and a number of the efforts that we have under-
way certainly would be compatible with those goals.

If you take our children's literature program in our school of li-
brary science as an example, and the need for literacy among some
of the participants in the center city of our community, there are
just linkages galore that could be used, and I certainly would
agree.

Mr. WALKER. May I just say that higher education is supposed to
represent the intelligentsia, the top intelligentsia in terms of think-
ing and shaping that is coming every year, not just in producing
professionals.

If $900 million is not a lot of money, considering what we will
what we must

Mr. OWENS. I agree.
Mr. WALKER. And I think we must realize that we are investing

in something that is going to prevent literacy program, the teenage
pregnancies, and many of the other social programs that we must
deal with, and we don't question it at that point.

Mr. OWENS. I agree. I am committed to all the smallyou know,
that is a submarine, because one submarine costs you more than
that, a nuclear submarine, so it is a small amount of money when
you consider the return on the investment.

What I am saying is politically, around here when you talk about
military, they have 1-1,) problem with $900 billion for a submarine,
but when you start talking about education, you know, every
penny counts, so part of making the rationale is the attachment to
the goals so that they understand clearly the definite reason why
we are asking for this.

It fits right in with the mainstream program we are trying to
promote. It is the political end of it. It is not the need The need is
much greater, and we can afford it by ceasing to fund projects like
the B-1 bomber, or to shut down the space program which every
day goes through a series of billion-dollar blunders, you know. We
Jose a billion dollars, and if we don't shut that place down, it is
going to break the country, if they keep blundering at such a high
level.

One hundred billion dollars is spent for overseas, a hundred bil-
lion of it for defending Germany and Japan. I can go on and on.
The money is there, and what you are asking for is probably too
little. But we have to make the case when it comes to non-defense
programs. We have to make the case and sell the program and
build a momentum, and I think we have an advantage in attaching
ourselves to those goals in every possible way, in the process of
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building the momentum and getting the programs authorized and
funded.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. I am wondering whether or not
in economics with a discussion between Dr. Harvey and Mr. Owens
in terms of the set-asides as opposed to the matcning money, we
obviously introduced the concept of the matching money which pro-
vides 50 percent as opposed to 100, that might be possible in the
set-asides as an attraction to the Appropriations Committee to
make money available.

Now, there is always the risk that if the law has changed, I
think you suggested changing it, Dr Harvey, that it may prove to
be less attractive. I am not so sure that yours will not, but there is
the risk. The matching money obviously is much more attractive to
the mood in Congress that isn't really inclined to give any money
at all.

And we run that risk, I assume. You think it is wise to run the
risk and to provide the set-asides. I think the President recom-
mended set-asides, did he not?

Yes. I think the President did recommend set-asides That is one
positive feature c.bout it I am wondering whether or not anyone
else would care to comment on that, because that will be one of the
issues that must be confronted If the law has changed, it is a ques-
tion of whether or not the additional money would be available
anyway.

Mr. HARVEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, we don't quarrel with the
challenge aspect. What we are asking for is to go back to the origin
intent and to set aside the money, even with thc challenge aspect
You see originally there was a set-aside, and then 1986 that was
changed.

We don't quarrel with the matching aspect at all We are just
asking for a setaside, and indeed in the 101st Congress, initially
with bipartisan support, there was a set-aside for that endowment
challenge grant That did not pass. So IA hat we are asking for is foi-
the set-aside in the challenge grant with the matching

The only difference is I guess we are going back to the future
Let's go back to the original intent in 1984 for the future To set-
aside a certain amount for the historically black colleges and uni-
versities. Don't change the match. We don't quarrel with that at
all.

Chairman HAWKINS. In other words, you would have both in
some degree of a specific match up tu a point, but then a set-aside
made available beyond that?

Mr HARVEY. That's correct. Let me mention one other thing. In
my testimony I glossed over it rather briefly, but my more ex-
tended views did deal with it. We now have a joint legislative com-
rnittee. I happen to chair that, Office of Public Black Colleges and
NAFEO, to try and assist you in working through any of the specif-
ics.

Now let me just be very, very brief as to why that is the case,
because the various representatives of the various constituent
groups, whether or not they are public or private, may very well be
at odds.

What we are trying to do is to come together to assist you on
behalf of the universe of black colleges SO that we can move for-
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ward. Of course, in raising that floor from $350,000 to $300,000, we
have agreed on that, and what we want to do is to be able to speak
with one voice and reduce the attention and reduce the conflict,
eliminate it if at all possible, so that we can let you know what we
think is best for the universe of black colleges.

And what we are saying is in that instance, we want to raise the
floor. The other instance, we want to be able to get some set-asides,
as was the original intent and was, as was the original case in the
Endowment Challenge Program. So we have got a vehicle for work-
ing with you on those kinds of things, and we are more than will-
ing to do that.

Chairman HAWKINS. I certainly agree with you that those Wrho
do what ordinarily is done should not be penalized. That I think we
should definitely do something about.

Mr. RICHMOND. Although our university is not in the same en-
dowment league with our colleges at the end of the table here, we
did participate in one round of endowments We were disqualified
the second round by formula b-,ing too well-endowed.

I am not sure how that determination was made in light of our
endowment. But I do believe that this formula is something that is
in need of serious review and I believe the kind of Dr. Harvey has
made reference to by that joint effort will certainly come forward
with a single proposal.

Chairman HAWKINS. I would not want anyone to misunderstand
the meaning of this meeting. It is not to supersede the new com-
mittee next year which will be a new committee. It is just really to
get a running start, because I think it is necessary to prepare at
this time.

It would be a mistake, I think, to wait too long. The fact that you
have unified your efforts, I think, is commendable. I think you are
moving in the right direction. I am a little bit more optimistic than
what I was a year ago.

There is no reason to be cynical, but just to continue efforts the
way you have started, I think that is a good united front. That will
be the best protection that you will have.

Again, the Chair would like to thank the witnesses You have
been very valuable and helpful to the committee. We certainly
hope you will continue. Thank you.

Chairman HAWKINS. It is the intent of the committee, with the
concurrence of my colleagues, to get into the next panel, to forego
the lunch period, which may be a mistake. But it has been my ex-
perience that once we get a recess, it is difficult to get people back
I hope my members are willing.

Mr. HAYES. We will agree with that.
Chairman HAWKINS. We have at least two of the afternoon panel

here. We can proceed. The witnesses have been very cooperative
There has been very little duplication. Nobody has really trans-
gressed the time limit.

So, we will proceed, if that is acceptable. Dr. Thomas Cole is
present, I think. Dr. Thomas Cole, President at Clark Atlanta Uni-
versity. I assume Dr. McClure, Dr. Fort and Dr. Sudarkasa are not
here at this time. We will proceed with Dr. Cole. We are delighted
to have you with us.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. THOMAS COLE. PRESIDENT. CLARK ATLAN-
TA UNIVERSITY. ATLANTA. GEORGIA: DR. WESLEY C. McCLURE.
PRESIDENT, VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY, PETERSBURG, VIR-
GINIA: DR. DAVID SATCHER, MEIIARRY MEDICAL SCHOOL: DR.
EDWARD FORT. CHANCELLOR, NORTH CAROLINA AGRICUL-
TURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY, GREENSBORO.
NORTH CAROLINA: and DR. NIARA SUDARKASA. LINCOLN UNI-
VERSITY, LINCOLN, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr COLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testi-
fy before the Iiouse Committee on Education and Labor o.i matters
pertaining to strengthening of black colleges and universities in
the Nation My name is Thomas Cole, and I am President of Clark
Atlanta University.

The institution I represent is one uf only two private, historically
black. comprehensive universities offering programs of research
and teaching leading to the Ph.D. degree in the Nation It was
formed two years by the consolidation of Atlanta University and
Clark College, and now enrolls 3.100 undergraduate and graduate
students.

Mr Chairman. you have a copy of my vs fitten testimony, most of
which has already been given I would like lc highlight a few
points to that testimony

In his remarks this morning, Dr IIumphries talked about the
production of only 800 Ph.D.s to African-Americans in the year
1989. What he did not tell you is how that 800 was brt ken down
For African-Americans, the majority of Ph D s are awarded in the
field of education. Fewer than 100 were awarded in the natural sci-
ences, mathematics and engineering.

If you would exclude Howard University, Meharry Medical and
Clark Atlanta University fan:, OK institutions producing Ph D s
for African-Americans in the sciences, then that numl,er would be
reduced by almost 15 percent

That is evidence of how critical it is that we give more attention
to graduate education for African-Americans It is to that issue I
want to speak regarding higher education reauthorization

During the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
Congress enacted a program uf institutional assistance to the Na-
tion's HBCUs, 97 of which received support under Title III, Part A
and Part B A less well-known but equally important part of the
Act is section 326, which has been referred to in previous testimo-
ny

Section 326 provides support fur five graduate and professional
schools, including the Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical
School, the Tuskegee University School uf Veterinary Medicine, the
Meharry Medical School, the Morehouse School of Medicine, and
Clark Atlanta University where 1 serve as Presidont

When Congress acted to fund these schools, Atlanta University
was a separate entity and the only black graduate school in Amer-
ica. Although Tuskegee's School uf Veterimay Medicine was not or-
ganizationally independent from Tuskegee Institute, in an adminis
native sense, the academic program was separate, the cost of' edu-
cation was very different, and the veterinary school was headed by
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a dean w ith a greater degree ef autonomy in terms of his operation
of the School of Veterinary Medicine.

An even less well-known fact is that Senator Paul Simon, who
worked with you, Mr. Chairman, to make the Black College Act a
reality, worked with the Presidents and Deans of the five section
326 schools in 1984 to design the Graduate Professional section of
Part B.

The schools that were selected, with the exception of Tuskegee
School of Veterinary Medicine, were not associated with an under-
graduate institution and would have received no funding under the
regular Part B program since they enrolled no Pell Grant recipi-
ents

The deusion as to w hich schools would be included in section 326
v. as arried at after many discussions with your staff and Senator
Simon's staff. A determination was made to focus the section 326
funds on medical training, with the exception of Atlanta Universi-
ty, where Federal funds would primarily support research and edu-
Lation in the natural sciences and mathematics and the profession-
al school of social work which has its primarily emphasis on clini-
cal social work practice.

It is logical then to consider expanding the section 326 umbrella
to include the allied health area and the law. There are significant
shortages among African-Americans in both of these arenas

Today, we recommend that the Florida A&M School of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences, the Xavier University School of Pharmacy, the
Texas Southern University School of Pharmacyor the Thurgood
Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern Universityand the
Southern Schooi of Law be added to section 326.

Each of these five schools would rece e a pro rata share of any
funding above the fiscal year 1989 appropriations level for section
326, and would continue to receive additional funds until each at-
tains "parity- or the $500,000 funding level.

Under current law, eligible institutions must matchon a dollar-
for-dollar basisany amount received above $500,000. Since the
Morehouse School of Medicine enjoys certain protections in the
Lurrent law, we believe that those provisions should continue. 'Phe
Morehouse School of Medicine has been receiving Federal funding
to support its Medical Education Program since 1977. I strongly
support continued funding for Moreirouse and its preferred status
among section 326 institutions.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, there has been some discussion among
black college presidents of establishing a so-called "generic- section
326 provision to replace the current school-specific provisions.

I am opposed to any type of generiL language. The addition of
any new institutions should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
and a policy determination made as to the appropriateness of in-
Lluding any new schools The determination should be made within
the black college community before Congressional support for
Lhanging the law is pursued. Given current Federal budgetary con-
straints, creating excessive demand by adding new schools to sec-
tion 326 would only reduce its effectiveness in quality professional
training of the intended beneficiaries.

Mr Chairman, as I said earlier, other witnes.,es undoubtedly will
address %ery Important sections of the Higher Education Act such



as Title IV, student assistance, and the teacher training, interna-
tional and graduate education s?.ctiuns. Hcmever, I %%ould be remiss
if I do not emphasize the need for equal attention to other low vital
area:- such as college libraries and training of library professionals,
and -nprovement of postsecondary education, particularly in the
sciences, mathematics and engineering

Mr Chairr-an and members, you know that in 1986, Congress
amended and reauthorized Title II of the Higher Education Act
However, funds have not been appropriated for Part A on College
Library Resources since fiscal year 1981.

For minority institutions that lack adequate rc -,ources for costly
acquisitions in the physical sciences, ."ngineering and business pro-
grams, the potential long-term impact on quality education of our
students is very serious.

Also, with the athan.:es in information technology, the need for
training and retramini., of African-American librarians has never
been greater Therefore. I recommend appropriations for the Title
II Part A and serious consideration of a set-aside under Title II for
the two library profcsional schools at the HBCUs. The School of
Library of Clark Atlanta University and North Carol a Central
University. You should know that Clark Atlanta UaRersity has
the only accredited School of Library in the State of Georgia.

I would like to conclude my testimony by calling Jur attention
to a section of Title X that has been Jf tremendouri benefit to mi-
nority in A,:utions such as Clark Atlanta University I refer to the
Minority Scieuce Impi.,vement Program, MSIP. Mr. Chairman, and
members of the panel. this proi,, am has been ffec tive in support
of our schools.

However, since 1970. appropriation for MSIP has grown from ap-
proximately S5 million to only $6.5 million, which the number of
eligible institutions has grown from 3.5 to over 200. Funds from the
MSIP has allowed Clark Atlanta University to be a leader in effec-
tive use of information technology in tea-hing and learning.

The integrated computer instruction-.1 support system developed
by Clark Atlanta and Ohio Universities with MSIP and IBM fund-
ing is b- ing used by oer 45 undergraduate institutions throughout
the country I am personally aware of the effectiveness of MSIP in
supporting curriculum and faculty de.elopment in the sciences at
seeral minority instituti.ms. Therefore, I recommend an author-
ized level of at least $25 mi 'ion in the 1992 reauthorization.

Thank you for allowing Tvc to be present today Mr. Chairman, I
wish you well in your retirement It wou1 I be an understatement
to say we will miss you Our country is richer today because of
your leadership in the last '20 years. and we hope we would be able
to call on your wise counsel from time to time

[The prepared statement of Dr Th,,mas Cole follows
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify before the
House Committee on Education and Labor on matters pertaining to
strengthening of Black Colleges and Universities in the nation. My name is
Thomas Cole and I am president of Clark Atlanta University.

The institution I represent is one of only two private, historically black,
comprehensive universities offering programs of research and teaching
lading to the Ph.D. degree in the nation. It was formed two years ago by the
consolidation of Atlanta University and Clark College and now enrolls 3,400
undergraduate and graduate students Through this consolidation and with
the help of the United States Congress, we have been able to strengthen our
capacity to provide higher education opportunities to African American
students that will enable them to join the workforce as literate, tax-paying
citizens who will contribute fully with their skills and leadership to the
nation's economy.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I know that you are all
familiar with the many reports that lament the deficiencies of our education
system, from kindergarten to graduate school, especially with regards to the
education of minonties. Unless there is system reform of the nation's schools
and increased emphasis on acccss to educational opportunity in higher
education for minorities, the problem will get worse and our nation will
become less competitive in the global marketplace.

Commerce Secretary Mosbacher, testifying before the Senate Committee
on Commerct, Science and Transportation last year said, "Illiteracy, dropout
rates, underachievement, all these cost business and society dearly. Dropouts
alone cost our society in wasted human potential, lost taxes and wages and
public assistance, over $240 billion annnally.- If this estimate ts even close,
then the impact of dropouts is almost as much as the budget deficit!

The issue before us, Mr. Chairman and members of the Conmiittee, is
what do we do about it. Clearly, there is no single set of solutions or strategy
to attack a problem of this magnitude. The solution will be the result of a
comprehensive and sustained effort focused on thc educational system from
kindergarten to graduate school We need a new partnership of business and
industry, government and the education community with the impetus and
force coming from local and state levels, with individuals and groups
demanding action and forcing reforms at all educational levels. We need
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fundamental change of the structure and financing of our schools, and we
need to provide the resources to those institutions, like the historically black
colleges and universities (HBCU's), that have a documented track record of
outstanding performance in carry ig out a disproportionate share of the
responsibility of educating the natis Afncan American youth.

In 1964, there was less than 200,000 African American students
enrolled in the nation's institutions of higher education Approximatdy 85
percent were enrolled in historically black colleges and universities Today,
the number of Afrkan American students pursuing higher education is just
over I million with 80 percent enrolled in predommantly white institutions.
Mote than forty percent of these however are in community and junior
colleges and most do not continue bcyond the associate &gr.: level. M a
result, of the the African American students who do receive baccalaureate
degrees, more than 40 percent ernduate from the historically black colleges
and universities that enroll less than 20 percent of the students

The sad commentary, Mr Chairman, 1.! that in spite of more than two
decades of equal opportunity and affirrnauve action in the nation's highcr
education system nearly, one-fourth of African Amencans are enrolled in the
Ill historically black colleges and universities. The rest are dispersed among
the 3,000 predominantly white instituuons. Clearly, the black colleges and
universities are carrying a disproportionate share of the responsibility of
education the nation's black youth: but without these institunons, the
situation obviously would be significantly worse. Black colleges and
universities have provided education otherwise unavailable to thousands of
able and deserving youths and much of the African Amencan leadership in
America today comes from alumni of these institutions.

Conservative estimates show that by the year 2020. minorities will
emerge as "one-third" of this nation -- African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, American Indians, and Asian Americans. Unfortunately, men and
women from these minority groups are America's most educationally and
economically disadvantaged and underserved groups. For African Americans,
the problems are even more acute. They are the group with the highest
poverty and unemployment rates, and the only group In which the
enrollment in higher education has declined over the past decade.

At the graduate level, the statistics are very disturbing In 1978, the
61,923 African Americans enrolled in graduate school represented 6.2
percent of the total graduate enrollments. by 1980, both the absolute number
and the percentage decreased The downward slide connnued in 1982, when
the 54,907 African American graduate students comprised just 5 percent of
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the total graduate enrollment Currently, African Americans constitute less
than 4.8 percent of the total graduate enrollment in the nation's graduate
schools.

This downward turn is reflected in the production of doctorates. In
1973, 581 African Americans. 2 4 percent of the total, were awarded
doctorate degrees. By 1979, 1.055 (5 percent) of the total earned doctorates
In 1981, the figure was 1,104 (4 percent) and less than 900 in 1988. For
1989, the number was 811 which represents a 10-year decline of 23 percent!

These aggregate numbers actually mask Important facts about the
underrepresentation of African Americans in particular fields and disciplines.
More than half of thc doctorates earned by African Americans are in
education. In 1985, African Americans earned 503 doctorates in Education,
205 in the Social and Behavioral Sciences. 75 in the Humanities, 34 in
engineering, 23 in chemistry, 18 in the life sciences, 7 in mathematics, 4 in
physics and 3 in computer science. Thus, less than 100 were in the natural
sciences, mathematics and engineering! These statistics have not improved.
In fact, in some fields, they are worse in 1989. In that year, there was only
one Ph.D. in computer science If it were not for Howard University, Meharry
Medical College and Cla,k Atlanta University, the numbers for the biomedical
sciences and chemistry would be far worse.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the record of
performance of the historically black colleges and universities show clearly
that they could, and will play, an even more effecuve role in educating the
underserved and underprepared inner city and rural African American
student. However, they need increased funding from the Federal
government, In the case of publicly supported HBCU's, from state
governments as well. Since other witnesses will make recommendations on
issues such as student aid, basic educational support grants and Title III,
endowment building, I would like to focus my recommendation on the
following:

The graduate Section of Title III - Section 326.
Support for Library Improvements
Increased support for the minority science improvement
program under Title X (ten).
Facilities Support for Construction and Renovation.

During the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher F.ducation Act, Congress
enacted a program of institutional assistance to the nation's Historically Black
Colleges and Universities. Ninety-seven predominantly undergraduate
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institutions receive support under Title III, Part B. A less well-known, but
equally important pan of the Black College and University Act is Section 326,
which provides support for five graduate and professional schools, including
the Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School, The Tuskegee University
School of Veterinary Medicine, The Meharry Medical School, The Morehouse
School of Medicine, and Clark Atlanta University, where I serve as President.

When Congress acted to fund these schools, Atlanta University was a
separate entity and the only black graduate school in America Although
Tuskegee's School of Veterinary Medicine was not organizationally
independent from Tuskegee Institute, in an administrative sense -- the
academic program was separate, the cost of education was very different, and
the veterinary school was hcaded by a dean with a greater degree of
autonomy in terms of his operation of the School of Veterinary Medicine.

An even less well known fact, is that Senator Paul Simon -- who worked
with you, Mr Chairman, to make the Black College Act 3 reality -- worked
with the Presidents and Deans of the five section 326 schools in 1984 to
design the Graduate/Professional section of Part B. The Schools that were
seleaal, with the exception of Tuskesee School of Veterinary Medicine, wore
not associated with an undergraduate institution and would have received no
funding under the regular Part B program since they enrolled no Pell Grant
recipients. The decision AS to which schools would be included in Section 326
was arrived at after many discussions with you: staff and Senator Simon's
staff. A determination was made to focus the Section 326 funds on medical
training, with the exception of Atlanta University where federal funds would
primarily support research and education in the natural sciences and
mathematics and the professional school of social work which has its primary
emphasis on clinical social work practice.

It is logical then to consider expanding the Section 326 umbrella to
include the allied health area and the law There are significant shortages
among African Americans in both of these arenas. Today we r..commend that
the Florida A&M School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, The Xavier University
School of Pharmacy, The Texas Southern University School of Pharmacy (or
The Thurgood Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University), and the
Southern School of Law be added to Section 326. Each of these five schools
would receive a Ara. rata share of any funding above the FY 1989
appropriations level for Section 326, and would continue to receive additional
funds until each attains "parity" or the $500,000 funding level. Under current
law, eligible institutions must match on a dollar for dollar basis -- any
amount received above $500,000. Since the Morehouse School of Medicine
enjoys certain protections in the current law, we believe that those provisions
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should continue. The Morehouse School of Medicine has been receiving
federal funding to support its Medical Education Program since 1977. I
strongly support continued funding for Morehouse and its preferred status
among Section 326 institutions.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, there has been some discussion, among black
college Presidents, of establishing a so-called "generic" Section 326 provision
to replace the current school-specific provisions 1 am opposed to any type of
generic language The addition of any new institutions should be evaluated
on a case by case basis, and a policy determination made as to the
appropriateness of including any new schools. The determination should be
made within the black college community before Congressional support for
changing the law is pursued. Given current federal budgetary constraints,
creating exGessive demand by adding new schools to section 326 would only
reduce its effectiveness in quality professional training of the intended
beneficiaries.

Mr. Chairman. as I said earlier, other witnesses undoubtedly will
address very important sections of the Higher Education Act such as Title IV,
student assistance, and the teacher training, international and graduate
education sections. However, I would be remiss if I do not emphasize the
need for equal attention to other low v ital areas such as college libraries and
training of library professionals, and improvement of postsecondary
education particularly in the sciences, mathematics and engineering.

Mr. Chairman and members, you know that in 1986 Congress amended
and reauthorized Title II of the Higher Education Act. However, funds have
not been appropriated for Part A on College Library Resources since FY 1981.
For minority institutions that lack adequate resources for costly acquisitions
in the physical scraces, engineering and business programs, the potential
long-term impact on quality education of our students is very serious. Also,
with the advances in information technology, the need for training and
retraining of Afriesu American librarians han aever beNm greate-. Therefore,
I recommend appropriation for the Title II Part A and serious consideration
of a set-aside under Title Il for the two library professional schools at the
HBCUs: the Schools of Library of Clark Atlanta University and North Carolina
Central University You should know that the Clark Atlanta University has
the only accredited School of Library in the state of Georgia.

I would like to conclude my testimony by calling your attention to a
section of Title X that has been of tremendous benefit to minonty institutions
such as Clark Atlanta University. I refer to the Minority Science
Improvement Program (MSIP) Mr Chairman and members of the panel, this
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program has been effective in support our schools. However, since 1970,
appropriation for MSIP has grown from approximately $5 million to only $6.5
million while the number of eligible institutions has grown from thlrtyfive to
over two hundred. Yet, the need for the MSIP is ever greater now than in
1970. Funds from the MS1P has allowed Clark Atlanta University to be a
leader in effective use of information technology in teaching and learning.
The integrated computer instructional support system developed by Clark
Atlanta and Ohio Universities with MSIP and IBM funding is being used by
over forty-five undergraduate institutions throughout the country. I am
personally aware of the effectiveness of MSIP in supporting curriculum and
faculty development in the sciences at several minority institutions.
Therefore, I recommend an authorized level o: at least $25 million in the
1992 reauthorization.

Thank you for allowing me to be present today. Mr. Chairman. I wish
you well in your retirement. It would be an understatement to my we will
miss you. Our country is richcr today becausc of your lcadership in the lut
twenty years. and we hope we would be able to call on your wise counsel
from time to time.
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Mr OWENS The Chairman Lad to step out for a few minutes but
we do want to continue.

Dr. McClure, President of Virginia State University?
Mr. McatutE. Thank you.
I, too, echo the sentiments and presentations that have been

made earlier this morning The presentation that has been submit-
ted to you is somewhere on some plane associated with an airline. I
went to an accreditation meeting yesterday related to the southern
region.

I can tell you that there is a growing meanness in this Nation
now not only regarding African-Americans but institutions which
serve a preponderance of African-Americans As part of the accred-
itation process going on now in Georgia I had the opportunity to
speak to some of those issues.

It is very significant to me that this committee is considering
these topics today and that I can convey a general view for this
committee that the higher education institutions we represent are
very valuable as national resources.

I greatly appreciate your comments, Mr Chairman, regarding
the rwed to tie our institutions to the national agenda. I can say
that there are many African-AmericansI should say this to the
general publik. because you know it. The African-Americans are
growing ever-more cynical to the American system.

There are rising racial tensions within the society I believe his-
torically black colleges and universities had perhaps more than
any other single set of the institutions in this Nation, helped to
stem the tide of this growing cynicism that we see evidenced in all
of society

Secondly, this can b?st be done by educating a single group of
people who at this time had not been educated. Talking about two
types of education I think there is a need for this society to relook
at the importance it plays toward the educption of minority citi-
zens and to the quality of that education, that we need to make
sure that we have a significant pool of minority teachers in the
public schools as well as in highei education and that these teach-
ers have a high sensitivity to the needs of minorities and African-
Americans.

Then there is another kind of education that I think our institu-
tions can perform That is to further sensitize this Nation to the
importance and to the critical place which African-Americans have
in the life of this Nation.

It is particularly significant to me that the Iraq debate is going
on and questioning as to why this Nation is in Iraq.

I think it is equally important that we pursue the question why
we need a strong system of higher education and equally as impor-
tant, I would say, why must blacks be at the centrality of any plan
or strategy that we have to produce and further convey a strong
system of public education in this Nation?

So the thrust of my presentation this morning is aimed at
making sure that our institutions approve the programs and the
general support which only can be conveyed from the national
level to help improve education and on the other hand give our in-
stitutions an opportunity to further help this Nation to address
problems and concerns which are endemic to African-Americans,
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particularly the murder rate, the lack of concern for the worth of
life

If you are not concerned about the worth of life, you are not con-
cerned aDout the pursuit of happiness If you are not concerned
about the pursuit of happiness, you are not concerned with dream-
ing

That is problbly the reason all of us are here When we lose the
need to dream, we lose the ability to develop to our fullest poten-
tial Therefore, we see a race actually turning against itself in
some measure supported by American public policy.

So in conclusion, let me say that I believe before we consider the
question of whether there ought to be, whether we haw strong leg-
islation, we must make sure that it is based on sound and strong
public policy.

Before you can have strong and sound public policy, you must
have a strong and sound philosophy. one that is both morally and
legally sound.

I am h9peful that we are asking the right questions as to wheth-
er we have a sincere interest m making sure that all of our citizen-
ry will receive the full benefits of the An-- kan dream and the tes-
timony which I would present, which .vas represented to you in
writing speaks to that fundamental propo.11, namely, a questioning
on my part as to whether this Nation still Lrnbraces a 1, ery serious
concern for the long-term plight of African-A.nericans and partici'
larly the African-American black male

Thank you very much
[The prepared statement of Dr Wesley (' McLure follows I
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FORUM ON HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
REAUTHORTZATION ISSUES IMPACTING
BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSMES

Rayburn House Office Building
Room 2175

Washington, D.C.

December 10, 1990

Wesley Come lious McClure
President

Virginia State University

MR. CHAIRMAN; DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES; OTHER MEMBERS OF CONGRESS; STAFF.

I AM HONORED TO JOIN MY DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES

AND OTHER PRESENTERS AS WE ATTEMPT THROUGH OUR LIMITED

MEANS TO CONGRATULATE AND SALUTE YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN AS

YOU PREPARE TO CLOSE ONE OF THE BRIGHTEST CHAPTERS IN

THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THIS GREAT INSTITUTION. WE
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CELEBRATE YOUR BOLD VISIONARY LEGACY WHICH WILL RING

THROUGH THE CENTURIES. WE REFLECT UPON YOUR TIRELESS

SERVICE ON BEHALF OF THE CONSTITUENCIES WHICH WE

REPRESENT CERTAINLY, OUR WARMEST WISHES FOR HAPPINESS,

LIBERTY, AND PEACE GO WITH YOU AND YOUR HOUSE.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, LET ME

BEGIN BY MAKING A FEW OBSERVATIONS WHICH I DEEM TO BE

SERIOUS, IF NOT CRITICAL, TO ANY DISCUSSION ON THE FUTURE

OF OUR INSTITUTIONS. FIRST, HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES

DO NOT COMPRISE A HOMOGENEOUS MASS; RATHER, WE RUN A

SPECTRUM WHICH IN MANY WAYS PARALLELS THE SPECTRUM OF

AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS. SECOND, WE

SERVE A HIGHLY DIVERSE POPULATION AND SUBSCRIBE TO

DIFFERENTIATED MISSIONS AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES.

2
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THIRD, WE HAVE HISTORICALLY CONFRONTED AND PREVAILED IN

A SOCIETY BASED ON INEQUALITY AND UNEVEN TREATMENT.

FOURTH, WE MUST BE HONEST AND COURAGEOUS IN THE

FORMULATION OF ANY STRATEGY DESIGNED TO INSURE THAT

THE TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE IN BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION

WILL CONTINUE, PARTICULARLY IN THESE TIMES. FIFTH, ANY

LEGISLATIVE AGENDA WHICH MAY EVOLVE THROUGH THIS FORUM

MUST BE SUFFICIENTLY FLEXIBLE, INTELLIGENT AND VISIONARY

SO AS TO ACCOMMODATE THE PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES AND

VAGARIES OF OUR SEVERAL STATES AND REGIONS.

THE FUTURE OF AFRICAN AMERICANS IS, IN LARGE

MEASURE, A FUNCTION OF THE STRENGTHS AND INTER-

RELATIONSHIPS OF OUR TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS (I.E., THE

BLACK FAMILY, THE BLACK CHURCH, BLACK BUSINESS, THE

3
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BLACK COLLEGE) WITH THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN THE LARGO

SOCIETY. WHERE AFRICAN AMERICANS HAVE FAILED AND WHERE

WE HAVE SUCCEEDED CAN BE TRACED DIRECTLY TO

CIRCUMSTANCES AND OCCURRENCES IN THE BROADER ARENA,

IN STATE HOUSES, BOARD ROOMS, THE JUDICIAL "SYSTEM, AND

OUR ENTIRE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM.

r--1/":"--
/ OUR INTERDEPENDENCE WITH THE BROADER MOVEMENTS OF

THE WORLD WILL NOT CHANGE. STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF

r
HBCUS IS CENTRAL TO THE AGENDAS OF OUR SEVERAL STATES,

OUR SEVERAL REGIONS, AND, INDEED, THIS NATION. WE MUST

RESIST ANY EFFORT ON THE PART OF ANY INDIVIDUAL,

MUNICIPALITY, OR PRINCIPALITY TO ISOLATE US FROM THE

MAINSTREAM.

4
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CHALLENGES AND ISSUES

DURING THE NEXT DECADE, ALL COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES WILL BE TESTED BY A VARIETY OF FACTORS:

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS GF THE STUDENT BODY;

EXTRAORDINARY REQUIREMENTS OF THE PRESENT AND

EMERGING WORKFORCE; INCREASED GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS,

BOTH FEDERAL AND STATE; FUNDING NEEDS FOR NEW FACILITIES

AND DEFERRED MAINTENANCE; PERSISTENT FEDERAL BUDGET

DEFICITS THAT WILL LIMIT AVAILABLE FUNDS FOR RESEARCH AND

FINANCIAL AID; ESCALATING RACIAL, SOCIETAL AND GLOBAL

TENSIONS; INCREASING COSTS WHICH THREATEN EXISTING

DEFINITIONS OF AFFORDABILITY AND ACC -; NEW AND MAJOR

SHIFTS IN FUNDINn PRIORITIES, SUCH AS THOSE IMPOSED BY

THE SAVINGS AND LOAN DEBACLE AND CONFLICTS OF THE TYPE
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IN WHICH WE ARE NOW ENGAGED WITH IRAQ; A DECLINING

POOL OF OUTSTANDING FACULTY AND QUALIFIED

ADMINISTRATORS; MORE STRINGENT STANDARDS OF

ACCREDITING AGENCIES; AND INCREASED COMPETITION FOR

DESERVING STUDENTS.

I DO NOT NEED TO TELL YOU THAT HIGHER EDUCATION IS

IN SERIOUS TROUBLE. FROM YOUR VARIOUS AND STRATEGIC

POSITIONS, YOU ARE FULLY INFORMED OF THE CRISES WHICH

INDEED CONFRONT PRESTIGIOUS AND FLAGSHIP INSTITUTIONS OF

THE SEVERAL STATES. THE LEGISLATURES OF THESE STATES

ARE NOT ABOUT TO SACRIFICE THE NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS OF

THOSE INSTITUTIONS IN FAVOR OF THE INSTITUTIONS

REPRESENTED BY MANY PRESENT TODAY.

6
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A GENERAL ROLE FOR PUBLIC INS11TUT1ONS

WHILE OUR INSTITUTIONS HAVE A FUNDAMENTAL OBLIGATION TO

SEHVE THESE NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS OF THE LARGER SOCIETY,

WE HAVE AN HISTORIC AND COMPELLING CALL TO ASSIST THIS

NATION IN ITS QUEST TO REMAIN A WORLD POWER.

I. PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES MUST ASSUME THE
LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ASSURING THAT 'MINORITIES"
WILL BE ADEQUATELY PREPARED TO ENTER THE
NATIONAL WORK FORCE BY THE YEAR 2000.

2. PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES MUST FIND CREATIVE

MEANS FOR UTILIZING TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING,
LEARNING AND RESEARCH WHICH APPEAL TO THE
UNIQUE BACKGROUNDS OF THE STUDENTS WHOM WE

SERVE.

3. PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES MUST BE LEADERS IN THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF PARTNERSHIPS WITH PUBLIC

SCHOOLS, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH SERVE LARGE
NUMBERS OF MINORITIES.

4. PUBUC BLACK UNIVERSITIES MUST FOSTER THE
CREATION OF NEW KNOWLEDGE WHICH RESOLVES

7
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THOSE PROBLEMS WHICH ARE EXTANT TO AFRICAN

AMERICANS.

5. PUBUC BLACK UNIVERSITIES MUST SERVE AS THE
PRINCIPAL RESOURCE FOR ASSURING THAT AFRICAN

AMERICANS ARE NOT LOST IN THIS INFORMATION AGE.

IT IS BROADLY HELD THAT THOSE WHO EMERGE AS THE

CONTROLLERS OF INFORMATION DURING THIS DECADE

WILL DETERMINE WHAT HAPPENS IN THE WORLD FOR

AT LEAST THE FIRST HALF OF THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY, IF NOT LONGER.

FOCUSING THE AGENDA

AS WE PREPARE TO RECEIVE THE LARGEST POOL OF

BLACKS AND MINORITIES IN HISTORY WHO DESERVE A

HIGHER EDUCATION, WE OBSERVE A FAILURE ON THE PART

OF MAJORITY INSTITUTIONS TO MEET THE NEEDS AND

ASPIRATIONS OF THESE INDIVIDUALS. THERE IS A RISING

TIDE OF CYNICISM AMONG AFRICAN AMERICANS WITH

8
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RESPECT TO THE COMMITMENT OF MAJORITY INSTITUTIONS

TO SERVE THEM. MANY BRIGHT AND PROMISING AFRICAN

AMERICANS FEEL THAT THEY ARE NOT WELCOME AT THESE

INSTITUTIONS. AS PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES BECOME

THE INSTITUTIONS OF CHOICE FOR THE BEST AND

BRIGHTEST AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS, YOU HAVE THE

OPPORTUNITY AND THE OBLIGATION TO FORMULATE AND

ADVANCE A PUBLIC POLICY WHICH ACCORDS PRIORITY

STATUS TO OUR INSTITUTIONS IN ADDRESSING THIS

NATIONS OMINOUS AGENDA.

WITH RESPECT TO YOUR CONCERN FOR AND INTEREST IN

THE VIABIUTY OF OUR INSTITUTIONS, NINE GENERAL GOALS

MIGHT GUIDE YOUR DELIBERATIONS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT (HEA):

9
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1. YOU CAN PROMOTE ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY BY
ASSURING THE AVAILABILITY OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO

ALL AFRICAN AMERICANS, ESPECIALLY THE POOR AND

MIDDLE CLASS.

2. YOU CAN INSIST THAT EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
PROVIDED TO AFRICAN AMERICANS ARE OF THE
HIGHEST CALIBER AND ARE DIRECTED TO THE
PROTECTION OF ESSENTIAL FREEDOMS.

3. YOU CAN SUPPORT PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES WHICH

ESTABLISH PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES AS LEADERS

!N ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR

MINORITY BUSINESSES.

4. YOU CAN ENCOURAGE INITIATIVES AT PUBLIC BLACK

UNIVERSITIES WHICH AIM TO FIND SOLUTIONS TO CRITI-

CAL SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND ISSUES WHICH DIRECTLY

AFFECT AFRICAN AMERICANS AND OTHER MINORITIES.

5. YOU CAN FOSTER THE RECOGNITION OF PUBLIC BLACK

UNIVERSITIES AS MAJOR CULTURAL CENTERS AND

REPOSITORIES ON THE AFRICAN AMERICAN

EXPERIENCE.

6. YOU CAN SUPPORT A MAJOR NATIONAL INITIATIVE TO

ESTABLISH AT LEAST TEN PUBLIC BLACK INSTITUTIONS

AS MAJOR RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES.

10
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7. YOU CAN ADOPT A RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING THE
, QFEICE FOR ADVANCEMENT OF PUBLIC BLACK

COLLEGES AS YOUR VEHICLE FOR IMPLEMENTING
INITIATIVES AND POSITIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
WHICH YOU WILL ENDORSE DURING THIS AND FUTURE

DELIBERATIONS.

8. YOU CAN ESTABUSH A MAJOR RESEARCH CENTER AND

CLEARING HOUSE WHICH REPORTS AND CHRONICLES

THE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF BLACK COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES. WE DONT KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THE
INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THESE

INSTITUTIONS.

9. YOU CAN SUPPORT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF STATEWIDE

INITIATIVES IN THOSE STATES WHERE PUBLIC BLACK

UNIVERSITIES ARE LOCATED SIMILAR TO THE ONE
RECENTLY IMPLEMENTED IN NORTH CAROLINA,

INVOLVING AN EXECUTIVE ORDER FROM THE

GOVERNOR.

CALL EOR SUPPORT

YOUR CHALLENGE IN SETTING A LEGISLATIVE AGENDA FOR

THE 90S IS NOT UNLIKE THE CHALLENGE WHICH OUR

11
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FOREBEARS CONFPONTED APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED

YEARS AGO.

IN LEGISLATURES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH, ALMOST A

CENTURY AGO TO THIS DAY, BLACKS WERE FACING THE HARSH

REALITY OF MASSIVE RESISTANCE TO ANY FURTHER GAINS

ACHIEVED AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE CIVIL WAR. IN EVERY

ASPECT OF THE BLACK DIASPORA, IT WAS GENERALLY HELD BY

BLACKS THAT DRAMATIC STEPS WOULD BE NECESSARY TO SAVE

THE RACE AS IT WAS KNOWN THEN. I HOPE THAT WE HAVE

LEARNED THE GREAT LESSONS FROM THE EXPERIENCES OF OUR

FOREBEARS.

CONSISTENT WITH THE FOREGOING DISCUSSION, THE

FOLLOWING IDEAS AND PROPOSALS ARE OFFERED:

I. PUBLIC POLICY RELATING TO HIGHER EDUCATION WILL

REQUIRE A BE1TER UNDERSTANDING OF AND

12
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APPRECIATION FOR THE ROLES WHICH HISTORICALLY

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES HAVE PLAYED, ARE

PLAYING, AND WILL PLAY IN IMPROVING THE QUALITY

OF LIFE FOR MINORITIES IN PARTICULAR AND AMERICA

IN GENERAL

2. BLACK COLLEGES MUST RECEIVE INCREASED AND EVEN

DISPROPORTIONATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT INITIATIVES

WHICH:

(A) INCREASE THE NUMBER OF MINORITIES ENTERING

THE TEACHING PROFESSION;

(B) INCREASE THE POOL OF BLACKS AND MINORITIES

IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY;

(C) PROVIDE EXPANDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR

GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH;

(0) EXPAND OPPORTUNITIES FOR BLACKS AND OTHER

MINORITIES TO ACHIEVE COMPUTER LITERACY AND

BE EXPOSED TO MULTI-CULTURAL EXPERIENCES;

3. FEDERAL AND STATE FINANCIAL AID MUST BE
INCREASED AND DISTRIBUTED IN A MANNER WHICH
DOES NOT IMPOSE UNDUE REPAYMENT BURDENS UPON

MINORITIES AND OTHER PEOPLE FROM LOW-INCOME

FAMILIES.
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4. EVERY BLACK COLLEGE SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED AND

REWARDED FOR IMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS WHICH

ADDRESS PROBLEMS WHICH ARE ENDEMIC TO BLACKS

AND MINORITIES.

5. CONGRESS SHOULD ENCOURAGE AND EV1 M DEMAND

THAT PUBLICLY SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS COLLECT
AND REPORT STATISTICS AND INFORMATION WHICH

DOCUMENT THEIR SUCCESS IN ADDRESSING PROBLEMS

OF THE POOR AND UNDERCLASSES.

6. EVERY BLACK COLLEGE SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO

IMPLEMENT PILOT PROGRAMS AND GENERATE NEW
KNOWLEDGE WHICH AIM TO REVERSE PRESENT TRENDS

WHICH SUGGEST THE EVENTUAL EXTINCTION OF THE

BLACK MALE.

7. WHITE COLLEGES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO ENTER

INTO PARTNERSHIPS WITH BLACK COLLEGES TOWARD

THE AIM OF BECOMING RESENSITIZED TO THE CULTURE

AND LEGACY OF BLACKS AND OTHER MINORITIES.

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW EXAMPLES FOR YOUR FURTHER

CONSIDERATION. I HOLD THAT POLITICAL GOALS ARE BEST

ACHIEVED WHEN fHEY ARE STATED IN WAYS WHICH GAIN THE
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SUPPORT OF POTENTIAL ADVERSARIES, AND WHICH PROMOTE

THE GENERAL WELFARE OF THE SOCIETY AT LARGE. FOR AS '..

LONG AS THE CONDITION OF BLACKS IN AMERICA REMAINS ON

THE DECLINE: THIS NATION CAN NOT ACHIEVE ITS MOST

MEANINGFUL GOALS.

WHILE PRACTICALLY EVERY HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION,

EVERY PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION, EVERY LEARNED SOCIETY,

AND OTHER ENTITIES ON WHICH WE DEPEND TO RESOLVE OUR

PROBLEMS CLEARLY RECOGNIZE THE CRISIS IN BLACK AMERICA,

NOT ONE OF THEM HAS REALI7S.D A MODICUM OF SUCCESS IN

ADDRESSING THEM. BLACK COLLEGES, ESPECIALLY PUBLIC

BLACK INSTITUTIONS, HAVE DONE MORE TO SOLVE THE

PROBLEMS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS THAN ANY OTHER

INSTITUTION ON THIS PLANET, SAVE THE BLACK CHURCH. IT

15
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WOULD NATURALLY FOLLOW THAT THESE ARE THE BEST

RESOURCES ON WHICH TO BUILD A FOUNDATION FOR LONG-TERM

GROWTH, PROSPERITY, AND HAPPINESS.

IN ADDITION TO STRATEGIES ALREADY PROPOSED, WE OFFER

A FEW ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR YOUR SERIOUS REVIEW:

1. ADOPT A BELIEVABLE AND AGGRESSIVE POSITION
AGAINST AN OUT-OF-CONTROL FEDERAL DEFICIT.

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY IS CRITICAL TO THE

EMANCIPATION OF BLACKS AND MINORITIES.

2. INSIST ON A LONG-RANGE FEDERAL POLICY WHICH
SHIFTS MORE RESOURCES AND RESPONSIBILITY TO THE

STATES FOR ADDRESSING THE MYRIAD OF CHALLENGES

FACING THE SEVERAL STATES.

3. SUPPORT FEDERAL AND STA7E POLICIES WHICH DIRECT

GREATER RESOURCES TO THOSE BLACK INSTITUTIONS

WHICH ALREADY HAVE ADVANCED TO THE POINT WHERE

THEY CAN ACHIEVE PREEMINENCE IF GIVEN AN EXTRA

AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL AND PUBLIC SUPPORT.

4. SPONSOR LEGISLATION WHICH ENCOURAGES GREATER

COOPERATION BETWEEN ESTABLISHED INSTITUTIONS

16
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AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS. THESE PARTNERSHIPS

SHOULD ALSO INCLUDE THE PRIVATE SECTOR,

ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH DO BUSINESS WITH THE
FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS.

A SIGNIFICANT UNDERTAKING AT VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY

I WOULD UKE TO BRIEFLY REPORT ON AN INITIATIVE WHICH

IS NOW UNDERWAY AT VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY WHICH

TOUCHES UPON ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS OF

ALL HBCU'S. SINCE BEGINNING, WE HAVE HELD A SPECIAL

PLACE FOR THE IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY TEACHING AND THE

PRODUCTION OF EXCELLENT TEACHERS. IT HAS BEEN THROUGH

EDUCATION THAT WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MAKE MAJOR

PROGRESS IN EVERY ARENA OF SOCIETY.

WHEN EXTRAORDINARY STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO

ADVANCE THE DOCTRINES OF ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY FOR

17
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AFRICAN AMERICANS, OUR INSTITUTIONS HAVE REALIZED

MIRACULOUS PROGRESS. THIS LEGISLATION AND RELATED

PUBUC POLICY ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT HOW THIS NATION VIEWS

MINORITIES HAVE POWERFUL IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE

GENERATIONS.

ANY DISCUSSION ABOUT THE NEED FOR MORE SCIENTISTS,

DEEP SPACE RESEARCH, IMPROVED HEALTH CARE, AND OTHER

EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR OUR CITIZENS

MUST BE BASED UPON THE FOUNDATION THAT WE CAN PRODUCE

AN ADEQUATE NUMBER OF QUALITY TEACHERS, AND THAT WE

CAN ASSURE THAT EVERY CITIZEN'S RIGHT TO A QUALITY

EDUCATION IS SECURE. THIS RIGHT LS NO LONGER SECURE. WE

MUST RELOOK EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Fon AFRICAN

AMERICANS AND ALL CITIZENS FROM THE WOMB TO THE TOMB.

18
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MUCH OF WHAT IS OCCURRING IN OUR SOCIETY CAN BE

DIRECTLY TRACED TO THE FAILURE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN

AMERICA TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS GOAL.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, UNDER THE ABLE

LEADERSHIP OF GOVERNOR LAWRENCE DOUGLAS WILDER, HAS

MADE SEED MONIES AVAILABLE FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A

FIBER-OPTIC CABLE SYSTEM WHICH CONNECTS EVERY BUILDING

OF THE CAMPUS. IT IS PREPARED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL

ASSISTANCE TOWARD THE INSTALLATION OF AN 1N-HOUSE CABLE

TELEVISION SYSTEM; A CLOSED-C1RCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEM; AN

ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM; AN IN-HOUSE TELEPHONE SYSTEM;

AND CERTAIN USES OF THIS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WHICH AIM

TO IMPROVE TEACHING, LEARNING AND RESEARCH. IT IS TO THIS

LAST AIM THAT I WOULD LIKE TO FOCUS A PORTION OF MY
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REMARKS.

WITH SUFFICIENT SUPPORT FROM THE FEDERAL AND

PRIVATE SECTORS, WE WILL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE LIVE

EXPERIENCES WHICH LINK STUDENTS IN THE CLASSROOM WITH

INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS THROUGHOUT THE NATION AND THE

WORLD. THROUGH bATELLITE DOWNLINKS, STUDENTS

CONSIDERING CAREERS IN PUBLIC SERVICE CAN ENGAGE

VARIOUS PUBUC OFFICIALS ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS. THEY CAN

INTERVIEW CORPORATE HEADS, PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES,

OPINION-MAKERS, AND EVEN PERSONS FROM GROUPS WHICH

THEY WILL ULTIMATELY SERVE, E.G., DRUG ADDICTS, AIDS

VICTIMS, AND THE HOMELESS.

ON THE OTHER HAND, WE ARE PURCHASING UNITS WHICH

CAN BE MADE A PART OF TRADITIONAL CURRICULA AND HAVE
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SIGNED AGREEMENTS WITH AGENCIES TO PREPARE EDUCATIONAL

UNITS WHICH ADDRESS THE NEEDS AND CONCERNS OF

STUDENTS, STAFF, COMMUNITY, ETC. ONCE THESE ACQUISITIONS

HAVE BEEN COMPLETED, THIS RAPIDLY CHANGING INFORMATION

CAN BE DELIVERED AT MINIMUM COST.

THE UNIVERSITY HAS FORMED A SPECIAL COLLABORATIVE

WITH FOURTEEN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.

THESE DISTRICTS, MANY OF WHICH HAVE LAGGED BEHIND OTHER

SECTIONS OF THE STATE, HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO ASSUME

MAJOR LEADERSHIP IN THE ECONOMIC REJUVENATION OF THE

STATE AND THE REGION.

FACULTY AT THE UNIVERSITY WILL PREPARE UNITS FOR USE

IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL BE

ABLE TO TAKE SELECTED COURSES AND PARTICIPATE IN CERTAIN
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EXPERIENCES THAT ARE PROVIDED BY TM UNIVERSITY. NOT

ONLY HAVE THEIR CURRICULA BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED

AND ENHANCED, THEIR EXPOSURE TO LARGE NUMBERS OF

AFRICAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WILL BE

IMMEASURABLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-ESTEEM AND

GOAL-SETrING. VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS MAY BE

THE ONLY ROLE MODELS FOR MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ENROLLED

IN THESE DISTRICTS. THE INSTALLATION OF ONE HIGHLY-

ADVANCED SYSTEM WHICH UTILIZES TECHNOLOGY IN THE

DELIVERY OF KNOWLEDGE CAN AND WILL HAVE AN

IMMEASURABLE IMPACT ON OUR COMMUNITY. THIS MODEL CAN

BE UTILIZED THROUGHOUT THE NATION, AS THE NEEDS AND

PROBLEMS WHICH WE FACE ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE WHICH

CONFRONT OTHER COMMUNITIES.

22
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I COULD

LIST AND DISCUSS SEVERAL SIMILAR INITIATIVES WHICH ARE

UNDERWAY AT THE UNIVERSITY. OUR PURPOSE HERE TODAY,

HOWEVER, IS TO GRAPHICALLY :LLUSTRATE THE IMPORTANT ROLE

WHICH OUR INSTITUTIONS MUST PLAY IN EDUCATING THE

STUDENTS WHOM WE ENROLL, AND IN SERVING THE

COMMUNITIES TO WHICH WE ARE OBLIGATED UNDER OUR

RESPECTIVE MISSIONS. THIS IS BUT ONE EXAMPLE OF THE NEED

FOR CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS IMPORTANT LEGISLATION.

IN SPITE OF THE WELL-INTENDED EFFORTS OF MANY

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS TO UNITE THIS SOCIETY TOWARD A

COMMON PURPOSE, IT IS EASY TO SEE THAT WE ARE FAILING IN

VERY SERIOUS WAYS. FOR WHATEVER REASON, BLACK MALES

AND OTHER ISOLATED GROUPS SEE THEMSELVES UNDER SIEGE.

23
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CLOSING

ONE OF THE WORST THINGS WE CAN DO IS CIRCLE THE

WAGONS EVERY TIME WE ARE THE TARGET OF CRITICISM. IN

THOSE INSTANCES WHEN WE BELIEVE THAT CRITICISM IS

MISGUIDED OR UNFOUNDED, WE SHOULD BE PREPARED TO

EXPLAIN OUR POSITION AND EVEN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND THE

REASONS FOR THIS CRITICISM. WHEN WE MAKE MISTAKES OR

ARE ON THE WRONG SIDE OF AN ISSUE, WE SHOULD BE

PREPARED TO ADMIT TO ERROR, AND POSSIBLY TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE GOODW'LL WHICH USUALLY ACCOMPANIES SUCH

ADMISSIONS.

I KNOW OF NO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WHICH EVEN

APPROACHES PERFECTION. WE MUST NOT ALLOW OUR

HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTIONS TO BE SUBJECTED TO A

24
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HIGHER OR DIFFERENT STANDARD THAN OUR COUNTERPARTS.

FURTHERMORE, THE CASE FOR SUPPORT OF HISTORICALLY

BLACK PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES MUST BE BUILT UPON AN

ACCEPTANCE OF ACCOUNTABILITY. THE AGE OF EXCUSES HAS

PASSED.

I SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT THE VARIETY AND INTENSITY OF

CRITICISMS OF PUBLIC BLACK UNIVERSITIES WILL INCREASE

OVER THE Nc_XT DECADE. BUT THIS WILL BE DUE TO THE

SUCCESSES WHICH WE WILL ACHIEVE AND THE DEEPENING

PUBLIC SUPPORT OF AND COMMITMENT TO OUR CONTINUED

SUCCESS.

BECAUSE OF OUR UNIQUE STRENGTHS iN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF A MORE UTERATE, PRODUCTIVE, AND DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY,

WE CAN IGNITE A 'GOLDEN AGE" OF PROGRESS IN HIGHER

25
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EDUCATION AND IN ALL ASPECTS OF OUR WAY OF LIFE BY

RESPONDING WITH THE KIND OF DISCIPLINE AND CREATIVITY ON

WHICH OUR INSTITUTIONS WERE FOUNDED AND HAVE

PROSPERED, DURING THE LAST DECADE OF THIS CENTURY, WE

CAN SECURE OUR FUTURE FOR ANOTHER CENTURY.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
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Mr. OWENS. Our next witness is Dr. David Satcher of Meharry
Medical School.

Mr. SATCHER. Thank you.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify today both as President of

Meharry and also speaking for the medical schools.
The Association of Minority Health Professional Schools includ-

ing eight institutions, in addition to Meharry School of Medicine
and Dentistry, in Nashville, Tennessee; the Charles R. Drew Uni-
versity of Medicine and Science in Los Angeles. California; the
More louse School of Medicine in Atlanta; Georgia; the Florida
A&M lJniversity College of Pharmacy in Tallahassee, Florida; the
Texas Southern University College of Pharmacy and Health Sci-
ences in Houston. Texas; the Xavier University of Louisiana Col-
lege of Pharmacy in New Orleans. Louisiana; and the Tuskegee
University School of Veterinary Medicine in Tuskegee, Alabama
In essence, this association is concerned with the dual issues of
health care and education

Even though I know that by nom you are probably overwhelmed
by states. I think I will take a minute and say what I think these
eight institutions hae done. Together these institutions have grad-
uated more than 40 percent of the black physicians and dentists
who practice in this country, more than 50 percent of the pharma-
cist and reore than 75 percent of the black veterinarians who prac-
tice in this country.

Those statistics are often quoted. Let me add to those that n ad-
dition to the health professions we have graduated, we have also
contributed to Ph D.s For example. `he Meharry School of Gradu-
ate Studies was founded in 1971. Since 1975, more than 10 percent
of all blacks who have received doctorates in biomedical sciences
have graduated from Meharry Medical College.

The fastest growing school at Meharry today ls the School of
Graduate Studies Our enrollment tripled over last year..Meharry
has funds from the National Science Foundation which allowed us
to develop affiliations with other colleges where we also have stu-
dents in the labs but also faculty members who participate in the
Center of Excellence

I think the role of these institutions is a critical one Title III has
been very supportive of that.

Let me say a word about the health status of blacks and minori-
ties. As most of you remember, in 1985, the Secretary of HIIS, Mar-
garet Heckler, produced a report on the health status of blacks and
minorities. Among other things. that report showed a great gap in
health status: life expectancy was six years less for blacks than
whites. It spoke to the increased incidence of mortality for cancer,
cardiovascular disease, homicide, and all deaths of all kinds,

The critical bottom line of that report was that each year in this
country 60,000 more blacks were dying than would die if we had
the same sex and death rate:, as whites.

What has happened since 1985? Recently the National Center for
Health Statistics released a report that in part answers that ques-
tion Since 1985, the life expectancy for black people in this coun-
try has actually declined. That is the first time this has happened
to any group of people in this country In 1984 it was 69 7 years In
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1987, ard that was an article in the New York Times quoting the
study, the life expectancy was 69.2.

So the expectancy has declined since Secretary Heckler's report
The question is why. One major factor is AIDS. AIDS was not men-
tioned in Secretary Heckler's report, is now one of the 10 leading
causes of death. Minorities are overly represented in ECLDS We
constitute 24 percent of the population as minorities but 4:7 percent
of the AIDS victims. Blacks constitute 25 percent of the population
but 28 percent of victims of AIDS.

This new problem, this autoimmunodeficiency syndrome, is espe-
cially of concern tu those of us who serve the black population and
other minorities. It is one thing to talk about the statistics in terms
of people being graduated. I think more important is that we now
have studies which clearly show that blacks and other mihorities
are more than twice as likely to practice in underserved communi-
ties than their counterparts. They are more likely to take medicaid
patients or other minorities. It is very important for us to look at
not only the percentages but also what our graduates are doing

The bad news is that while we constitute 21 percent of the popu-
lation, less than 3 percent of the physicians, pharmacists and vets
in this country are black. The challenge is real We are concerned
about being able to meet that challenge

Specifically let me comment on our postui e relative to the
Higher Education Act and the reauthorization In 1986 when the
Higher Education Act was reauthorized. it included Title III part B
section 326. That provided for graduate and professional schools
Meharry was one of these schools along with Drew, Tuskegee, and
along with Clark-Atlanta University.

Since that time, Morehouse had been a part of this Title III pro-
gram earlier, and it is interesting to see what has happened at
Morehouse, the only historically black health professional school
founded in this country, 1975. Using support from Title III, More
house has developed its facilities, faculty, an outstanding curricu-
lum in basic medical sciences, and now beginning to develop pro-
grai in clinical medical sciences

It a four year medical program. It has a program to spec fical-
ly train health professionals to deal with alcoholism and alcohol
and other substance abuse, deal with cardiovascular disease, AIDS
and teenage pregnancy, problems often ignored by other medical
schools in this country.

Morehouse graduates have performed outstandingly on the Na-
tional Examination. 75 percent of the graduates have gone into pri-
mary care. More than 75 percent have gone on to practice in un-
derserved inner cities and rural communities I think you should
feel proud of that because of your investment in that institution

I want to respond to the point made by Congressman Owen
about our role in terms of the national goals for education and to
say that even though we are talking about professional schools in
many cases, these institutions have had community outreach pro-
grams that have affected education at every level. Congressman
Hawkins is certainly aware that Drew University not only has one
of the largest Head Start programs in this country that has been
very effective, it has a magnet high school on campus which has
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made a difference as far as minority students staying on in school
and going to college.

I mentioned the difference at Meharry, the weekend school. The
high school students who participate in what we call a shadow pro-
gram, in which we are trying to use ourselves as role models to get
them interested in the sciences. We take very seriously your chal-
lenge that it is our responsibility that it is this Nation's attempt to
achiee the goals. This relates to the role of expansion of 326, as
Dr. Cole mentioned, to include five other schools N.C. Central;
Sot.thern University of Law; three schools of pharmacy, Florida,
Texas Southern, and Xavier. We think this should be done without
taking money away from the existing schools, because these pro-
grams are needed.

We support the 21st Century Teacher Education Act We think it
is critical

We strong!) support increased financial aid for our students
That is a critical problem at every level of Aucation We are sure
that we are losing students because of the great debt burden If you
look at the debt burden medical students are graduating with in
this country, it is now approaching $50,000. For the minority stu-
dents, it is in excess of $50,000. That is because they come as low-
income students. So we strongly support that.

In conclusion, let me also join those. We have not only congratu-
lated Congressman Hawkins, but to express our appreciation for
your distinguished career. I had the opportunity to start my career
at Drew University as a fellow and as dean before going back
South. I have a great appreciation for you as an American, for your
outstanding contnbutions to this Nation and higher education

Thank you.
[The prepa,-ed statement of Dr. David Satcher follows ]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the

opportunity to present the views of the Association of Minority

Malt% Professions Schools (AMHPS), concerning the Higher Education

Act. We commend you for ywir initiative in holding this hearing, so

that next year Congress may pursue several initiatives involving

the Higher Education Act with the goals of historically black

colleges and universities in mind.

Our Association is comprised of 8 historically black health

professions schools, the Meharry Medical Colleoe's Schools of

Medicine and Dentistry, in Nashville, TN; tLe Charles R. Drew

University of Medicine and Science in Los ngeles, CA; the

Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, GA; the Florida A&M

University College of Pharmacy in fallahassee, FL; the Tzxas

Sout ern Uhiersity College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences in

Houston, TX; the Xavier University of Louisiana College of Pharmacy

in New Orleans, LA; and the Tuskegee University School of

Veterinary Medicine in Tuskegee, AL. These institutions have

trained 40% of t'.e nation's black physic,1 40% of the nation's

black dentists, 5,4 of the nation's black pharmacists, and 75% of

the nation's black veterinarians. Mr. Chairman, we are very proud

of the accomplishments of our institutions, especially given the

significant challenges that we have overcome throughout our

existence. Our schools are considered by many to be a national

resource. Only recently has the federal commitment to supporting

these institutions and the students who attend them become an

important issue.

2
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In addi,-ion a disproportionate share of doctorates in

Bio=edical and other sciences have been awarded by these schools.

For exa=ple, since 1975 over 10% of all doctorates in the

Biomedical Sciences awarded to Blacks have been awarded by

Meharry's School of Graduate Studies. All of the pharmacy schools

with the Association are now offering the Pharm.D. degree.

The significance of institutions that have a student body that

is represented by =ore than 50% minorities is dra=atic in that data

clearly show that blacks and other minorities are =ore likely to

practice in underserved com=unities, =ore likely to care for other

minorities and =ore likely to accept patients who are Medicaid

reLipients or otherwise poorer than the general population.

Mr. Chairman, the fact that blacks and other disadvantaged

minorities do not enjoy the sane health status as other Americzns

has never been a secret but these problems have not been well

documented. A breakthrough in this dearth of data was the 1985 HMS

Secretar's Task Force Report cn Black_and Minority Health. The

Secretary's Task Force Report was among the first comprehensive

docu=entation that thl.re indeed was and is a significant health

status disparity among b,acks and other minorities as compared to

the general population of the U.S. Among the =ore sobering facts

revealed by the report were:

o Life expectancy of blacks is nearly 6 years less than that of

whites;

o Among blacks, infant mortality occurs at a rate of almost 20

per 1,000 live births, twice that of whites:

3
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o Blacks suffer disproportionately higher rates of cancer,

cardio-vascular disease and stroke, chemical dependency,

diabetes, homicide and accidents: and

o Each year almost 60,000 excess deaths occur among blacks when

compared to whites.

Unfortunately since this historic report by the Set.retary in

1985, things have not improved but worsened. For example, according

to a recent report from the National Center for Health Statis_ics,

Black life expectancy has decreased from 69.7 in 1984 to 69.2 in

1988!! And AIDS, which was not even mentioned in the 1985 report is

now a leading cause of death and disproportionately affects blacks

and other minorities - minorities who constitute 24% of the

populatIon but 45% of the AIDS victims.

The Association is deeply troubled by these data and has been

working since the issuance of the report to implement policy

activities that address the disparities outlined in the report.

For a long time our schools have struggled against terrific

odds to survive. To have a positive impact on the health status of

blacks and other minorities, these institutions must thrive. The

support of your committee in terms of federal resources for

programs impacting our students and cur institutions has had and

will continue to have a significant impact. Programs supporting

these schools are critical to the existence of our institutions.

In 1986 Congress reauthorized the Higher Education Act which

includes the Title III program that supports historically black

colleges and universities. Under Part B. Section 326 of the Act,

4
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funding was provided for five independent HBCU Professional or

Graduate programs, four of which are members of AMPS (Morehouse,

Meharry, Tuskegee, and Charles R. Drew in addition to Atlanta

University). The purpose of this nanding is to assist graduate

HBCUs in establishing and strengthening their physical plants,

development offices, endowments, academic resources and student

services. AMHPS institutions have used these federal funds for all

of the recommended activities under the program including

purchasing scientific laboratory equipment, constructing education

facilities, enhancing faculty development and programs in the basic

medical sciences, expanding curriculum and academic support systems

and improving research capabilities and maintaining an

institutional endowment.

This Graduate program is a response to a nationally recognized

problem - the severe underrepresentation of blacks and other

minorities in the health professions. Blacks constitute 12% of the

population but less than 3% of the nation's physicians, dentists,

pharmacists, and veterinarians. In addition, only 1.8% of the

faculty In medical schools in the nation are black and less than 3%

underrepresented minorities Thus role models are rare! There is a

national concern for the health status of blacks and other

minorities which is far worse than the health status for the

general population. AMHPS schools, with Title III funding,

successfull:' provide quality health education and care to the

nation's underserved.

Among the institutions receiving support is the Morehouse

5
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School of Medicine. As a direct result of support from this section

and its predecessors, Morehouse has been able to make great

strides. Founded in 1975 as the first predominantly black medical

school to open in the 20th Century, Morehouse was the first school

to receive funding under this program (in 1982). With the

assistance provided to Morehouse under Section 326, Morehouse has

been able to accomplish the following:

o Significant development of faculty and programs in the basic

medical sciences, and early progress toward development of our

faculty and programs in the clinical medical sciences.

o Expansion of the medical curriculum and academic support

system.

o Enhancement of research capability. Morehouse's faculty has

successfully competed for research grants from the NIH, NSF,

and other sournes.

o Established a preventive medical/public health residency

program, and a family practice residency program.

o Ez.rly development of educational programs designed to prevent

alcohol and drug abuse, cardiovascular diseases, AIDS, teenage

pregnancy, cancer and other preventable conditions,

o Established continuing medical education programs for

practicing physicians.

In addition, Morehouse graduates have a very high pass rate on

the National Board of Medical Examiners exam and have received

appointments in residency programs at a number of the nation's

oldest and most prestigious university-affiliated hospitals, 75% of

6
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Morehouse graduates are doing post-graduate training in primary

care fields and 70% of Morehouse graduates are practicing in

medically underserved .nner cities and rural areas.

Section 326 is a particularly good investment for the nation.

Without Section 326 funding, these accomplishments would not have

occurred. All five of the existing section 326 schools have

developed strong community outreach programs to improve the

applicant pool. These program extend from the Head Start program at

Drew to the Summer Enrichment program for faculty at Meharry.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools has

worked with the National Association for Equa. Opportunity in

Higher Education (NAFEO), the United Negro College Fund (UNCF), and

the Office of the Advancement of Public Black Colleges (OAPBC), and

agrees in principle with these organizations that there is a need

to include additional eligible institutions in the graduate portion

of Title III, Part B, Section 326 of the Higher Education Act. In

fact, the support of additional funding, after maintenance of

funding for the original institutions is assured, is among the top

priorities of the Association. AMHPS also believes that the Higher

Education Act is the appropriate mechanism for enacting such

changes.

Legislation was introduced in the last Congress to add five

new qualified eligible graduate and professional schools to the

program. Of these five institutions - Florida A&M University

College of Pharmacy, Xavier University College of Pharmacy, the

North Carolina Central University School of Law, the Southern

7
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University School of Law and the Texas Southern University College

of Pharmacy or Law - three are members of our Association, AMHPS

has adopted principles of participation, that state that the

addition of new institutions to the program should not jeopardize

the funding that exists for currently participating schools. In

this way, no institution would be forced to reduce its budget or

cancel obligations already incurred.

Mr. Chairman, the Title III, Part B, Section 326 funding has

been very effective in improving the academic quality of minority

health professions schools. An expansion of the program to other

eligible AMHPS schools would further enhance the quality of

education at those schools as well.

Mr. Chairman, other HEA issues are Important to AMHPS as well.

AMHPS strongly supports legislation introduced last year, the

"Twenty-First Century Teachers Act". It would provide financial

assistance for the development, recruitment and training of

teachers and other instructional personnel. This measure would

prcmide $50 million for loan incentives for teaching and would give

priority to minorities. $500 million would be authorized for

Professional Development Academies and $250 million would b4

authorized for institutional recruitment and retention of

individuals preparing to enter the teaching force. HBCUs would be

given a priority in this category. AMHPS also strongly supports an

endowment fund for HBCUs aided with $20 million from the federal

government, an idea the President advocated in 1989.

Student aid and institutional support are critical to our

8
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schools and the individuals who attend our schools. Pell Grants,

Guaranteed Student Loans, Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants, College Work Study and National Direct Student Loans are of

major importance to our student body's ability to remain in school.

Other graduate professional opportubity programs such as the

Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships, also play a critical

role.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the

views and recommendations of the Association of Minority Health

Professions Schools. Also, we appreciate the support your committee

has demonstrated to the problems focused upon by our Association.

I would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have.

9
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Dr. Edward Fort, chancellor, North Carolina Agricultural and

Technical State University, Greensboro, North Carolina
Mr. FORT. Thank you very much.
I want to reiterate the comments made by my colleague as they

relate to the support and efforts you have launched for a number
of years on behalf of our universities. I want to congratulate ye
for this extraordinary effort. Speaking on behalf of N.C. State Uni-
versity, I bring you greetings from A&T, the birthplace of Dr Ron
McNair, the astronaut.

As indicated in the report by the task force on women, minorities
and the handicapped in science and technology, Changing America.
The New Face of Science and Engineering, 1988 "The Nation can
meet future potential shortfalls of scientists and engineers only by
reaching out and bringing members of these underrepresented
groups into science and engineering. America's standing and com-
petitiveness depend on it ... the Nation's leadership in science and
engineering cannot be maintained unless the education pipeline
from kindergarten through graduate school is prepared so that it
can yield a larger and snore diverse group of world-class scientists
and engineers at on all levels." (1988)

In concert with the data depicted by Dr. Richard Atkinson in his
1990 speech before the American Association for the Advancement
of Science: "Supply and Demand for Scientists and Engineers A
National Crisis in the Making," if the shortage of Ph.D s in engi-
neering becomes more evident within the next six years, then this
Nation and its economic development ethos, are going to be in seri-
ous jeopardy, as associated with American society's pressing scien-
tific needs for the year 2000 and beyond, as combined with the re-
ality that the demography asserts that 85 percent of the work force
by that year will be members of minority groups, women and for
eign-born personnel.

It will not be possible, given the need for 75,000 scientists and
engineers a year, merely to enable this Nation to maintain a sec-
ondary position behind Japan in economic development, to produce
that kind of manpower simply on the basis of previous networks
The demands for black Ph.D.s will increase. The demands for black
undergraduate and graduate scientists in engineering, biology,
chemistry, physics, mathematics, et cetera, will, concurrently, in-
crease.

While, on the one hand, the Federal Government, state govern-
ments and the Fortune 500 begin to increasingly crank up for deal-
ing with the issue of black underrepresentation in engineering and
the sciences, they increasingly sense the need for increasing the
level of Ph.D. and advanced graduate school productivity, as ap-
pearing within the ranks of these same minority would-be-scien-
tists, particularly if many of them will be leaders in the scientific
community, given the demographics foi the year 2000 and beyond

Information related to scientific productivity becomes more acute
when one recognizes, as indicated by the National Science Founda-
tion, that in 1977 the total number of high school sophomores na-
tionally was four million. Of that number, those with interests in
science and engineering numbered 730,000 nationally.
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By the year 1979, those high school seniors with science and en-
gineering interests had been reduced to 590,000 and by 1980 college
freshmen with science and engineering intentions numbered only
340,000.

By 1984, those actually holding baccalaureate degrees in science
and engineering numbered 206,000 nationally. That number was
downsized to 61,000 with graduate study in science and engineering
between 1984 and 1986.

In 1986, masters degrees in science and engineering numbered
only 46,000 and by 1992 only 9,700 Ph.D degrees were available in
the field of science and engineering.

It becomes increasingly obvious that, given the numbers which
must exist by the year 2000 as :ar as scientific productivity is con-
cerned, the network which, historically, has produced scientific
talent as emanating from Berkeley, Yale, Princeton, Michigan.
Stanford, MIT, and John Hopkins University just simply will not
be sufficient. Increasingly, it becomes apparent that the Federal
Government and the private enterprise will have to turn, in a
heightened manner, to three additional kinds of institutions, that
is, historically black campuses, campuses that are publicly support-
ed, and universities which have high technology' missions

It just so happens that there are a number of historically black
universities, including N.C. A&T State University, which meet all
three of these criteria, e.g., they are historically black, they have
high-tech research missions and many of them are publicly sup-
ported.

It is worthy of note in this regard that Dr. Walter Massey, a na-
tionally promiaent physicist, and currently the man being tapped
to head the National Science Foundation, asserts that if we are to
replace the scientists who will be retiring over the next few years,
we cannot depend solely' on the traditional sources of supply This
means that the tapping of neglected pools of talent among women
and minority members, especially blacks, must ensure

In fact, data referred to by Dr Massey, as produced by the Na-
tional Research Council, substantiated the reality that no other mi-
nority group produced as small a proportion of science and engi-
neering doctorates as blacks. (National Research Council, New
York Times Citation 1990.)

This same National Research Council data indicated the fact
that blacks comprise only two percent of all e m ploy ed scientists
and engineers, even though they are 12 percent of the general pop-
ulation. They earn five percent of the baccalaureates and one per-
cent of the Ph.D.s in science and engineering.

According to research gathered by,' the task force of women, mi-
norities, and the handicapped in science and technology, Changing
America The New Face of Science and Engineering (1988), in 1936
a total of 3,376 Ph D.s were awarded in engineering by United
States universities. Of that number, 1,661 went to U S citizens, in-
cluding 139 women, 25 to Hispanics, 14 to blacks and six to Ameri-
can Indians

In 1988, only 47 U.S. blacks earned a Ph.D. in science, only 15
earned a Ph.D. in engineering In fact, taking into account all
Ph.D.s, the number produced between 1977 and 1987 declined for
black, native born Americans from a high of 684 to a low of 319

201
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It is critically important that we recognize the reality that there
is an acute relationship between black Ph.D. productivity, particu-
larly in the sciences, and the source of undergraduate experienc2s
for these black doctoral degree holding students

Data, for example, produced by the National Science Foundation,
indicates that in 1988, of the 30 largest university producers of
black baccalaureate degree holding engineers, the top five engi-
neering producing campuses of the Nation were historically black
universities.

In fact, North Carolina A&T State University lead the list, pro-
ducing more black engineers than any other campus in the Nation.
The top five black baccalaureate degree engineering institutions in
the Nation for 1988 and 1989 were, one, North Carolina A&T State
University; two, Howard University; three, Tuskegee University,
four, Prairie View University; five, Southern University.

The sixth campus, CUNY, produced 74 black engineering degrees
in 1988 and there are a large number of black students on that
campus.

This scientific productivity by historically black campuses is
clearly buttressed by the research defined by Jacqueline Fleming
in her volume Blacks in College. Thus, it becomes increasingly ap-
parent.

Thus, it becomes increasingly apparent, that the literal under-
structure of this Nation, from an economic and scientific develop-
ment point of view, is inextricably related to the productivity suc-
cesses both cut rent and projected as emanating from historically
black campuses.

For example, if this Nation has defined deep space probes as a
national priority, blaLk universities are and must play a major role
in same.

North Carolina A&T State University was selected less than two
years ago by NASA to participate as a full partner with North
Carolina State University in the operation of a mars space re-
search center This decision by NASA was made in concert with
the enormous talent of A&T's scientists and students.

An $8 1 million appropriation, traversing a five year plan, was
granted on the basis of open competition nationally. A&T, as the
only black campus selected in the initial competition, has thus posi-
tioned itself to play a substantial role in America's deep space pro-
grams. The mars space research center operation will be driven, in
part, by A&T's composite materials laboratory

Our scientists will have the major responsibility for developing
the anticipated epidermal layer which will cover the mars landing
vehicle which touches down on the red planet by the year 2020.

Our sister institution, North Carolina State University, will
handle the aeronautical engineering implications of this space
flight by developing a prospectus for hardware to be used in the
flight through deep space, one traversing two years round trip.

Additionally, as far as the whole question of productivity of engi-
neering Ph D s, telecommunications specialists, and computer sci-
entists is concerned Once again, black campuses must and will
play a major role.

For example, the National Science Foundation, . year ago,
awarded North Carolina A&T State University a $2.5 , alion grant
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covering a five year period. This grant was designed for purposes of
developing a Ph.D. feeder track as geared to assist the Nation in
increasing the number of minority engineers, telecommunication
specialists, and computer scientists, who go on to matriculate in
Ph.D. programs and graduate from same.

The grant provides the university with an opportunity to place,
annually, no less than four minority engineers/computer scien-
tists, telecommunication specialists into Ph D track matriculation
In year one of the program, we placed six students in Ph.D tracks
covoring those three disciplines.

It is quite clear that in this age of lessened resources, priorities
must be effected. And those priorities, as far as a scientific posture
is concerned, must be high ones As Edward David, former science
adisor to the president, indicated, a collision "between scientific
opportunities and constrained financial resources represents a
crisis 'of purpose' for the science and engineering communities and
the Federal agencies which support their research

Somehow, it is going to be encumbent upon the Federal agencies.
and the Fortune 500, to heighten the level of significance and im-
portance which they attach to role played and to-bib-played by his-
torically black campuses as directly concerned with the economic
growth and development of this Nation.

The following suggestions are, therefore, cited as ones which
should be seriously considered by the Congress as it begins to make
decisions concerning budget allocations for the next fiscal year and
beyond. Increased infrastructure support for historically black re-
search universities. New legislation embodied in public law In
section 832 calls for the establishment of substantial goals designed
to increase the participation of HBCUs and minority institutions in
Department of Defense-related research enterprises

As a part of that section of the law, infrastructure assistance is
defined. This infrastructure assistance is inclusive of scientific
equipment and dollars for the renoation of research laboratories
Bricks and mortar foi new constructionth related to laboratories,
et cetera and are not included in the language of the bill

It will be encumbent upon the Congress to provide these campus-
es with enough flexibility wherein "infrastructure assistance" in-
cludes dollars for new construction, where necessary, as designed to
enable these black campuses to actively and effectively pursue
those research projects which can be of assistance to the Depart-
ment of Defense and which require, as applicable, bricks and
mortar construction dollars.

Partnerships with national labs, these are essential, and vitally
important, particularly as pertains to the successes which have al-
ready evolved in concert with the existence of the science and tech-
nology alliance. This consortium of black. minority institutions, in-
clusive of North Carolina A&T State University, the Mendex Foun-
dation (a Puerto Rican based institution of 11,00W and New Mexico
Highlands University (heavily Hispanic and American)

This alliance has a formal relationship, consortium wise, with
three national laboratories, e g Los Alamos National Lab, Sandia
National Labs, and Oak Ridge National Lab.

The interface between the three minority institutions and the
three national labs has resulted in extraordinary participation on
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the part of students and faculty in research projects and activities
as emanating, on site, in the national labs.

Additionally, scholarship dollars, co-op opportunities and visiting
scientist input have played a major role in Ow success of this De-
partment of Energy-sponsored program.

Establish precollegiate centers of excellence Increase. substan
tially the amount of interagency dolla-s available to historically
black colleges and universities for precollegiate ventures in science
and engineering; establish five $1 million per year, for five years,
precollegiate centers of excellence, with the criteria for involve-
ment depending upon verifiable track records of excellence in the
operationalizing of precollege programs designed to bring substan
tially increased numbers of high school and middle school students
into collegiate science/engineering matriculation programs once
enrolled in postsecondary education.

Criteria would be rigid and the track record provable Preference
would be given to campuses with substantial programmatic exper
tise in science and engineering and records of accomplishment in
the precollegiate field.

Establish engineering productivity program initiate through the
National Science Foundation, a scholarship program for III3Ct's
with high productively schools of engineering Eligibility criteria
would depend upon a high engineering productivity track record,
with scholarship stipends available up to $8000 per year for enter
ing freshmen students, stipends increased to $10,000 per year as
seniors. Matriculation would be geared to those engineering cam
puses producing, over a three year time frame, the largest number
of black engineers.

Double the availability of funds for office of naval research grad
uate fellowship programs. Gear these funds to campuses demon
strating substantial increases in science engineering graduate stu
dent attendance as HBCUs/MIs.

Establish engineering doctorate enhancement program This pro
gram, as operated by the National Science Foundation, would be
specifically geared to assist HBCUs with graduate programs in en
gineering in the establishment of Ph.D offerings.

Based upon criteria geared to the prior performances of excel
lence at the masters and the baccalaureate degree levels in engi
neering, this program would be geared to establish direct allow
tions to HBCU campuses with established engineering programs
which are being prepared for doctoral instruction. Allocations
would be specifically earmarked at the level of $1 million per year
for a five year period with renewal possibilities dependent upon
specifically delineated criteria as defined by the NSF

Funds would be used for specific Ph.D. start-up costs inclusive of
faculty salaries, faculty development, scientific equipment up to
$250,000 per year for five years, graduate assistant stipends at
$12,000 per year for five years, reference books at $50,000 per year
for five years, and administrative assistance at $30,000 a year for
five years.

The purpose of this program would be to assist selected IIBCUs
in the final phases of Ph.D. establishment in selected fields of engi
neering.

0 0
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Establish matching grants for staa-up prospective of HBCU
foundation. The foundaticn has been established and the Fortune
3e0 is intimately involved in its funding. The matching of federally
defined funds as emanating from the National Science Foundation
should be available for the use of the six initially selected HBCU
campuses in concert with allocations garnered by the Fortune 500
as used for. infrastructure enhancement, establishment of new
Ph.D. programs in science/eng;neering; scholarships for high
achieving scienceengineering students (four-year graduatesl, and
research assistantships;summer employ ment internships for high
achievir.,4 students within these science 'engineering programs at
HBCUs.

These trusts would represent a renewed commitment, on the
part of the Federal Government, to enhance the infrastructure
status and the scholarship procurement posture of black universi-
ties, universities which will become principal agents of economic
development for this country in the years ahead.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank yo-i, Dr. Fort.
The final witness on the panel has now appeared, Dr. Niara Su-

darkasa.
Ms. SUDARKASA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
To our distinguished Chairman and members of the Committee

on Education ad Labor, as I said to the Chairman. I am Niara Su-
darkasa, president of the Lincoln University, of Pennsylvania which
was chartered in 1954 as the first college in American for youth of
African descent. It is a great honor to appear today to speak on the
mission and achievements of historically black colleges and univer-
sities. Before I begin may I add my voice of tribute to my col-
leagues who I am sure have expressed gratitude to you for your
lasting contributions to black higher education

We are especially indebted to you for your ttentive ear and con-
tinuous support. As you prepare to retire fr)m the House, accept
our profound appreciation for your stellar servke to some of Amer-
ica's most important institutions, namely its schools and colleges.

I would like to address the committee on the important role his-
torically black colleges and universities must play if America is to
achieve the national gcals outlined by the President in January of
this year.

I made a few notes concerning the achievements of black col-
leges, particularly Lincoln University recognizing full well that
some of these points may have been made by others.

If you would permit me just to say a word about our institution
because Lincoln illustraces that a single historically black college
might go through a null ber of different stages of evolution, thereby
illustrating that though some of the institutions start out as public
or private they don't always end up that way.

Lincoln was chartered as an all-male institutior, and remained
as such for almost 100 years. It graduate its first woman in 1953,
99 years after its founding. It did not become fully co-educational
until 196.5, when women were first allowed to reside on campus. Es-
tablished as a liberal arts college in 185'. within 12 years, Lincoln's
charter was changed to make it a fully-t;edged university with a
law school, medical school and seminary, in addition to the college.
The medical and law schools did not survie the depression of the
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1870s, but the seminary thrived until the late 1950s, when it was
discontinued.

Although Lincoln began as a pri--ate ir.stitution with strong but
unofficial ties to the Presbyterian church, Lincoln has received oc-
casional state support since the 1930s. and became one of Pennsyl-
vania's four "state-related- universities in 1972. The others are
Penn State. Temple. and Pittsburgh. This means that Lincoln is
now a public institution that receives a part of its annual budget
from the state. But it also retains a quasi-private status in that it
owns land and other properties that do not belong to the state, and
it still has a group of self-perpetuating trustees. who constitute ap-
proximately one-half of its board.

Lincoln is especially renowned for producing outstanding nation-
al and international leaders. In its first 100 years. Lincoln gradu-
ates comprised 20 percent of the Nation's African-American physi-
cians and more than 10 percent of the African-American lawyers.
Its alumni ha-.e headed :36 colleges and universities and scores of
prominent churches. At least 10 have served as U.S. ambassadors
and mission chiefs. and many others have distinguished themsek es
as state and Federal judges. maors. research scientists, educators.
aviators, entrepreneurs. journalists, and other professionals.

Lincoln's roster of fa.aous alumni reads like a Who's Who of the
20th century: Poe, Langston Hughes. Supreme Court Justice Thur-
good Marshall: Ghana's first President. Kwame Nkrumah, Nige-
ria's first President. Nnamdi Azikiwe. and Pennsylvania's first
black Congressman. Robert N C. Nix. Sr.. just to name a few.

Throughout its history. Lincoln has been interracial and interna-
tional. while maintaining its primary mission of educating African-
Americans. It graduated its first African student in 1859, and its
first white students in the ,60s. Lincoln is a household word in
Africa. where its graduates no only include the two heads of state
mentioned above, but scores of other well-known public figures who
played prominent roles in the independence movements and in the
first national governments of the late 1950s and early 1960s. But
Lincoln's training of African leaders did not stop in the 19-10s and
1950s. In the 1960s and early 1970s. Lincoln provided the orienta-
tion for the State Department-sponsored Southern Africa students'
programs, with the result that its graduates and former students
are now found in leadership positions throughout Southern Africa.
No less than six members of the cabinet and legislature of the
newly independent country of Namibia are Lincoln alumni.

The history of Lincoln University, and those of other historically
black colleges and universities, make it clear that these institutions
have had a remarkable impact through the training of men and
women who made their mark as national and international lead-
ers Data cc: iled by the National Association for Equal Opportu-
nity in Higher Education, NAFEO, indicate that these institutions
have produced more than 50 percent of the Nation's African-Amer-
ican business executives and elected officials, 75 percent of the Af-
rican-Americans who earned doctorates, 75 percent of the black
military officers. 80 percent of the black Federal judges and 85 per-
cent of the black physicians.

Although black colleges and universities constitute only :3 per-
cent of the Nation's institutions of higher learning, they enroll up
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proximately 27 percent of the African-American students in col-
lege, and award 34 percent of the undergraduate degrees earned by
blacks nationwide-59 percent of the bachelors degrees earned in
the South. Over 50 percent of the African-Americans who receive
bachelor degrees in mathematics and approximately 30 percent of
those who major in various fields of business, engineering, and sci-
ence graduate from HBCUs.

Thus, today as in the past, America's black colleges and universi-
ties still assume a major share of the Nation's responsibility for
providing equal educational opportunities for African-Americans.
And what is most important, they are providing students with the
global-awarenes% critical skills, and the scientific and technical
backgrounds that will be indispensable ibr survival and success in
the 21st century.

The role of HBCUs in meeting our national education goals:
It is because of their special success in training students who

come to college "long on promise but short on preparation," that
black colleges and universities can play a vital role in helping to
achieve the national educational goals outlined by the President
nearly a year ago.

In his 1990 State of the Union message, President Bush set forth
the following goals for education. By the year 2000, all children in
America will start school ready to learn.

By the year 2000, we will increase the percentage of students
graduating from high school to at least 90 percent.

By the year 2000, American students will leave grades 4, 8 and
12 having demonstrated competency over challenging subject
matter. including English, mathematics, science, history and geog-
raphy.

By the year 2000, U.S students will be first in the world in sci-
ence and mathematics achievement.

By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and pos-
sess the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global
economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship

By the year 2000, every school in America will be free of drugs
and violence and offer a disciplined environment conducive to
learn ing.

Obviously, the challenge in reaching these {,uaL comes not from
the well-prepared students and privileged classes in our society, but
from those who are underprepared and underprivileged.

The challenge of these goals is not simply to do better in our
training of Americans whom W.E.B. DuBois would call "the talent-
ed tenth," but rather to deal effectively with those who are pres-
ently "weeded out" or allowed to "drop out" or "cop out" of the
educational system.

To achieve our national educational goals, we must realize that
the passion for excellenct . eannot simply trickle down from the top;
it must be the fountain from which everything flows. Only when
we have a strategy for encouraging and enabling students at all
performaoce levels to strive for what the athletic coaches call their
"personal best" can we expect to raise the level of achievement
throughout our educational system.

The notion that our students can become globally competitive
will remain an idle wish unless and until we can motivate the
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scholastic under-achievers to value academics as much as they
value sports. Our students will have to appreciate that dr:ve, deter-
mination. dedication and discipline can provide them with the key
to careers far more reliable and realistic in their prospect than the
remote possibility of a career in professional sports.

Regardless of whethet it is perceived or intended as such, the es-
tablishment of nat:onal educational goals requires a commitment
to equity that is as strong as our commitmeat to excellence.

In fact, the message underlying the enunciation of these goals is
that any attempt to achieve excellence without equity is short-
sighted and inevitably short-lived. Quantum improvements in the
Nation's overall educational performance, such as called for in the
national goals, will require substantial improvement in the
achievement leNels of all students, particularly those who are figu-
ratively and literally at the bottom of the class.

Clearly, success in reaching our national educational goals will
require a major commitment of funding and other resources from
Federal and State Governments as well as from the private sector.
The President will have to live up to his aim of becoming "th? Edu-
cation President" by givinglunding for this sector a much higher
priority than it now has.

Obviously, the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965 is vital in any strategy for identifying resources to achieve our
national educational goals. A case can be made for increasing the
funding of nearly every program funded under this legislation, but
it is particularly important that the level of funding by increased
substantially for student financial aid and academic support serv-
ices, funded under Title IV; for teacher training and development
programs, funded under Title V; and for aid to historically black
colleges and other needy institutions, funded under Title III.

Given the undisputed success of HBCUs in educating students
from poor schools, low-income homes, and neighborhood environ-
ments that discourage academic achievement, the Nation should
realize that black colleges can provide models for both teaching low
achievers and training the teachers who will teach them.

In this critical decade, black co:ieges can also be encouraged to
form more linkages with majority colleges and universities so that
our success in nurturing, mentoring and graduating black students
can be emulated by the predominantly white institutions at which
most of our students seek an education. Demographic realities tell
us that even if all African-Ameiican students wanted to attend
black colleges, there are two few HBCUs to educate all the African-
American students who deserve a college education

We at the historically black colleges, therefore, have a great
stake in the survival and success of black students wherever they
are By establishing programs of academic cooperation and collabo-
ration with predominantly white institutions, we can pool our re-
spective strengths to educate greater numbers of African-Ameri-
cans and other minorities, and thereby move our Nation closer to
the educational goals enunciated by the President.

In my inaugural address delivered in September 1987, I stated
my conviction that black colleges would continue to lead the coun-
try in producing African American pioneers and trailblazers be-
cause "these institution:, instill in black students what eludes them
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at many predominantly white institutions. Namely, the boldness to
dare to compete at the cutting edge. and the confidence and skills
to succeed once they are there."

Hopefully, Mr. Chairman, this legacy of success in educating the
underprivileged as well as the talented tenth can become the hall-
mark of all of American educatiou.

In enunciating the six national education goals, the President
has challenged the Nation to dupiicate the success of the black col-
leges. He has challenged the country to fulfill its long-standing
promise of equality of access, of equality of opportunity for
progress and success at all levels of American education. We in the
African-American community now call for the country to rise up
and meet that challenge.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Niara Sudarkasa follows:]
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TESTIMONY

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Education and
Labor, I am Niara Sudarkasa, President of Lincoln University of
Pennsylvania, which was chartered in 1854 as the first colkejle in
America for youth of African descent. It is an honor for me to
appear before you toaay to speak on this Forum on the mission and
achievements of Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs).

Before I begin my testimony, Chairman Hawkins, may I add my
voice of tribute to that of my colleagues who have expressed their
gratitude to you for your lasting contributions to American higher
education. We in the historically Black college community are
especially indebted to you for your attentive ear and continuous
support. As you prepare to retire from the House, please accept
our profound appreciation for your stellar service on behalf of
some of America's most imeortant institutions, notably its schools
and colleges.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to address the Committee on the important
role historically Black colleges and universities must play if
America is to achieve the national educational goal, outlined by
the President in January of this year. By way of introduction,
I wish to make some remarks about the achievements of Black
colleges, recognizing full well that many of the points I make will
have been made by other speakers.

Throughout the day, the Committee has been reminded that
historically Black colleges are representative of the diversity of
higher education institutions in this country. They are: public
and private; single-sex and co-ed; predominantly Black or
historically Black but now predominantly white; two-year colleges,
four-year colleges, comprehensive universities, research
universities, professional schools, etc. My own institution,
Lincoln University of Pennsylvania, illustrates that a single HBCU
might have gone through a number of different stages in its
evolution.

Lincoln University was chartered as an all-male institution,
and remained as such for almost one hundred years. It graduated
its first woman in 1953, ninety-nine years after its founding. It
did not become fully co-educational until 1965, when women were
first allowed to reside on campus. Established as a liberal arts
college in 1854, within twelve years, Lincoln's charter was changed
to make it a full-fledged University with a law school, medical
school and seminary, in addition to the College. The medical and
law schools did not survive the depression of the 1870s, but the
seminary thrived until the late 1950s, when it was discontinued.
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Although Lincoln began as a private institution with strong
but unofficial ties to the Presbyterian church, Lincoln has
received occasional State support since the 1930s, and became one
of Pennsylvania's four "state-related" universities in 1972. (The
others are Penn State, Temple, and Pittsburgh). This means that
Lincoln is now a public institution that receives a part of its
annual budget from the State: But it also retains a quasi-private
status in that it owns land and other properties that do not belong
to the State, and it still has a group of self-perpetuating
trustees, who constitute approximately one-half of its Board.

Lincoln is especially renowned for producing outstanding
national and international leaders. In its first hundred years,
Lincoln graduates comprised 20 percent of the nation's African
American physicians and more than 10 percent of the African
American lawyers. Its alumni have headed 36 colleges and
universities and scores of prominent churches. At least 10 have
served as U.S. ambassadors and mission chiefs, and many others have
distinguished themselves as state and federal judges, mayors,
research scientists, educators, aviators, entrepreneurs,
journalists, and other professionals.

Lincoln's roster of famous alumni reads like a Who's Who of
the 20th century: Poet Langston Hughes; Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall; Ghana's first President, Kwame Nkrumah;
Nigeria's first President, NnamdiAzikiwe; and Pennsylvania's first
Black Congressman, Robert N. C. Nix, Sr., just to name a few.

Throughout its history, Lincoln has been interracial and
international, while maintaining its primary mission of educating
African Americans. It graduated its first African student in 1859,
and its first white students in the 1860s. Lincoln is a household
word in Africa, where its graduates not only include the two heads
of state mentioned above, but scores of other well-known public
figures who played prominent roles in the Independence movements
and in the first national governments of the late fifties and early
sixties. But Lincoln's training of African leaders did not stop in
the forties and fifties. In the 1960s and early 1970s, Lincoln
provided the orientation for the State Department-sponsored
Southern Africa students' program, with the result that its
graduates and former studentb are now foand in leadership positions
throughout Southern Africa. No less than six members of the
cabinet and legislature of the newly independent country of Namibia
are Lincoln alumni.

T.'e history of Lincoln University, and those of other
historically Black colleges and universities, make it clear that
these institutions have had a remarkable impact through the
training of men and women who made their mark as national and
international leaders. Data compiled by the National Association
for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), indicate that
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these institutions have produced more than 50% of the nation's
African American business executives and elected officials; 75% of
the African Americans with earned doctorates; 75% of the Black
military officers, 80% of the Black federal judges and 85% of the
Black physicians.

Although Black colleges and universities constitute only 3%
of the nation's institutions of higher learning, they enroll
approximately 27% of the African American students in college, and
award 34% of the undergraduate degrees earned by Blncks nationwide
- 59% of the bachelors degrees earned in the South. Over 50% of
the African Americans who receive bachelors degrees in mathematics
and approximately 40% of those who major in various fields of
business, engineering, and science graduate from HBCUs.

Thus, today as in the past, America's Black colleges and
universities still assume a major share of the natioa's
responsibility for providing equal educational opportunities for
African Americans. And what is most important, they are providing
students with the global-awareness, critical skills, and the
scientific and technical backgrounds that will be indispensable for
survival and success in the 21st century.

THE ROLE OF HBCUs IN MEETING OUR NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS

It is because of their special success in training students
who come to college "long on promise but short on preparation",
that Black colleges and universities can play a vital role in
helping to achieve the national educational goals outlined by the
President nearly a year ago. In his 1990 State of the Union
message, President Bush set forth the following goals for
education:

I. By the year 2000, all children in America will start school
ready to learn.

2. By the year 2000, we will increase the percentage of students
graduating from high school to at least ninety percent.

3. By the year 2000, American students will leave grades four,
eight, ana twelve having demonstrated competency over
challenging subject matter, including English, mathematics,
science, history and geography.

4. By the year 2000, U.S. students will be first in the world in
science and mathematics achievement.

5. By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and
possess the ki 3wledge and skills necessary to compete in a
global economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship.
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6. By the year 2000, every school In America will be free of drugs
and violence and offer a disciplined environment conducive to
learning.

Obviously the challenge In reaching these goals comes not from
the well-prepared students and privileged classes in our society,
but from those who are under-prepared and under-privileged. The
challenge of these goals lb ..:7t simply to do better In our training
of Americans whom W.E.B. DuBois would call "the talented tenth",
but rather to deal effectively with those who are presently "weeded
out" or allowed to "drop out" or 'cop out" of the educational
system.

To achieve our national educational goals, we must realize
that the passion for excellence cannot simply trickle down from
tha top; it must be the fountain from which everything flows. Only
when we have a strategy for encouraging and enabling students at
all performance levels to strive for what the athletic coaches call
their "personal bes," can we expect to raise the level of
achievement throughout our educational system.

The notion that our students can become globally competitive
will remain an idle wish unless and until we can motivate the
scholastic under-achievers to value academics as much as they value
sports. Our students will have to appreciate that drive,
determination, dedication, and discipline can provide them with
the key to careers far more reliable and realistic in their
prospect than the remote possibility of a career In professional
sports.

Regardless of whether It is perceived or intended as such,
the establishment of national educational goals requires a
commitment to equity that is as strong as our commitment to
excellence. In fact, the message underlying the enunciation of
these goals is that any attempt to achieve excellence without
equity is short-sighted and inevitably short-lived. Quantum
improvements In the nation's overall educational performance, such
as called for In the national goals, wi..1 require substantial
improvement in the achievement levels of all students, particularly
those who are figuratively and literally at the bottom of the
class.

Clearly, success in reaching our national educational goals
will require a major commitment of funding aLd other resources from
federal and state governments as well as from the private sector.
The President will have to live up to his aim of becoming "the
Education President" by giving funding for this sector a much
higher priority than it now has.

Obviously, the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965 is vital to any strategy for Identifying resources to achieve
our national educational goals. A case can be made for Increasing
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the funding of nearly every program funded under this legislation,
but it is particularly important that the level of funding be
increased substantially for student financial aid and academic
support services, funded under Title IV; for teacher training and
development programs, funded under Title V; and for aid to
historically Black colleges and other needy institutions, funded
under Title III.

Given the undisputed success of HSCUs in educating students
from poor schools, low income homes, and neighborhood environments
that discourage academic achievement, the nation should realize
that Black colleges can provide models for both teaching low
achievers and training the teachers who will teach them.

In this critical decade, Black colleges can also be encouraged
to form more linkages with majority colleges and universities so
that our success in nurtur3ng, mentoring and graduating Black
students can be emulated by the predominantly white institutions
at which most of our students seek an education. Demographic
realities tell us that even if all African American students wanted
to attend Black colleges, there are too few HBCUs to educate all
the African American students who deserve a college education.

We at the historically Black colleges, therefore, have a great
stake in the survival and success of Black students wherever they
are. By establishing programs of academic cooperation and
collaboration with predominantly white institutions, we can pool
our respective strengths to educate greater numbers of African
Americans and other minorities, and thereby move our nation cicser
to the educational goals enunciated by the President.

In my inaugural address delivered in September 1987, I stated
my conviction that Black colleges would continue to leed the
country in producing African American pioneers and trailblazers
because "these institutions instill in Black students what eludes
them at many predominantly white institutions - namely the boldness
to dere to compete at the cutting edge, and the confidence and
skills to succeed once they are there."

Hopefully, Mr. Chairman, this legacy of success in educating
the underprivileged as well as the talented tenth can become the
hallmark of all of American education. In enunciating the six
national educational goals, the President has challenged the nation
to duplicate the success of the Black colleges. He has challenged
the country to fulfill its longstanding promise of equality of
access, and equality of opportunity for progress and success at all
levels of American education. We in the African American community
now call for the country to rise up and meet that challenge.
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Chairman HAWKINS Thank you.
The Chair would certainly like to commend the witnesses. Each

panel has been, I think, outstanding. It has been one of the best
hearings that we have had during this Session of Congress. It is
most encouraging and inspiring We are deeply indebted to all of
the witnesses, and all four of the panels.

Before I forget it, I would like to also express at this time my
thanks to our staff for putting the hearing together. Mr. John
Smith has been very valuable in doing this. I see in the audience
Miss Michelle Stent I want to express the appreciation of the com-
mittee for your help throughout the session, as well as helping to
put this day together.

Mrs. Bea Smith from NAFEO, Joyce Payne from the public black
colleges. We would like to thank that staff. We don't ordinarily get
an opportunity to do so We certainly would like to express our ap-
preciation.

We had many questions, I am sure my colleges do There is one,
you spoke of the need for the health professionals. I noted in the
newspaper on my way back from L.A. two days ago an article
which indicated several proposa!s under way.

I think the Department of Labor was discussing one such propos-
al to import from overseas individuals, particularly in the health
professions. I haw had the impression in hearings before this com-
mittee from the private sector that there is a move afoot, in certain
occupations, at least, to import labor from oerseas. I don't know
how the current situation is with respect to that.

It seems to me that here we have had testimony all day of how
individuals try to motivate certain professions. There is a move-
ment, and I anticipate it will accelerate certainly to go overseas for
some of these needs To me, I think that is short-sighted.

I wonder if any of the witnesses would like to comment on why it
lus become necessary to import the skills we need when we have
available among us here at home the institutions to train and
equip with the best skills of the world these type of individuals.
Would any of the witnesses care to comment?

Mr. MCCLURE I would like to comment on that from the stand-
point of the health professions We hae related statistics in terms
of what our institutions have contributed. I think one point we
need to make is that if these institutions had in fact received the
kind of support that they really deserved, our conclusions could
have been much greater.

Indeed, as we go into the future, I think what we are proposing
is that these institutions receive the kind of support that will allow
them to be maximally productive of the kind of health profession-
als who have already demonstrated their commitment to serve
where they are most needed.

If America has any problems in terms of health care, it is that so
often, the health professionals don't alwys go where they are most
needed. When we speak of the track records for blacks and other
mirorities going into undersered minorities, I think that is a real
message.

For example, in New York, there are more Meharry graduates in
underserved areas than from any other New York medical schools.
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Mr COI.E And that has been directed very clearly, and it goes on
and on for many othei areas :n rural communities and ia the cities
in this country.

So I think if this Nation would investigate in the historically
black colleges and universities, then the role which we have
played, which we have talked about here today could be a much
greater role and certainly the need to import our resources from
other countries would not be.

I think this country should be sending people to other countries,
and nev. as Dr. Sudarkasa pointed out in terms of Lincoln Univer-
sity, there have been many health professionals who finished at
Meharry and Howard who have gone to Africa and other under-
served countries to serve. I was in Zambia in 1986 and Lusaka had
developed 12 clinics, and eight were headed by Meharry graduates.

But what we have done I think is nothing compared to what we
could do if we receRed the kind of support which I think we need
and deserve

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr FORT Let me support Mr. Satcher and also the President of

the Lincoln University for their courage in relationship to the re-
sponse to your question, Congressman Hawkins, and add the index
that Dr. Sudarkasa has mentioned as pertains to the issue of
excess.

If memory serves me correctly, in 1988, according to statistics
provided by the National Science Foundation, in listing the top 30
campuses nationally relatively to federally-funded research produc-
tivity, the highest campus in that list was Johns Hu, kins Universi-
ty which generated $480 million that year.

Of the top 30 campuses, not one was black, not even Howard.
Now, I find that suddenly, rather, sufficiently, that the new legisla-
tion under the legislation under the reauthorization act suggests
that dollars might very wdl be set aside for dealing with the infra-
structure issue there I spoke to earlier.

I find it also peculiar that infrastructure money cannot be used
for purposes of construction as far aJ bricks and mortar are con-
cerned I would be willing to wager that sufficientthtt tremen-
dous amounts of dollars were utilized in concert with the data dis-
played in 1988, as far as the National Science Foundation is con-
cerned, for everything from laboratories to facilities that were
quote, "constructed," end quote.

I find it rather odd that now suddenly as we move into the 1990s
and the ethos of under-representation of minorities as related to
historically black research ur versities is concerned, that those
campuses are now confronted with the possibility of not being able
to tap into the same kind of resources that were in existence at the
time that one campus and Johns Hopkins generated $480
That should change

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, now a different angle to the re-
sponses given to your question, and that is that with respect to the
question of why this Nation, why various agencies and firms in the
Nation would be importing labor, I would dare say that it is also a
response, it is also an action, a behavior, that has been typical
down through the years of respect and appreciation that have been
afforded to historically black colleges and universities.
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I think it is very important that we note that while we continue
to speak about specific areas where we know this act and other leg-
islation all to address in a very specific and well-defined way, it is
equally as important to understand that any support given to any
historically black college or university goes to address the funda-
mental question of dividing persons within these shores to the
needs of not only African-Americans, but the Nation itself.

And I hope that in the broad sweep of discussion and debate that
may occur over the next several months and years that we never
lose sight of the fact that all of these universities as a universe are
serving a purpose which this Nation slightly needs, and that many
states, not Virginia certainly, but many states have failed to appre-
ciate the roles which historically black colleges and universities
have made, and therefore the Federal Government over the past
several years have done an extraordinary job in helping us to stem
the tide of reactionism as it applies to our institutions

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
I think that I have exhausted my time.
I will yield to Mr. Owens"
Mr OWENS. Well, Mr.Dr. Fort, pleasPd to see you again
Mr. FORT. The pleasure is mine, sir.
Mr OWEN& Help is on the way. Earlier in the day to start this

hearing Congressinan Bill Gray testified about the Qualified
Higher Organizational Capital Financing Act, hae you heard
about that?

It was introduced late in the session, and will be re-introduced
with Mr. Gray's personal backing, and I arn optimistic that some-
thing can move in ternis of that act being able to pros ide funds for
capital improvements for historically black colleges and unRi.rsi
ties.

Let me ask you, Dr. Fort, while I view, thein your testimony.
in which I appreciate very much your recommendations, detailed
recommendations, you talk about a Navy graduate engineering pro-
gram. Is that funded through the Department of Defense''

Mr. FORT No This is the Office of Naval Research through the
Department of the Navy, and, of course, it obviously is part of tlw
Department of Defense, that is right.

Mr. OWENS. It is an intriguing area. I would like to know, and
perhaps I will talk to you in the future, if you have knowledge of
any other economic issues with the military. The Department of
Defense provides more money for educational research, than any
other unit of government, far more than is provided via the De-
partment of Education.

And there are a nurnoer of programs there in which I would like
to know the experience of historically black colleges where there
ar various programs which do train people at every level I am in-
terested in that.

You also mentioned a founnation which I am not that fanuliar
with, the Foundation for Historically Black Colleges?

Mr, FORT That is the HBCU Foundation for Historically Black
Research Universities. This is new, seed money has not yet been
made fairly public as far as sources from the public sector are con-
cerned, but my anticipation is that given the role being played by
Dr William Hogan who is a vice President with Honeywell, and
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also given the leadership of Dr. Margaret Segers who formerly
headed the White House of Initiatives for Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities that this foundation will absolutely be a
goal, it will be a success, and what I am urging is that the Federal
Government play a significant role in relationship to the funding
of that enterprise.

I might add, Congressman Owens, that as you recall during our
discussions when you were on our campus less than a couple of
years ago that the Office of Naval Research is a very, very impor-
tant aspect of the Department of Defense's role as pertains to the
augmentation and enhancement of black campuses.

For example, over the last three years our campus has generated
about $2 billion from that organization in relationship to the whole
question of ceramics research as pertains to materials within the
school of engineering, which is critically important as related to
the economic support and development of this Nation.

One major possibility for success on the horizon related to the
recent formulation of the consortium for research and development
which brings together between seven and nine majority institutions
led by the likes of the Wisconsin, Madison and Iowa State Universi-
ty, and historically black research universities, including Florida
A&M, and Tuskegee, and also Xavier, and Clark Atlanta.

In with that venture, we anticipate that once this begins rolling,
that it will make a significant impact upon the kind of funding
levels which should flow from the Department of Defense and in
concert with this liaison between historically majority institutions
such as Wisconsin and historically minority institutions such as
A&T and Clark Atlanta.

Mr. OWENS. For the benefit of the record, we did have a discus-
sion earlier about research universities and the fact ;hat them are
certain units of the Federal Government which want to make us
believe that none of the historically black colleges and uniersities
are capable of being classified as research universities.

You just mentioned a group, a group that is comii,g to be. and we
would appreciate a listing of those involved in writing, if you don't
mind.

Mr. FORT. We can certainly provide that. I think that--
Mr. OWENS. This is your definition, not theirs, I take it.
Mr. FORT. Our definition is the one that counts as relates to what

we are trying to do. I think that that is a lot of nonsense as related
to the capabilities of these campuses, financial, from NASA alone.
our campus in the last two years has generated between $12 and
$14 million in research related to deep space ventures that this
Nation apparently has a rather strong focus on.

So if that is an example of the kind of development that our
campuses are capable of getting involved in, I say let's get on with
it.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Satcher, I have been very disturbed by the recent releases of

these indices that show that African-American people in America
are going backwards rapidly if you use the most meaningful barom-
eters for the masses. If you use barometers like Bill Cosby and the
amount of money he earns per year or Michael Tackson or some of
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the high salaries being earned by the football players and baseball
playersthe illusion of progress is given there.

But by barometers that deal with the masses. like the life expect-
ancy that you mentioned in your testimony. as of 1984. we stopped
closing the gap oetween A hite life expectancy and black life expect-
ancy. as of 1984, before AIDS became such a large factor, and we
started declining as of 1984 and we are going backwards progres-
sively. And, of course. AIDS has nothing to do with the high infant
mortality rate in the hospitals of New York, Washington, and all
the inner-cities of America where you have large black populations.

Infant mortality rate is not affected by AIDS. As a Congressman
who deals with cases during the winter, I will tell you a lot of our
people are just plain freezing to death, because of the factI mean
theN have large health problems because. frankly, the houses are
too cold, they don't provide heat. Or they have various kinds of
medical problems that are identified too late, and I think this was
mentioned as one of the causes, they diagnosed curable diseases too
late to allow medical science to be able to make a difference.

All these things really disturb me, and I wonder if we can't have
more visibility. Some of the members might want to address this
also. We only have two or three major medical schools, which are
predominantly African-American.

But I wondered if there is some way to get more visibility and
more leadership in terms of impacting upon our people what is
going on, what is happening. and get into more detail about these
causes. Because we are going to have the problem of, it is all going
to be dismissed as the rising AIDS rate. you know, and there are
other kinds of things that are happening, as pointed out by Dr. Sul-
livan, you know, the cigarettes and beer and those kinds of things
also have a great impact.

But also the housing and the lack of Federal commitment to
housing over the last 10 years I think is .: major part of the prob-
lem_ People are getting sick and dying. and we need more N isibility
in terms of leadership from your community, the medical commu-
nity. the academic community. you know, politicians can only go so
far.

Dr Sullivan talked about one aspect of it. but he hasn't dealt
with the Federal Government's policies that have led to a decline
in the health care of African-American people. So I think more vis-
ibility means some kind of consortium which would have to deal
with television for the whole Nation We need some leadership

Let us know. We are dying, literally dying. We need to know how
and why. from a voice that is objective and would be trusted.

Mr CoLE I think you are absolutely right. Two years ago at Me-
harry we started the Institute for Health Care of the Poor and Un-
derserved and this past year because we had the Conference on
Children at Risk. I don't think there is any question that the
number cne factor in infant mortality as it was in many of these
other problems is povert:, I think you are absolutely right.

PoNerty has been a growing factor in our community. Fifty per-
cent of African-Amerkan children now live in poverty, and we see
direct results of that in terms of pregnancy, prenatal care, and
what happens in the first year of life. which is how we define
infant mortality
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And while surely AIDS and substance abuse are factors, the
overwhelmirm factor is poverty and the results of poverty in tei.ns
of lifestyle, diet, but also access to health care. It is very clear. And
I agree with you that we have to play a greater leadership role in
bringing this problem to the forefront in helping to solve it.

Our institutions are struggling to do that. I want to emphasize
struggling. I will just make this one brief point. I hate to continue
to use Meharry as an example, but I know that best. Meharry
struggles financially, let me just say that, and our financial strug-
gle is inherent in our mission.

I mean if you operate an academic health center in this country,
the average academic health center gets 40 to 50 percent of its rev-
enue from patient care. If you take care primarily of poor people
which you do if you take care of primarily black people, then you
don't make money at patient care.

So you are always struggling to meet a very difficult high techno-
logical budget in a medical school. So what we are trying to do is to
get to the point where we have a stable financial base from which
we can enact and build strong programs that would in fact deal
with these problems. Because from our perspective, the Nation has
not yet made that commitment.

If this Nation funded programs like the ones that we are discuss-
ing, the way it funds programs at Johns Hopkins for specific cen-
ters of excellence to deal with specific diseases, which might affect
very few people, if this Nation funded programs for health care for
the poor the same way, then we wouldn't have a financial struggle.
We have a financial struggle because the priority of the Nation
today is not to really fund programs that speak to access to health
care for the poor, prenatal care for women; 40 percent of black
women do not receive prenatal care in the first trimester of preg-
nancy.

When those issues come to the forefront about budget, then we
will have the kind of financial strength that will allow us to have
the kind of out-front visibility and leadership that we like to have
in this country.

Mr. OWENS. I didn't mean to take the panel off the subject. I
think it is very much on the subject. The historically black colleges
and universities, the professional schools and their mission, can't
be eparated from our ability to get funding and the support you
need. And a lot of African-American people ask me, well, you
know, what difference does it make whether they have HBCUs or
not. I don't have any HBCU in my district, you know.

As a major resource to the Nation, in many ways you can be tre-
mendously helpful to everybody and that is what I am trying to
emphasize Not just the area that you happened to cover which I
focused on, but this whole area of education. We have a fragmenta-
tion and a vulcanization of ideas in the black community about
education which is frightening.

Some people think that all you have to do is segregate the boys
from the girls or blacks from whites. Blacks are advocating segre-
gation as a way to deal with our educational problem. Some are
oversimplifying that all we need to do is put in an African-Ameri-
can curriculum. But we are really at a dangerous point where lead-
ership from academics and people in the field of education is
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needed, high visibility is needed in order to deal with directing our
people so that we don't self-destruct as we seek to solve these prob-
lems that have driven us into desperation and frustration

I know why things are happening the way they are, but we need
a lot of help from the academic community, presidents of colleges, I
think, ought to think about addressing that.

Finally, I would just like to welcome Dr. Sudarkasa back and
say, you were on the panel from the Higher Education Trust sever-
al years ago and I enjoyed your remarks then, and today you were
right on target.

I made similar remarks about the President's goals before you
got here, and I am happy to see that either I am thinking like an
academician or you think like a politician, so we are on th- same
wave length. So welcome, and I did enjoy and benefit from th.?. tes-
timony of all of you. Thank you again.

Mr MCCLURE I forgot to mention one thing which I think is im-
portant. I don't know if you have seen the Journal on Health Care
for the Poor and linserved which we started last year, and I say
that because it is the first journal of its kind in this country, but it
is a mechanism for us to communicate some of these problems and
concerns, and many people are responding to it.

We are going to make sure that all of you get copies of the jour-
nal when it comes out because it is an attempt to really put in per-
spective this whole issue of poverty and health.

Mr OWENS. I would like to see that and I would :ike to talk with
you more about a New York State program which IA as started
when I was a state senator It was sabotaged the first few years
and I would like to know where it is going now.

There are a lot of things I would like to talk to you about
Thank you
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Hayes?
Mr HAYES. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
I do hope, Dr McClure, that the statement that you had pre-

pared that was misplaced by the airlines is found, because I was
really interested At least the testimony you gave orally where you
reflected on not just your postsecondary leNel of the whole educa-
tional process, but from the Head Start programs all the way
through elementary, secondary, because I think they are connect-
ed.

We have some problems that you alluded to that certainly are
going to impact, if not already on the institution of higher learn-
ing, but the whole question of preparing our youth at early stages
must be the focus. I am bothered particularly about, for example,
the fact that I had an opportunity to go with my Chairman Haw-
kins into some parts of Europe. Do you remember that' And just
studied the emphasis that is placed on preschool education of the
kids. I think it was from three to six, wasn't it?

Chairman HAWKINS. That is correct.
Mr HAYES To see the methodology that they were using and

teaching kids at that level how to read. We find ourselv.=.F in the
position where we are behind in lhat whole area.

There seem to be a growing emphasis in this country on prenatal
choice of deciding what schools kids will go to, which is according
to my estimation a reinstitution of the
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This policy is not just based on race, but based on economic status
as well. Much of the money that we need in order to educate these
kids at the elementary level is going to go to those schools, as it is
in my state, where they spend $800 or more a year on a student
that goes to school in the suburbs. This is compared to what they
spend on one that goes to school in my district, which happens to
be an economically poor district, with virtually no tax base, which
is the basis on which they distribute the money.

So these are the kinds of problems, and I think that you as
teachers of institutions at the postsecondary level, particularly
when it comes to black schools, kids having an opportunity to get a
higher education, you have got to begin to speak out more on some
of these deficiencies as they exist, in order to move people into a
position where they are willing to stand up and fight, because I
think that is the only way it is going to change.

Thank you.
Mr. MCCLURE. Congressman Hayes, if I may, let me just say this

one important thing. I think that of all the issues that may be dis-
cussed, if we do not first and foremost address education beginning
at the time of conception, into nursery, into the elementary and
middle school years, if we don't address them on the same level as
we do deep space research, et cetera, we are stupid, that is point
number one.

And point number two is that I believe that unless and until we
see the historic experiences which we have had in our respective
institutions as basis for developing new means of instructional de-
livery, new kinds of units, for example, in Petersburg, Virginia,
where we live, we are working now with 12 school districts and we
are setting up a satellite feeder system where teachers at Virginia
State University are teaching in the schools in those 12 school dis-
tricts.

It is a very expensive process. The governor has been very kind.
We will be the only institution in the country which is endeavoring
to work with low-income students. We are naive to think about be-
coming a grect institution at the postsecondary level unless we
first think in terms of serving young people. And that is my entire
point I was trying to make.

Mr. SUDARK SA. Congressman, may I add my voice to that of my
colleague in saying how important it is for us, as you said, not to
desegregate education as if we about success at one level without
realizing that it has impact on all others, or deficiencies at one
level without appreciating how these impact on all others.

Certainly we in historically black colleges are keenly aware of
this, because we deal with students all the time who have come to
us unprepared and whom people have labeled unintelligent, when
in fact they are the victims of systems of education that simply
have not served them well from the time they first started until
the time they got to college level.

I think that it is important as you say for us to not only speak
out on these issues, but to make it very clear that while parents
have a responsibility for some of the training of their children, we
cannot allow black parents to bear the brunt of the deficiencies of
our school system, the failure of our school system to educate chil-
dren so that they can in fact be well prepared for college.
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I think that one of the most pernicious myths that I have seen
circulating in recent years is the myth that the reason that black
students do not succeed is that black parents are somehow failing
them. It is not the responsibility of the homes to take over the re-
sponsibility of the schools. And I think that we must insist that if
middle class majority parents are not taking the responsibility for
educating their children, but holding the schools responsible, how
much more should lower income African-American or black par-
ents do the same thing?

I believe that while we need to support all of the discussions
about self-help in the African-American community, we must re-
member that we have always been a people who have helped our-
selves, and that the failure of the institutions to deliver education
to our children should not be turned around and put on to black
parents.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Again, I wish to thank the witnesses. You have given us concrete

hope and stirring faith, and this is a good conclusion I think to this
series of hearings by the full committee. We certainly appreciate
the witnesses today.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1.55 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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